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1 2/17/13 2/17/13 15:11
Tonight At 8pm central is 

Bring Your Own Pie Night

radio 

program
This comment has been removed by the author.

2 2/17/13 2/17/13 15:16
Tonight At 8pm central is 

Bring Your Own Pie Night

radio 

program

wow after reading this blog I am finally to the last page. Ginger Snap I love this. I found this blog from some parental rights advocates in 

Michigan. From what I am reading this whole lawless thing appears to be a sham. Just IMHO. I want to say I love the nick PIE MAN ZOMBIE 

HUNTER. What a choice these days. Maybe can run them over with his RV it could be a new video game.

3 2/17/13 2/17/13 17:06
Tonight At 8pm central is 

Bring Your Own Pie Night

radio 

program

Thanks Yappy. I was not paying attention before but is this talk of the this woman who is part of this Abused Swan page who also believes she 

Hebrews and totes around a Jewish Bible? I have had read her page because I follow politics here in my state and her and the other woman 

kloostra are together. there was a few of them that run for office and lost then claimed that it was rigged. The PAC that supported them has since 

denounced them since they were proclaimed men bashers. That is what I know about it all.

4 2/17/13 2/17/13 21:26
Tonight At 8pm central is 

Bring Your Own Pie Night

radio 

program

I do not know who Sarah Crocker is. Who is she some nut case tied to Maria Melinn? I am a political Commentator who follows politics in Michigan. 

I have nothing to from you PMZH whomever you are. Sarah, I am not familiar with anything more indepth with who or what AMPP is. I Just wanted 

to leave a comment of how I love this page that was all. It was interesting reading.

5 2/17/13 2/17/13 21:35
Tonight At 8pm central is 

Bring Your Own Pie Night

radio 

program

I just wanted to say Sarah, it is something that since I have been following Western Michigan Politics and some parental rights group of Michigan 

that they believe that your always someone other than who you are. I have to report this is another case making me someone else. I have been 

some social worker, DHS agent, Government agent, and more. It is always interesting. All i want is more money if I am more than one person. LOL. 

Just saying. I personally feel that there are lots of people who know much more than I do about whatever is going on. All I know about this lawless 

deal is from what I read here on this site. I am more into political stuff.

6 2/17/13 2/18/13 9:08
Tonight At 8pm central is 

Bring Your Own Pie Night

radio 

program
I listened to that show it was very entertaining. I did laugh several times. Hammer time!

7 2/18/13 2/18/13 17:52
Windbag Talks for Over 3 and 

a Half Hours Last Night

radio 

program
NBTDT you know bill Windsor must be taking lessons from George bush on Fuzzy Math.

8 2/18/13 2/18/13 22:22
Windbag Talks for Over 3 and 

a Half Hours Last Night

radio 

program

apology accepted. I am just getting up to speed about this Bill Windsor Guy since he has declared himself a political party. I am going to put this out 

here. I heard about this movement from following the group on the west side of the state but, until now reading what I have I can see this the most 

dysfunctional group of people I've ever seen. I could write about it but if you want I can call into the Radio Show Next week about it. I am sure then 

those Michigan Lawless people would listen. They are the same parental rights advocates who have basically took over the Lawless America's 

Name. Some of the people in this group in Michigan supported and used under the Lawless America Name this guy here you can read it on your 

free time. http://www.michaelterpening.com/

9 2/18/13 2/18/13 23:45
Windbag Talks for Over 3 and 

a Half Hours Last Night

radio 

program

Ninja this is a different guy who parental rights of Michigan part of their members supported him and it became a lawless case somewhat when 

lawless came to Michigan they grabbed onto it and were stating corruption In the terpening case. Ninja I know a lot about things all I can say for 

now is that as an observer for 3 years Windsor is a beacon of light to people who believe they can resolve their issues and confront th gov. Who 

they believe have wronged them. The family rights group is large and I don't believe it went well for him because the family rights activists have 

issues because within itself there is a gender split. Inform me when the show is.

10 2/19/13 2/19/13 10:13
William M Windsor: An 

American Terrorist

Windsor is 

a terrorist

Ginger this is why I must call in we can talk about this very thing. I have seen this same sentiment be carried out in Michigan starting with the 

harassment of judges and also the blatant disregard to court security measures. It's disturbing and also remarks from lawless Michigan that they 

understand why Tim McVeigh bombed the fed building. They say they are sympathetic to him because the corruption. What bothers me more 

about these lemming is that they are all Alex jones followers and now jones is almost just about calling for another 1776 he's a nut case but if you 

get enough whack jobs thinking the government is tyrannical people and you should form a militia agaist them that is what is going on and I 

see bills movement going in that direction especially with the words of treason.

11 2/19/13 2/19/13 10:43
William M Windsor: An 

American Terrorist

Windsor is 

a terrorist

Ginger, the Michigan for parental rights group has a member deanna Kloostra who put on her victims of judge Gardner page that sandy hook was a 

hoax. Basically we're dealing with a group which has many people who believe in anti- government conspiracy and also that the United Nations are 

globalists and that the new world order is taking children away. Loryn Ryder has posted before that she believes that her custody case is governed 

by the United Nations and many of these same people believe in agenda 21. Here is a great story; http://www.splcenter.org/get-

informed/intelligence-report/browse-all-issues/2012/spring/behind-the-green-mask

12 2/19/13 2/19/13 12:31
William M Windsor: An 

American Terrorist

Windsor is 

a terrorist

You know there is a group of extreme people supporting everything the main thing is that they can get out of control and become a danger. They 

also can take away from legitimate issues.

13 2/19/13 2/19/13 10:48
William M Windsor: An 

American Terrorist

Windsor is 

a terrorist
Revolution in today's politics= tea party, Ron paul.
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14 2/19/13 2/19/13 12:34
William M Windsor: An 

American Terrorist

Windsor is 

a terrorist
Susan you need to go watch the movie crimson tide.

15 2/19/13 2/19/13 16:50
William M Windsor: An 

American Terrorist

Windsor is 

a terrorist

Nbtdt she is talking about those women such as loryn Ryder, Maria melinn, deanna Kloostra, and Lori Handrahan who all have children and have 

posted photos and video of the children all over the Internet and say they have shown the police all of the evidence yet the men were never 

charged with a crime. So the deal is either we have faith in the decisions that police make on what is or is not a crime and the man should not be 

harassed any more for something they are not charged with or the other thought is that there is police corruption and the globalists are all against 

them. In each case with all of the women they believe that the children are all being concealed in which we all know where they are and they 

believe the government is funding the judges decisions and much more up to a ultimate new world order agenda 21 deal. Now I am just an 

observer here but Handrahan being a outspoken news contributor is somehow spewing child sex trafficking to Include her daughter in this and 

states that the white house is even involved. So you have to take a side either you believe it or not. If you do don't those women label you as a 

pedophile and a woman basher a d so on. That's it in a nutshell. Here's the deal I have no time to figure it all out but these people are surfing the 

Internet all day long unemployed storing up crap worse than the Murray show. The all belong to ampp or some other groups who are made up of 

the same group of women just another name. It is like the little rascals she woman's man bashing club and further more they are against all federal 

funding from the us health and human services for fathers initiatives and marriages because it puts fathers involved with children but they are all 

for the VAWA. There you have it all and yes I do follow them them are a political movement.

16 2/19/13 2/19/13 17:39
William M Windsor: An 

American Terrorist

Windsor is 

a terrorist

let me know when the next blogtalk thing is I will call in. It will be awesome. I could go on for days. Look as I stated before there are people on all 

sides. Men, Women, Monkeys what monkeys?.... that are for or against some cause or on some extreme thought process that is on the verge of 

acting out or really blasting away in to the oblivious of schizophrenia and so on. Lori Handrahan go watch some youtube and she has interviews 

with major news people. It is like watching Alex Jones talking to Piers on CNN about gun rights. Seriously. Every Group has a leader somewhere 

that is the Jesus of the movement. They could lie to you and tell you something that is completely insane but you'll believe it for some reason. They 

are great snake charmers and what I call manipulators. You think Bill is upset over hard Drives he sent out if it wasn't for the videos he has on 

them? He's rich. I have to say once I seen that the Parental rights groups were with him that this guy was nothing more than a Pied Piper snake 

Charmer. They flocked right to him when the terpening case went on. Furthermore, He was the Messiah for these people. They Dropped the 

Entire Michigan for Parental rights Movement and went with a larger name. Whom ever Bethany Christian Bethany is a huge supporter. She 

blasted the world about his Obama Certification which anyone can get by having an organization sign up for the program, you clock your hours and 

get the cert in the mail because you registered your cause with the plan. He shammed the government again somewhat. I about laughed my pants 

off when I read that they actually believe that Obama recognized them. Same as the Fox 17 people who they have all mailed who were not 

covering the DC meetup at all but just wanted information to create a local story in Michigan. They grab a hold of anything. It's all a pipe dream. 

Here is the topper to a lot of it, None of them do nothing in the form of lobbying or introducing new law with a person from congress. They just 

protest, call names, Facebook stuff and sit around complaining. They expect change If they acted with some normalcy and used the current 

government system they can make a change but they are not interested. they want to put them all up for Treason and kill the tyrants using the 2nd 

amendment. Seriously, they hold signs with peoples heads with nuses around them. And we just now are noticing this because of the governments 

idea to ban assault weapons. I am sure since the start of the tea party. I am sure we all remember the British and Paul revere the non palin story. 

LOL but really the tea party got the attention of a possible what I would call revolt from the citizens and now I believe due to Ron Paul and the 

Revolution it's getting bigger. ok off the soap box. I am sooo hungry I could eat a PIE.
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17 2/19/13 2/19/13 17:54
William M Windsor: An 

American Terrorist

Windsor is 

a terrorist

Here is something that disturbs me. Kloostra who is all about anti man, she is also anti family. She attends these coalition meetings with 

community leaders to help poverty and crime but she goes to them to start arguements and try to get camera footage to support her conspiracies 

on governemtn money and that all of the help is only geared to help abusive fathers and to take children out of the homes and adopt them for 

federal grant title VI-D money the same money that Michigan never got here is a link 

http://www.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/cb/adopt_incentive_history.pdfso every time I post it the TITLE IV-D conspiracy people they stay quiet 

because the HHS posts numbers of amounts given tot he states. I could not keep it in any how someone who cares for children like Deanna and the 

lawless group believe that Child support is extortion and that they will not pay for it. Deanna ran for office and one of her standpoints was if the 

government wants her to pat child support they should give non custodial parents jobs. Over veterans and minorities. This the kind of stuff that 

bothers me. She also proclaimed she would have a special county board that would be able to find county officials and put them in jail and bring 

charges against them. You were right they are not all lemmings. These people are smart. I have figured that I could be a milllionare if I could creat a 

job placement firm to get them all jobs because they have great posting skills and such great investigative skills. Of course believing that someone 

is not who they say they are and threatening and lying about saying they turned you over to the FBI, those are just jokes. Because the FBI is not 

interested in People having debates on Facebook and blogs about postings that are marked public on their facebook profile and their blog. Most of 

these people join some political party endorsing their cause. ok i am done.

18 2/19/13 2/19/13 17:59
William M Windsor: An 

American Terrorist

Windsor is 

a terrorist

Ninja, I would agree with cases that are not investigated properly, prosecuted because of some politician like a judge or a prosecutor in a small 

rinky dink county. But, here is the deal, Theses cases are criminal and the family judges do not deal with investigating abuse. So these women who 

have been abused are barking up the wrong venue. I suggest police chiefs, Prosecutors, Inspector general, the State AG. You know someone who 

can take care of it. But you also have to be timely in turning it in. You can't be like Allie there waiting 2 months. You cant take a video and a photo 

and wait. It is needs to be made immediately so the evidence is untainted, fresh, so you don't appear to be involved yourself. Especially if your in a 

custody dispute.

19 2/19/13 2/20/13 15:21

Pie Baby Attacks More 

Woman, Joey Dabuen Sent to 

State Prison

Joey 

Dauben 

and 

woman in 

Australia

Coming later... My report on Bills idea of citizen grand jury's

20 2/19/13 2/20/13 17:46

Pie Baby Attacks More 

Woman, Joey Dabuen Sent to 

State Prison

Joey 

Dauben 

and 

woman in 

Australia

I will like the page with all of my favorite peeps

21 2/19/13 2/20/13 21:13

Pie Baby Attacks More 

Woman, Joey Dabuen Sent to 

State Prison

Joey 

Dauben 

and 

woman in 

Australia

So, story is whatever Bill has stated about his idea of starting Citizen Grand Jury's all over is not going to fly at all. Even where he lives at you have 

to convince the prosecutor to start the formation of the Grand Jury. They just Don't meet like he states they do. He is caught in a Lie again. The 

Second Lie he states is about his old page. You can merge two FB pages but the one with the least amount of likes goes BYE BYE. See so he starts 

the one he has now and then if he transfers it the way it should the one with the old 50,000 likes is still the new page. He is trying to get over on FB 

but can't there is a reason he left the 50,000 like page I can not understand why.

22 2/19/13 2/20/13 23:07

Pie Baby Attacks More 

Woman, Joey Dabuen Sent to 

State Prison

Joey 

Dauben 

and 

woman in 

Australia

So there is been some Break up between Lawless America Bill and Michigan for Parental Rights, which all those people who are of Michigan for 

Parental Rights took over Lawless America I believe Bill is now out an entire state of people. I guess you can say he is down to 49 states.We will 

wait for the new lawless america talkshoe this sunday eastern time.

23 2/19/13 2/21/13 0:20

Pie Baby Attacks More 

Woman, Joey Dabuen Sent to 

State Prison

Joey 

Dauben 

and 

woman in 

Australia

PMA & LAWLESS AMERICA ANOTHER DOOMED MARRAIGE HERES WHYhttp://freemenow.wordpress.com/2010/03/05/family-law-judge-

sentences-disabled-mother-to-21-days-in-jail
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24 2/19/13 2/21/13 11:20

Pie Baby Attacks More 

Woman, Joey Dabuen Sent to 

State Prison

Joey 

Dauben 

and 

woman in 

Australia

AT Ninja, What I don't get is how if he wants to be with the PMA who ditched Melinn in the comments of that story how he can keep her and have 

an alliance with the same people at support her story. the judge bashing must be strong. LOL

25 2/21/13 2/21/13 11:28
Billy Tries to Make a Joke, But 

the Lemmings Freak Out

Nigerian 

money 

scams

ask you can see for "80 comments" that they take the Nigerian scam and make it into a corrupt bank deal. they have nothing to do with each other 

rally. It amazes me that some are there admitting they went as far as to gather funds for the fraud mail. Interesting.

26 2/21/13 2/21/13 11:30
Billy Tries to Make a Joke, But 

the Lemmings Freak Out

Nigerian 

money 

scams

Ginger, can you send me an email I am sure you can find it from my real account here thanks.

27 2/21/13 2/21/13 13:25
Billy Tries to Make a Joke, But 

the Lemmings Freak Out

Nigerian 

money 

scams

I listened to that video. My question is This. If indeed the children are abused sexually, why did the police do nothing about it? They said that they 

reviewed the case and all and there was no crime. She is not the only woman of AMPP who has a case like this. Anyone who is with Lawless 

America has taken up that the American Government are traitors. For this only comes as declaring them as an enemy of the nation as they 

perceive it to be. Technically they have quasi declared the same war on terror (tyranny) as the United states has declared on Terrorism. Where 

as the government can take out subjects who are a true threat to the nation. This goes along with this photo here... 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=269890263139540&set=a.268626156599284.64239.268621263266440&type=1&theaterNow, I 

wonder if Lawless has transformed into a movement "revolution" against the rest of the government to call them all traitors.

28 2/21/13 2/21/13 22:42
Billy Tries to Make a Joke, But 

the Lemmings Freak Out

Nigerian 

money 

scams

I think that bill i got to be the dumbest guy on the planet. He is trying to merge a person AKA a FB person which has followers which are now called 

subscribers and merge it into a Page. This is impossible but his FB Gurus have told him that it can be done. I can't laugh much harder. I am certain 

that months from now He will still be wondering why it isn't working. Of course nobody can tell him anything other or he will sue you for libel or 

something like that.

29 2/21/13 2/22/13 1:36
Billy Tries to Make a Joke, But 

the Lemmings Freak Out

Nigerian 

money 

scams

after reading this...http://www.lawlessamerica.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=1324%3Abill-windsor-feels-corrupt-judges-

and-government-officials-who-ignore-the-constitution-should-be-charged-with-treason&catid=104%3Ainitiatives&Itemid=105i am concerned. 

sending it to the fbi in the am

30 2/21/13 2/22/13 2:12
Billy Tries to Make a Joke, But 

the Lemmings Freak Out

Nigerian 

money 

scams

I have been thinking about this. While we already know now that he states he does not want to over throw the united states. But wants to have 

grand juries try who he feels is corrupt for charges of treason and give them the death penalty. That would be anyone not investigating the 

corruption. I know I probably prompted him to write this out and clarify his position to clearly understand it. Now my question is this. What will he 

do if his grand jury's are not created. Then what will he do? That really is the question. Will Bill Windsor answer this question. Bill if your reading I 

want to know the answer.

31 2/22/13 2/22/13 11:58
Bill Windsor Has Lost His 

Mind

death hoax 

about boy 

filmed for 

movie

I will add to the controversy look in a sec

32 2/22/13 2/22/13 12:19
Bill Windsor Has Lost His 

Mind

death hoax 

about boy 

filmed for 

movie

Well I guess you can convert the personal lawless America profile page to a page but you have to give admin rights to someone else.

33 2/22/13 2/22/13 12:47
Bill Windsor Has Lost His 

Mind

death hoax 

about boy 

filmed for 

movie

So Allie has Brenda's fb login and is the admin of the la fb page while bill can not be the admin during a fb conversion from a profile to a page. All 

points to Allie but why would she do this.
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34 2/22/13 2/22/13 13:52
Bill Windsor Has Lost His 

Mind

death hoax 

about boy 

filmed for 

movie

I am sorry if I came to the wrong conclusion. Ninja what I don't get is this if the message was sent forms Brenda's account who sent it? Or was it a 

fake account bill made up? Do we know if it was Brenda's account or not?

35 2/22/13 2/22/13 13:59
Bill Windsor Has Lost His 

Mind

death hoax 

about boy 

filmed for 

movie

Guess that is a mystery who sent the message to lawless America message and who was the admin poster of the lawless account this morning. 

Unfortunately this reminds me of a 2 person conspiracy unless it can be explained tommorow night at the radio show in voice and not anon 

posting. Ninja I am with you about clearing her name regardless to the last post

36 2/22/13 2/22/13 14:42
Bill Windsor Has Lost His 

Mind

death hoax 

about boy 

filmed for 

movie

I wanted to add that he knows who are ginger that was posted also. He calls a hate group on this site lol. I have read nothing on here but posting 

comments about the following his own fb and website how that can be hating it can't be. Again another fluff attack

37 2/22/13 2/22/13 16:24
Bill Windsor Has Lost His 

Mind

death hoax 

about boy 

filmed for 

movie

If you have Facebook open graph is avail now boy it will make things interesting searching fb

38 2/22/13 2/23/13 15:57
Bill Windsor Has Lost His 

Mind

death hoax 

about boy 

filmed for 

movie

Ok I have posted my question to lawless page lets see what happens

39 2/23/13 2/23/13 15:30

Clubhouse Radio Tonight!! 

New Movie Premiere, and 

Billy Wants to Make an 

Announcement

radio 

program
I Am going to pose a question to Bill and company everyone watch

40 2/23/13 2/23/13 22:59

Clubhouse Radio Tonight!! 

New Movie Premiere, and 

Billy Wants to Make an 

Announcement

radio 

program
check out the lawless photo appears to be like a bad hit list photo with the dots on faces. OH yes what an awesome show that was.

41 2/23/13 2/24/13 7:39

Clubhouse Radio Tonight!! 

New Movie Premiere, and 

Billy Wants to Make an 

Announcement

radio 

program

This is just observation and since I know who PMZH is maybe you can can explain it to me from a AMPP perspective in March of last year when 

Maria Mellin who is also a supporter of Saving Mila and Loryn Ryder was severed from PMA by them because they did not believe in her story 

about Isiah being abused. That is where I see the Line being drown between PMA and AMPP. that is not an opinion or myself taking sides but an 

observation of what went down on the Judge Cronin comments section. @ginger snap you have to start a new thread I am just wanting to blast 

bills writing containing e-mails he posted in his latest explanation of what went down. I have busted his own post.

42 2/23/13 2/24/13 8:56

Clubhouse Radio Tonight!! 

New Movie Premiere, and 

Billy Wants to Make an 

Announcement

radio 

program

Yappy, you know what... I want to know how you can access your facebook friends on your bejeweled app on your cell phone. YOU CANT. This 

woman if she is a bejewled junkie she is on the computer all the time or she plays on her phone. either or you can not get to your facebook friends 

from the app at all. So guess what Bill I know you read this BUSTED. your story was great until that mothers email you made up along with the 

bologna story. LOL I call it all Bologna. Your Name is now BOLOGNA BILL.
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43 2/23/13 2/24/13 9:31

Clubhouse Radio Tonight!! 

New Movie Premiere, and 

Billy Wants to Make an 

Announcement

radio 

program

So he says on the lawless america page where is posts the mothers email to him. Read the email. She says...____From: XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXTo: 

William Windsor < nobodies@att.net>;Sent: Fri, February 22, 2013 6:37:15 AMSubject: Re: Facebook message from Your Facebook AccountBill, i 

just woke up to this message. I haven't been on Facebook for over a week except through my mobile app and playing bejeweled. I don't know 

what's going on! I don't know a marc supanich and haven't spoken to lori in a while. This is very upsetting to me because no, XXXXXX is not dead 

but he is in the hospital REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-

REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-

REDACTED-REDACTED. I have also, in the past, received horrible emails from some crazy ladies against you and lawless America sayingsaying things 

about noah REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED. I don't know what's going on. I tried to log onto Facebook to look in my messages and it keeps 

saying i have the wrong log in or password. I can still log in automatically with my mobile app through the game though and i can't find you, or 

anyone else related to lawless america. I am going to report this. I am scared and don't know what to do. And nobody has seen XXXXXX except me 

and the hospital staff and he hates bologna. What the heck is going on?_Now if your a person who plays Bejeweled on Facebook most people are 

adicted to this and are constantly on.

44 2/24/13 2/24/13 13:50
Der Fuhrer Purges His 

Minister of Propaganda

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

BOLOGNA BILL Writes, on the lawless america pagea post from the mothers email to him. Read the email. She says..________________From: 

XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXTo: William Windsor < nobodies@att.net>;Sent: Fri, February 22, 2013 6:37:15 AMSubject: Re: Facebook message from Your 

Facebook AccountBill, i just woke up to this message. I haven't been on Facebook for over a week except through my mobile app and playing 

bejeweled. I don't know what's going on! I don't know a marc supanich and haven't spoken to lori in a while. This is very upsetting to me because 

no, XXXXXX is not dead but he is in the hospital REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-

REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-

REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED. I have also, in the past, received horrible emails from some crazy ladies against you and lawless 

America sayingsaying things about noah REDACTED-REDACTED-REDACTED. I don't know what's going on. I tried to log onto Facebook to look in my 

messages and it keeps saying i have the wrong log in or password. I can still log in automatically with my mobile app through the game though and 

i can't find you, or anyone else related to lawless america. I am going to report this. I am scared and don't know what to do. And nobody has seen 

XXXXXX except me and the hospital staff and he hates bologna. What the heck is going on?_______Now if your a person who plays Bejeweled on 

Facebook most people are addicted to this and are constantly on.

45 2/24/13 2/24/13 19:27
Der Fuhrer Purges His 

Minister of Propaganda

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

This is just a observation but, all these facebook bloggers and researchers do they have Jobs? I know one woman gave her government check up to 

go to washington. But, serious do any of the lawless people have jobs in real life other than doing nothing all day just posting and filing some 

coruption charges about something

46 2/24/13 2/25/13 11:25
Nazi Radio Show Tonight at 8 

central

radio 

program
I read this and this is hilarious. These people are also filing grand jury notices and presenting their case pro-se. No wonder why they have issues.

47 2/24/13 2/25/13 12:49
Nazi Radio Show Tonight at 8 

central

radio 

program
I knew it that I seem bill some where was that not the name of that agent the greatest American hero?

48 2/25/13 2/25/13 15:20
Billy Doesn't Like His 

Lemmings

filming of 

document

ary movie

I want to bring to light we need to find out about who david schied is. It appears to me that billy is the movie man and david schied is the real man 

behind this all. He uses words lie treason also. Here is a blob http://davidschiedsaga.blogspot.com/?m=1I wonder what kind of case sent him off.

49 2/25/13 2/25/13 18:31
Billy Doesn't Like His 

Lemmings

filming of 

document

ary movie

Amen

50 2/25/13 2/25/13 18:34
Billy Doesn't Like His 

Lemmings

filming of 

document

ary movie

Bill needs to stop letting his teeny bopping grand kids on the computer this is what we get.

51 2/26/13 2/26/13 11:43

Bill Windsor to All the 

"Haters": RESPECT MY 

AUTHORITAH!!!

Here is what cyber stalking really is right here.http://www.myfoxla.com/story/21013613/cyberstalking-on-facebook-what-you-need-to-know not 

the following of Political Party's such as the "Lawless Revolution" Its's the same as if I follow any other politician. Bill has declared himself the head 

of a political movement. I will follow his posting as much as I want and make comment. Here is the deal I don't email him anything at all. I am not 

threatening. I will though make comment on his ideologies and that is what talk radio, bloggers, and others do all day long elsewhere in the world. 

Talk about public made ideaologies and comments by others. It is what we make general conversation of to pass the day and all. Bill has to get over 

it. Death Threats are wrong. Spoof videos are cool. I I am not sure about the copyright of ones photos. But it is what it is.
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52 2/26/13 2/26/13 20:29

Bill Windsor to All the 

"Haters": RESPECT MY 

AUTHORITAH!!!

I thought it would be recreations of court cases or something like that where they would have like those pop-up, messages and an couple to go 

over the cases. Something you would find on nicklelodean

53 2/26/13 2/26/13 23:57 Comment Overflow

I wanted to address an example of a story here in Detroit. http://www.wxyz.com/dpp/news/local_news/investigations/local-judge-removes-5-year-

old-from-grandparents-to-live-with-mom-and-known-child-abuserNow I am not saying that the guy should go with the abuser but, here is the real 

issue here.1. They get a divorce the woman moves out of state andshe leaves the kid with the father.2. She comes back for the kid.3. She does 

have the right to have the child it is still hers. there was a case about this already faught for in Michigan. 4. So the mother gets the kid but she has a 

new husband who is an abuser. The mother is not up fortermination of rights so they can not take her rightsaway and there was a custody battle in 

court though.5. So, this is not the first time I have seen that people who slap kids and leave marks on the face get kids. So, the question is if he 

indeed just left a mark on the kids face and he was convicted just as ajudge I know did the same, does the court care about slapping? W6. What 

can be done?

54 2/26/13 2/27/13 13:00 Comment Overflow
So I wondering. I have no law degree but isn't recording telephone conversations illegal without consent?http://youtu.be/OcYfE5ZI3vMI love it 

when proclaim that the law states they can so this and then Maria uses another law which has nothing to do with the call she made.

55 2/26/13 2/27/13 13:26 Comment Overflow This call was interstate which I is federal law.

56 2/26/13 2/27/13 15:41 Comment Overflow
So if bologna bill states he is not a political figure Then his revolutionary party video is where he claims the start of the party as if he is the head of 

it then that is a LIE and bill is a LIAR.

57 2/26/13 2/27/13 16:22 Comment Overflow
You know that as a midget I can buy clothes cheaper at Walmart from the kids section. Thanks goodness they still have Spider-Man underpants and 

pajamas. Pays to be a midget. I dazzle the ladies every time I ring the door bell

58 2/28/13 2/28/13 16:09
"I Can See Clearly Now That 

Bill is Gone"

It appears that there at not as many "American" followers of the lawless America as bill states and even some of the American fb profiles 

appear to be fishy. This is all found using open graph search.

59 2/28/13 2/28/13 19:25
"I Can See Clearly Now That 

Bill is Gone"

I read that now that I am home. It is interesting if I faxed the post to the white house press Corps. I think I might do that. Then they can see that he 

has put a steak in the ground and declared the president a enemy of the state and a traitor. I am wondering about if the Air Force would use these 

on Bill... I found this article on Lawless Michigan Page more paranoia I love it read here... http://bit.ly/VfAxSR (Safe LInk I use Bit.ly to shorten links).

60 2/28/13 2/28/13 19:50
"I Can See Clearly Now That 

Bill is Gone"

I wanted to know if you were part of the lawless movement and you have made trips to Morocco in the past and you also subscribe to this anti-

government, anti-american rederick what would you think about that kind of person?

61 2/28/13 2/28/13 21:11
"I Can See Clearly Now That 

Bill is Gone"

I dont make lawless videos only because people like mainstream topics not your crazy whack job everyday government haters. Lately those are 

a dime a dozen and well you know Alex Jones is the online ambassador of all of them in my opinion. I have a small budget. the only thing I like to 

campaign about is stopping any of these types who like to get into political office then they are fair game of what I call cross examination and 

comment.

62 2/28/13 2/28/13 21:51
"I Can See Clearly Now That 

Bill is Gone"

Patunia, While I have personal experience with CPS and DHS of Michigan because of something that happened within my own Family and yes I 

dealt with a foster agency worker who doing the duties of the DHS worker who thought could enforce court orders on me in a case where I was 

able to have any input in because I was not a party to it. See, Since being in the Military I have learned that you have be political and play ball with 

them. So, there is this phrase about catching more bees with honey or something like that. If you want to change what is going on in the court 

system or with anything even though you dislike what is going on you have to be able to communicate with the other side to make a change this 

goes for all of politics. Life is about making things for the better no matter what you disagree about. Do i believe there are people who have been 

wrongly accused, where custody has been given to abusers, where CPS has acted out of control. Sure. But instead of protesting in front of court 

houses, calling people traitors, and such actions where your making enemies with the people who can make you a change by constantly pushing 

some conspiracy that it is all about money and federal dollars is what I call something that has made anyones effort to communicate and make a 

change impossible. Until you have a group of people who are not anti-government, who are not posting personal information on the internet, who 

are looking like they are professional people, even lobbyists, and who bring ideas and laws without complaining constantly crying foul then nobody 

is going to listen to the constant chatter of the people who are chanting the End of America/Globalists. I hope in this small post that whomever 

reads it will get a hint that anyone who has an issue that the venues are there but they need to be followed and it never helps when you appear to 

be another whack job. Just Saying.
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63 2/28/13 2/28/13 21:51
"I Can See Clearly Now That 

Bill is Gone"

How did I come to learn of Lawless by my case where I ran into a group of people in Michigan who operate in the same fashion as Bill. It amazes 

myself that once lawless america came around they hijacked bills ideas and made it their own little group. I could go into it all but I could write 

forever. Furthermore I know by first hand that anything the Media puts out is basically 1/2 right most of the time. Here is my final statement. 

Family Court is a very sticky situation. While I have my personal beliefs that would take tension out of it all, people themselves such as the Melinn 

Dispute while I would conclude that both parties at one time have assaulted each other. I put faith in most police are doing their job to investigate 

abuse and some people do make up stories. Yet at court people will do any thing to stop the other person from having custody. It comes down to 

greed and money and the titles of custodial and non-custodial. If Maria were to get her children all back Blake would be broke paying child support 

and maria would be still not working a job even though she sits on the computer and inputs as much as I do at my work. She makes all the same 

calls as someone who can do some work for money. She would collect all of her disability and all of his child support and also funding from the 

government for welfare to help her out and she could get if not already free living, So, there is alot on the table here other than the children. Just 

my view as an observer. As a person using the internet let me make this clear. There are settings on your personal Facebook page... Private, 

Friends, public. When you post on facebook communities open to the public it is like any other blog like it is here. Unless your posting as Anon we 

know who you are and your comments are up for discussion. When you post your life out there for all to read about and you make a stand and 

others disagree that is their choice to comment anywhere about it. It is called 1st amendment and to follow these pages is perfectly fine. Facebook 

profiles has followers and pages do also. If you don't like being out in the public with your dirty laundry or not so popular ideas then don't post 

them. Once you sue for slander, you can be sued right back.

64 2/28/13 2/28/13 22:36
"I Can See Clearly Now That 

Bill is Gone"
here is my recent Video for those who really care about adoption numbers.http://youtu.be/Jux6EmNMKC4

65 2/28/13 2/28/13 23:54
"I Can See Clearly Now That 

Bill is Gone"

How Bill got the award is simple. You go to the Volunteer website of the presidents call to service and you first submit your organization. Then you 

record your hours and BAM you have an award from the big man on campus. Easy to do and for them it is like This photo here... 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.phpfbid=227181584084287&set=pb.219309951538117.-2207520000.1362117151&type=3&theater  Now in 

this photo Deanna Kloostra is at the police department for some coalition "STOP IT" a press conference or meeting of community leaders meeting 

to stop violence and poverty in Michigan. Why is she there with her Lawless America Shirt. I bet it wasn't to help out the community. It was to 

make a scene. She has never gone to anything to take part in helping but only to challenge people. That is the sad part.

66 3/1/13 3/1/13 13:35

Nothing But The Best For Bill 

Windsor, While His Followers 

Suffer 

hotel room 

in Virginia

What Bill meant to say was that he had a Room attached to a suite every time he stayed somewhere. I am familiar with the Crown Plaza Hotels. It 

appears that he only had a room by itself. Then he emailed and asked to be comped for having so many rooms booked by the group and be 

comped by upgrading him to a suite attached to his room. Where I see an issue is he said he states, "We've added 60 speakers in a day" who were 

these speakers? It was not the congressional members at al. It certainly not the lawless folks because when I watched his video stream he was the 

only person talking from what I seen. Who were these people. He said not a person had replied to him about speaking there. Interesting so all 

this time he told everyone that his meeting would be a congressional testifying, but see what he doesn't get is this. Testifying in front of 

congress means a committee of something has asked for testimony of a subject and that is called a Hearing. It happens in Congress not in some 

hotel at the Crown Plaza with Bill acting as the leader. That is not official in any capacity. 

67 3/1/13 3/1/13 15:45

Nothing But The Best For Bill 

Windsor, While His Followers 

Suffer 

hotel room 

in Virginia
Petunia I love romance novels.

68 3/1/13 3/1/13 15:53

Nothing But The Best For Bill 

Windsor, While His Followers 

Suffer 

hotel room 

in Virginia
No I did not make that video. I will make a rebuttal though tonight. Sounds like a plan. What video are you all referring to?

69 3/1/13 3/1/13 21:17

Nothing But The Best For Bill 

Windsor, While His Followers 

Suffer 

hotel room 

in Virginia
The latest video on Bill and his congressional ultimatums;  http://youtu.be/LSVICWNn5uA

70 3/1/13 3/1/13 22:11

Nothing But The Best For Bill 

Windsor, While His Followers 

Suffer 

hotel room 

in Virginia

Well, I will not be emailing him. LOL. I will not call him names but I can comment in any fashion on what he states. Heck He's a Political Figure. The 

Leader of the Revolution. Next Video on the Revolution.

71 3/1/13 3/1/13 23:43

Nothing But The Best For Bill 

Windsor, While His Followers 

Suffer 

hotel room 

in Virginia

I am sure she does. But my question. Did ever tell this to any police? That is the real question. While I see people reporting child abuse to Family 

court and congress and the FBI, my concern is where is the involvement of the local police. Secondly are you tainting your only witness by taking 

photos, interviewing your kid over and over, etc. 
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72 3/1/13 3/2/13 1:45

Nothing But The Best For Bill 

Windsor, While His Followers 

Suffer 

hotel room 

in Virginia

You know NBTDT and Yappy I agree. No offense but there are people who let their belief of Government Funding Conspiracies that are unproven 

and blaming their issues on so called Biassed Judges. I am not chipping away at the Allie Overstreet issue But 3 months to wait to turn in a child 

abuse case to me is way too long. If you have suspicions turn it in immediately. The longer you wait the less your case is. Also As you said if you 

don't like that they are not checking out your story there is the chief of Police and Sheriff himself. I am sure they are not happy to know some 

officer is giving you the shoulder. And you can go into some elaborate story about how the government is doing whatever or how you have a 

custody case it is about a criminal act. .

73 3/1/13 3/2/13 1:46

Nothing But The Best For Bill 

Windsor, While His Followers 

Suffer 

hotel room 

in Virginia

PMZH I know who you are just to let you know. I am not sure of any of the truths to your case. Here is where I agree with Bill unfortunately. It is 

my opinion that regardless of sex mother or father when there is a custody dispute or a crime done and it is investigated if there is no conviction 

because the facts have proved there was no crime done and it is clear that the abusive acts did not take place then I would have to say your 

pushing something that decided on by police investigation. The Family Court Judges need just to turn your case over to the police to investigate. 

But, I also understand where the courts lie in the making the decision by having CPS remove a child until all parties are cleared. I know that the 

return of the child seems to be up to DHS then this is what occurs. They then base return of the child by asking the parent to live up the the 

standard that all parents are asking in everyday custody battles under the best interest of the child acts. I do not believe there is some incentive 

payments being made under any HHS programs either VAWA, FATHERHOOD INCENTIVE, OR ADOPTION CREDITS that are biasing any decisions 

anywhere. If you want to know more about these programs call the the Dept of HHS and talk to them about it all. It is not fair in my opinion to 

want VAWA funding and do away with a Fathers plan or a Marriage Maintaining plan. By having these thoughts you and others appear to be anti-

father and anti-family. I am just telling you how it appears. By no means am I against mothers or for abusive men or women. I say they should go to 

jail. But, I don't believe in some far fetched government conspiracy about federal dollars. I also don't subscribe to the Notion about the New World 

Order or Agenda 21 as some globalist agenda. I am also against these people who are against the United Nations Conventions because such as the 

Convention on the Rights of the Child. While I believe that Children should have rights. But I have seen Parental Rights Groups from Michigan Many 

who are behind Lawless now previously Gov Abuse USA against these Conventions. The question is after bill who will be the next Leader. ok 

enough for now.

74 3/1/13 3/2/13 2:09

Nothing But The Best For Bill 

Windsor, While His Followers 

Suffer 

hotel room 

in Virginia

So on google search it says, "Melissa Barnett's ex, John Heflebower, is charged with domestic violence, child abuse, posting naked photos on 

CraigsList, and buying custody" Here is the issue those are many allegations or statements from the mother. But here is the question I have. When 

is it against the law to post naked photos on Craigslist? Then there is the Conspiracy element as always "buying custody". So as I will call monday to 

the court to ask the judges clerk if there are pending criminal charges. We will find the truth out. While I will not be recording the call because 

recording is illegal. 

75 3/1/13 3/2/13 8:41

Nothing But The Best For Bill 

Windsor, While His Followers 

Suffer 

hotel room 

in Virginia
Gingersnap did you take the clubhouse private? Weird says its invite only now :-(

76 3/1/13 3/2/13 10:52

Nothing But The Best For Bill 

Windsor, While His Followers 

Suffer 

hotel room 

in Virginia

Ginger well ginger I am on my cell phone now and can get to read and comment on the site but on the desktop this blog joeyisalittlekid is private. It 

was strange when I woke this morning it was stating it was by invite only. I thought it was because my pmzh comment in which my response to her 

now is I don't know about her case. But also I have no time to research anyone's case but intalk in generalities . Anyhow that was my findings this 

morning.

77 3/1/13 3/2/13 8:52

Nothing But The Best For Bill 

Windsor, While His Followers 

Suffer 

hotel room 

in Virginia
It appears that atleast for me on the computer desktop it is invite only.

78 3/1/13 3/2/13 10:47

Nothing But The Best For Bill 

Windsor, While His Followers 

Suffer 

hotel room 

in Virginia
Good question. I use my phone a lot my fingers do a lot of scrolling.

79 3/1/13 3/2/13 11:56

Nothing But The Best For Bill 

Windsor, While His Followers 

Suffer 

hotel room 

in Virginia
are you representing yourself? it appears the police did their job. 

80 3/1/13 3/2/13 12:01

Nothing But The Best For Bill 

Windsor, While His Followers 

Suffer 

hotel room 

in Virginia

I really don't think you get the gist of the plan. In Poverty either whites or blacks but for more often blacks there is an issue with fathers and also 

Marriage. Children born out of wedlock and also with non involved fathers. The incitive is not there to make women be with abusers. I know you 

feel this way. I am ALMOST certain that you have no-circumstantial evidence of this nor do you have any evidence that the judge in your case is 

being bribed or getting incentives or anything. The point is what many people are doing is substituting federal dollars for just judges that rule ways 

for reasons were not understanding. 
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81 3/1/13 3/2/13 10:49

Nothing But The Best For Bill 

Windsor, While His Followers 

Suffer 

hotel room 

in Virginia
Pmzh I have a busy day I will read this later. 

82 3/2/13 3/2/13 10:58

Clubhouse Radio Tommorow 

Night at 7:30 central time 

http://www.blogtalkradio.co

m/joeyisalittlekid/2013/03/0

4/was-it-something-we-said 

radio 

program

My question is have you taken your case and evidence which is good so you say and spoken to the elected Sheriff or the prosecutor both 

elected officials and gave them the "bill windsor special" ultimatum. Investigate or we will get you voted out. Charge you for treason or 

whatever. What is the scoop there. I hope you know this will also take affect on your waiting 3 months in the beginning of the case. 

83 3/2/13 3/2/13 10:55

Clubhouse Radio Tommorow 

Night at 7:30 central time 

http://www.blogtalkradio.co

m/joeyisalittlekid/2013/03/0

4/was-it-something-we-said 

radio 

program

Here we go. The Latest from Michigan Lawless Page, the post here about this child here 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=551152188251904&set=a.129227510444376.13601.100000713843805 there is now an amber 

alert.http://stlouis.cbslocal.com/2013/03/02/alert-issued-for-missing-illinois-baby/ My question once again. Why are you running and not calling 

the police on the day care center. Sure CPS wants to see the child and so do the police. Is it wrong that both agencies want to see the child? So let's 

say that the police check out the child and when in the home they see other suspicious crap then they ask the parent to get their act together to 

meet the "best interests of the child" is that fair or not? Should once CPS are involved for whatever reason should they make the parents live up to 

some standard which happens to be the same standard that we ask of ourselves in Child custody disputes in everyday court?

84 3/2/13 3/3/13 11:26

Clubhouse Radio Tommorow 

Night at 7:30 central time 

http://www.blogtalkradio.co

m/joeyisalittlekid/2013/03/0

4/was-it-something-we-said 

radio 

program
I just bill have it. LOL I don't think he will come back with his normal C&D to me lOL. We will see

85 3/2/13 3/3/13 11:52

Clubhouse Radio Tommorow 

Night at 7:30 central time 

http://www.blogtalkradio.co

m/joeyisalittlekid/2013/03/0

4/was-it-something-we-said 

radio 

program

David Webb, I wanted to know why your not working for a normal paper. I see that most of the articles you refer to are written at some second 

hand forum a blog or some comment section of the news or something else that is not a true News site. I note here that you've wrote about 

people's personal disputes and made them into so called news articles as if they are big news. I can say that most people are not reading them and 

dont care. isn't there any other news you could be covering than a blog on the internet? Just saying? Why don't you freelance for some major 

place. Here is the deal being a reporter who makes articles out of comment sections and blog comments is great news isnt?

86 3/2/13 3/3/13 13:03

Clubhouse Radio Tommorow 

Night at 7:30 central time 

http://www.blogtalkradio.co

m/joeyisalittlekid/2013/03/0

4/was-it-something-we-said 

radio 

program
From where?

87 3/2/13 3/3/13 13:11

Clubhouse Radio Tommorow 

Night at 7:30 central time 

http://www.blogtalkradio.co

m/joeyisalittlekid/2013/03/0

4/was-it-something-we-said 

radio 

program

So he covers the issues of LGBT's and the guy who is wanting to sue you all on here for stating he is gay when he says he is not because he hung out 

alot with a gay dude who raped a young boy. I got it now. Well still, in my opinion would not write stories on what happens in comment blogs etc. 

It becaomes less news and more gossip

88 3/2/13 3/3/13 13:43

Clubhouse Radio Tommorow 

Night at 7:30 central time 

http://www.blogtalkradio.co

m/joeyisalittlekid/2013/03/0

4/was-it-something-we-said 

radio 

program
He is loosing likes fast soon he will be back to the 6,000 he first had.
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89 3/2/13 3/3/13 15:57

Clubhouse Radio Tommorow 

Night at 7:30 central time 

http://www.blogtalkradio.co

m/joeyisalittlekid/2013/03/0

4/was-it-something-we-said 

radio 

program

You seem to not get the point that S.R. I believe me and NBTDT have which is we know there are abusers and rapists out there. But, seriously I 

believe that there is a responsibility for a person man or woman not to put themselves in danger in the first place. So don't date criminals with 

crappy histories. I also suggest if there is a crime don't wait to report it no matter how much your hurt or in Denial. Time of report means a lot in a 

criminal case of he said she said. Also the number of people within the anti-CPS family rights and the Domestic Violence movement seem to put 

the cases out there but yet they seem to sometimes not be taking the cases up with law enforcement and or if the LE are not investigating enough 

or whatever you need to take it up with LE not some Family Court Judge who is there to handle the disputes of your Custody not determine if one 

is guilty of abuse. That is what I am saying. Nobody here is denying the fact that abuse and neglect is happening at all. We just want to protect 

children who are having their personal lives exposed. Why don't you think that new agencies take up these stories that often. They are protecting 

the children from the public being all in a families business. 

90 3/2/13 3/3/13 16:44

Clubhouse Radio Tommorow 

Night at 7:30 central time 

http://www.blogtalkradio.co

m/joeyisalittlekid/2013/03/0

4/was-it-something-we-said 

radio 

program

well so Bologna Bill has deleted the remark and banned us all from commenting. It will not stop me from reading the public Comments and talking 

about them. 

91 3/2/13 3/3/13 20:24

Clubhouse Radio Tommorow 

Night at 7:30 central time 

http://www.blogtalkradio.co

m/joeyisalittlekid/2013/03/0

4/was-it-something-we-said 

radio 

program

Sounds like a feminist. Really? There are women using the vagina to control men and scam them for whater all the time. Might as well get ass 

raped because all they do is mess with your head and feelings and your wallet. Tell me that women aren't checking out who you are these days. 

Most women ask for a first and last name. Google a dude up and check court records. Just saying.

92 3/4/13 3/4/13 12:45
Lawless America: In The Final 

Throes 

filming of 

document

ary movie

Bill needs to find out that life is like a double edged sword. In this article http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2013/03/03/conservatives-liberals-

media-advocates-rally-behind-man-jailed-for-criticizing/  you will see that of course that they are arguments that the guy like bill and many others 

are criticizing the the judges and others. While the article talks about that you also have the 1st amendment speech to talk about others too. So If 

bill sues me I am sure to hire this guy here. LOL. 

93 3/4/13 3/4/13 13:38
Lawless America: In The Final 

Throes 

filming of 

document

ary movie

Susan let me ask you this. How far can we take these first amendment rights until someone goes off the deep end and shoots someone. See I am 

starting to see why the government wants a ar-15 ban. It is because people like Bill Windsor who call them traitors and then you have people 

who on his site call for a takeover. Then we have people on conservative talk radio like Alex Jones and Sean Hannity who talk about how the 

current president is taking America to it's end. Now, I will show you another article how far it goes and you tell me first amendment rights or really 

a serious threat to a peaceful nation.... http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SWFS62olq00 this happened in Michigan. So last night listening to 

talkshoe radio of the Michigan group I heard them talk about Ron Paul. I have say Ron Paul "Revolution" Bill Windsor "revolution" sound about the 

same. they are all the same and the tactics of those in the grand Rapids Michigan area where they ran for office used Ron Paul ideas such as taking 

photos of your ballot illegally and filing your vote with the county. they called that the election was rigged. As you seen in the video the tea party 

and occupiers encompassed all of the same groups complaining about BS. Where are they now and did all those people that got elected as tea 

party candidates make a difference in changing anything in Washington? So, if Bill succeeds in removing elected officials he does not like then will 

the replacements do anything different than what a normal rationale citizen of america would do? So in ending this comment tell me Susan are 

those signs in that video where Obama has a spear int he head a threat or first amendment?

94 3/4/13 3/4/13 13:41
Lawless America: In The Final 

Throes 

filming of 

document

ary movie

I want to know about this. I find it an oxymoron of a thought. So if your running for senate of the united states and you want to make laws 

regulating state courts. Does that have a conflict in supporting the theory behind the tenth Amendment? Anyone?

95 3/4/13 3/4/13 14:03
Lawless America: In The Final 

Throes 

filming of 

document

ary movie

Here is a great example of the sneakiest double agent caught in the act on the Maria Melinn Judge Cronin 

website,https://www.facebook.com/JudgeKevinCronin?sid=0.8039529013913125  "I have gotten word that people are messaging protective 

Moms and people who work in the DV field about me, If you receive a message about me from one of these people please email a screen shot or 

the messages to pma.mimm13@gmail.com... Thank you ?" My wondering is this.. PMA stated departed with her over the fact that they believed 

her case was not true then she goes to AMPP until the time Bill then gets rid of AMPP. Then She retreats to PMA and Bill makes an alliance with 

PMA. Interesting. Is there some influence going on here over the fact that Bill hangs onto the Cronin confrontation?
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96 3/4/13 3/4/13 16:13
Lawless America: In The Final 

Throes 

filming of 

document

ary movie

Susan, is a poster with spear through obama's head advocating violence or just hate speech? let me ask you this. I was told that someone can 

threaten your life by saying they were going to Kill you in an e-mail but they won't be charged for the threat if they don't really plan on it or if there 

is no actual perceived threat. But in a society since the Bush era where we take precautionary action verse action after the even takes place known 

as preemptive actions is that wrong. what about adding these people to a watch list over their vocal out spoken agenda. this guy states that 

Obama is the enemy of the state so does Bill. So what is the difference here? If those signs were in the hands of arabs in iran would you be 

concerned then and call them the enemy of America? 

97 3/4/13 3/4/13 22:22
Lawless America: In The Final 

Throes 

filming of 

document

ary movie

What if one of the supporters of Bill's went off the deep end and stormed some congress persons office with their AR-15 and went ballistic 

calling everyone traitors. Would Bill be held responsible?

98 3/4/13 3/5/13 0:25
Lawless America: In The Final 

Throes 

filming of 

document

ary movie

he has one follower who has stated that they think it is time to overthrow the government.

99 3/4/13 3/4/13 15:52
Lawless America: In The Final 

Throes 

filming of 

document

ary movie

Roo this is right up Windsor's type of show. You know that the glenn Beck fans are very close to inline with the lawless groups ideologies. I am 

surprised that Vince Vaughn would support glen beck. I am starting to take away my liking of old school. JK. I can say the Bill is not my boy. LOL 

100 3/4/13 3/4/13 16:39
Lawless America: In The Final 

Throes 

filming of 

document

ary movie

Ginger, It is my opinion that most members of AMPP and PMA have been both at some point in time and that they flip sides at whenever the doo 

doo gets too deep so not to get pointed at. Overall they are the same in my opinion. 

101 3/4/13 3/4/13 22:52
Lawless America: In The Final 

Throes 

filming of 

document

ary movie

So here is a perfect video of someone who came out and said that they would shoot someone if they came to take away their handguns. Also 

backing what Windsor states. So, my question is to all the lawless folk windsor made a statement that if they the congress does not listen that 

they will have to do what they have to do. What does that mean? Here is the video; http://youtu.be/HYv4cahRMPA

102 3/4/13 3/5/13 0:33
Lawless America: In The Final 

Throes 

filming of 

document

ary movie

NDTDT I love ya. I hope your a chick. LOL if not your still cool with me.

103 3/5/13 3/5/13 10:22 The Great Grab Ass Caper 

filming of 

document

ary movie

So I was reading on another of the blog posts that pmzh believes that the federal HHS fatherhood incentive from Barack Obama had an effect on 

her case. I know she has no solid provable evidence other than mere belief in this theory about how the initiative works and if a government HHS 

director said otherwise you probably would not believe them. But for all intense purposes I would like to k is why you believe what you do. How 

you believe it affected your case etc. I wouldnlikento rid your mind of this crazy myth but talk about it in a normal manner. 

104 3/5/13 3/5/13 15:09 The Great Grab Ass Caper 

filming of 

document

ary movie

Where is pmzh?

105 3/5/13 3/5/13 21:47 The Great Grab Ass Caper 

filming of 

document

ary movie

He's worse than a kindergartener

106 3/5/13 3/6/13 22:33 The Great Grab Ass Caper 

filming of 

document

ary movie

My newest Video http://youtu.be/qUdVbIChHaM

107 3/5/13 3/6/13 23:07 The Great Grab Ass Caper 

filming of 

document

ary movie

SHHHHH It's up still. Our Little Buddy Lives still.
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108 3/5/13 3/7/13 1:02 The Great Grab Ass Caper 

filming of 

document

ary movie

As Mr. Windsor Publishes this; "A libel is a false and malicious defamation of another, expressed in print, writing, pictures, or signs, tending to 

injure the reputation of theperson and exposing him to public hatred, contempt, or ridicule. Slander consists in: (1) Imputing to another a crime 

punishable by law; (2) Charging a person with having some contagious disorder or with being guilty of some debasing act which may exclude him 

from society; (3) Making charges against another in reference to his trade, office, or profession, calculated to injure him therein; or (4) Uttering any 

disparaging words productive of special damage which flows naturally therefrom. Malice is inferred from the character of the charge." I am 

questioning myself how many elected officials are out there ready to sue Bill and have asked him to Cease and Desist for all the defamation he 

has done to him. Of course there will be a up and coming court case on such matters when that guy who was sentenced to jail over the same 

thing Bill has done to other judges and more gets to have 

109 3/5/13 3/7/13 1:07 The Great Grab Ass Caper 

filming of 

document

ary movie

Bill if your reading who is "Buttercup Wonder"? Did you sit next to her at the end of the couch and lean in and make her heat up and melt? because 

if you did she could have a claim for damages pending.

110 3/5/13 3/7/13 10:56 The Great Grab Ass Caper 

filming of 

document

ary movie

Bills sending an email asking you to respond then saying you've just broke the cease and desist is the same as his treason charge and the letters 

sent to congress. It also is a reflections to bills ideology that people who don't believe or disagree with his thoughts and statements he will charge 

them with slander and cyberstalking and ask you to cease and desist from comments that dispute what he is stating in public. He then turns around 

and posts his claims that people are traitors etc on his forum defamation of character to others. He wants to eat all the pie and yours too. While on 

Facebook or on the lawless America website all public content is subject to be read and commented on by the public. I also believe if you have 

logged in and are listening to the TALKSHOE radio public show that if you have done nothing yet if they have provided your Internet address to bill I 

would make a complaint to your state ACLU. 

111 3/7/13 3/7/13 13:12
Billy Ups the Ante and Bluffs 

Again 
Lawless America is at 49, 649 ish likes. Where are they going?

112 3/8/13 3/8/13 11:21
A Look at The New Number 2 

in Lawless America 

David 

Schied, 

man 

filmed for 

the movie

Where did this quote come from "Starting this summer, in states where the judicial, executive and legislative branches of government are 

noncompliant we will begin conducting sessions of our own citizen grand juries and courts in which we will put all the criminals on trial for their 

crimes, and when appropriate, treason. We will publicize this."

113 3/8/13 3/8/13 14:24
A Look at The New Number 2 

in Lawless America 

David 

Schied, 

man 

filmed for 

the movie

The Korean would give bill am rv and it might have extras on it like a missle remember spies like us or stripes

114 3/8/13 3/8/13 17:50
A Look at The New Number 2 

in Lawless America 

David 

Schied, 

man 

filmed for 

the movie

I thought all the Donations were paying for the site.

115 3/8/13 3/9/13 10:50
A Look at The New Number 2 

in Lawless America 

David 

Schied, 

man 

filmed for 

the movie

I read that already. I think that if this guy wins then it is a case for many to try to stand on when it comes to cases where people are attacking 

others. I know you have first amendment rights but to what extent? I suppose you can say whatever you want about anyone and a third party will 

have to figure out the truth on their own. So, if were saying that is how it is going to be then who cares about libel and slander. But I think 

intimidation and slander and libel are completely different but people like bill lump them together at times. You can have a death threat that 

has nothing to do with people who are against your ideologies. At the same time Just because you voice your stance that is not Bills Stance 

wherever you want to is not stalking either. Can you imagine if people like Rush or Hannity were to come out and say no having disputes on my 

website. I believe Bill has gone way over he boundaries with this Cease and Desist crap especially when he is the host of a public community. 

116 3/8/13 3/9/13 12:37
A Look at The New Number 2 

in Lawless America 

David 

Schied, 

man 

filmed for 

the movie

Ninja were did you find that lol
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117 3/10/13 3/10/13 12:43
Bitler Holes Up Deep Inside 

His Bunker 

Windsor is 

reclusive 

and has 

only a 

dozen 

supporters

Well we already know that the family court rights activists except Maria melinn because her judge is the highlight real but all the rest are not what 

he's looking for really. Though I did watch a post about a news story where the prossecutors are not charging the abusers at all even with the 

evidence. I will post it here. Like I said if you have been abused and it was investigated it probably is not the police but the prosecutor who brings 

the charges. They are electable threaten them with a campaign of getting them out of office. Abuse can not be ruled on in a family court.

118 3/10/13 3/10/13 13:21
Bitler Holes Up Deep Inside 

His Bunker 

Windsor is 

reclusive 

and has 

only a 

dozen 

supporters

This is why Schied lost his case. I am familiar with the roads there since I live here. The Rule in Michigan is if your approaching any emergency scene 

with emergency vehicles the rule is you must change lanes to the right or just merely slow down. The Speed Limit is 70 there. So if he could have 

not gotten over in time he could have just slowed down to like 50 and using his brakes which would have put on his brake lights and the alert driver 

behind him would have done the same and so on. Instead he wanted to get over to the right and thought that was the only option. He must not 

have a full understanding to the law and has no faith that traffic will slow for him. Truly what I call a stupid move. He should just pay his ticket and 

move on in life.

119 3/10/13 3/10/13 13:25
Bitler Holes Up Deep Inside 

His Bunker 

Windsor is 

reclusive 

and has 

only a 

dozen 

supporters

I would be angry too as an officer when a guy such as Schied comes within feet of your patrol car and you at 88 MPH and the rule is you have to 

slow down if you can not get over. That is the whole issue. It was made like that for the saftey of the people on the road. He already seen them up 

ahead and slowing was not his plan. He never executed it at all. Instead of seeing that he was not going to be able to get over in time and just slow 

down so when he passed the group on the left of him just a mere 5-10 feet away. He could had killed someone. Would you not be mad?

120 3/10/13 3/10/13 18:24
Bitler Holes Up Deep Inside 

His Bunker 

Windsor is 

reclusive 

and has 

only a 

dozen 

supporters

This made me laugh; BILLL: I haven't been posting much for the last several days as I have been enduring the misery of trying to get my computer 

repaired. I thought I had succeeded late last night, but then my keystrokes ceased to be recognized. I tried different ports, a different keyboard...all 

to no avail. So, I've been on the phone with Dell for over two hours. I prefer a good root canal. Deborah M. McLean: Sometimes it's just a matter of 

switching Providers and cleaning Cookies.

121 3/10/13 3/10/13 18:38
Bitler Holes Up Deep Inside 

His Bunker 

Windsor is 

reclusive 

and has 

only a 

dozen 

supporters

I Have found a new bill windsor site via open graphhttps://www.facebook.com/CEASEANDDESISTBILLWINDSOR

122 3/10/13 3/10/13 23:23
Bitler Holes Up Deep Inside 

His Bunker 

Windsor is 

reclusive 

and has 

only a 

dozen 

supporters

A list of things that I heard on the call that I am really uncertain about.  1. So, he tells them that they are going to keep it a secret of when they will 

go to the Grand Jury and to hang out in the hallway or the lobby or where it is that they meet at and be outside so you can give the court officer 

outside a packet to give to the jury Forman. A. This is not how this works. If you can your suppose to file a form with the rosecutor and meet with 

them for them to start a grand jury for your case. Not going and surpassing the prosecutor and making then having the Grand Jury work for you.  2. 

Bill has already made it a fact that he will create his own Juries if he can not get those grand juries to take up is case.  A. Bill doesn't grasp that 

these juries are setup not to hear his case. they are not waiting around for an assignment. So intervening with them for something completely 

different is not the right procedure. Not as if Bill follows any procedures here. 3. He has now told his people they can and should take recording 

devices to court and that it is their right to record regardless to current laws in place against recorders and video recorders in court. This is the 

second time he has stated such. This is a breach of the security at the court house.  4. He just blew it by stating that he would rather pay people do 

things but has no budget.Then he went on to say if he makes money from the YV show and the Movie he would have money. But what about the 

donations? What is going on there?  5. Bill says call the US attorney at lunch time. Why? So you can get to the back office? Really have you ever 

tried to get anyone on the phone that knew anything at lunch? Seriously. His point of this is not that you don't want to reach anyone, it is for the 

means of breaching security and getting some dumb intern or office secretary to give up information and then leave her responsible with your 

info. Also so you can social engineer a response and or say you talked to them when indeed you only spoke to the front desk.  These are things I 

got in t he first 20 minutes. I am sure the entire 3 hours which I will listen to the public show will be most of the same.
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123 3/10/13 3/11/13 14:41
Bitler Holes Up Deep Inside 

His Bunker 

Windsor is 

reclusive 

and has 

only a 

dozen 

supporters

here are some links video to come.... http://www.citizensgrandjury.com/  I will state it in a video but bill is wasting everyone's time.

124 3/10/13 3/11/13 21:10
Bitler Holes Up Deep Inside 

His Bunker 

Windsor is 

reclusive 

and has 

only a 

dozen 

supporters

The latest videohttp://youtu.be/dGuvfpbw60g

125 3/11/13 3/11/13 22:42
Google Has Our Back in the 

Clubhouse 

Google 

protecting 

the 

anonymity 

of the 

people 

who 

publish on 

Joeyisalittl

ekid.blogs

pot.com

This is the video I recorded earlier http://youtu.be/dGuvfpbw60g

126 3/11/13 3/11/13 23:24
Google Has Our Back in the 

Clubhouse 

Google 

protecting 

the 

anonymity 

of the 

people 

who 

publish on 

Joeyisalittl

ekid.blogs

pot.com

Yet another believes that the police are in a conspiracy..... "Scott Goodyear: That kind of stuff has been done to me by government affiliates 

(probably dirty cop Vincent Minnillo of CCPD) a couple times. Just means your getting to them."

127 3/12/13 3/12/13 10:54 Allie Gate Part Deux 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

The fake Walter actually lives in Ireland per a post on the site

128 3/12/13 3/12/13 11:21 Allie Gate Part Deux 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

So the PDF file here http://www.lawlessamerica.com/images/stories/movie/stalkers/Allie-Overstreet/criminal-warrant-application-allie-

overstreet.pdf has two problems. One it is not filed with the court. There is no date and it is not there is no case number on the top right. While I 

called there they told me there are no other warrants put out in windsor a name. Also he said no on line 2 where he states a judge has not 

spoken to him about a case but I have read to whereas bill himself has stated to the cease and desist people that the judge wanted to do a three 

way call to the court. So if he did talk to a judge on the same matter he should have said yes and not no or is it he has now signed a form and 

committed perjury or made a false statement to the court. Inthink he is playing a game here and his bluff has been caught. 

129 3/12/13 3/12/13 14:13 Allie Gate Part Deux 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Patina that why nothing better has that name lol
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130 3/12/13 3/12/13 15:26 Allie Gate Part Deux 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

I want to discuss what will bill do once the prosecutors will not Convene grand juries for him since he wants to take his case directly to the grand 

jury foreman who would be working on another case only. Plus those grand juries do not decide to take up his case the prosecutors do. He wants 

to get charges on them all especially the prosecutors. Then he will make his own grand jury around maybe June or July. They will be all the 

members still supporting him. They will meet up and make the juries. It will be like survivor. Hen they will Charge them with treason and indite 

them all and they will be sentenced to a death sentence per bills juries. Now who will execute the people? Will that be himself? Will they 

kidnap officials what is his plan? This is the scary part. He is a man on a war path. 

131 3/13/13 3/14/13 16:07

Are the Nobodies of Lawless 

America “victims” or 

unwitting “volunteers”? By 

NBTDT 

two 

people 

Windsor 

had never 

heard of, 

Clive 

Boustred 

and Sam 

Kennedy

Well my question is how bill awaiting to speak to a judge assigned to the case when indeed he has not filed for a warrant application. How do I 

know this. I called the Cobb county magistrate court and nothing at all.

132 3/13/13 3/14/13 16:15

Are the Nobodies of Lawless 

America “victims” or 

unwitting “volunteers”? By 

NBTDT 

two 

people 

Windsor 

had never 

heard of, 

Clive 

Boustred 

and Sam 

Kennedy

Interesting that bill states that he is wanting to move off of godaddy because they can't handle the files he but their hosting plan says unlimited. 

133 3/16/13 3/17/13 1:39

Are the Nobodies of Lawless 

America “victims” or 

unwitting “volunteers”? Part 

3

attempts 

to link 

Windsor to 

sovereigns

This is awesome I have a video brewing on some news. Wait for the link. Also I mention that this is interesting because I am sure that all of those 

groups of DV, parental rights, and so on that have followed him are now going to follow suit. My question remains since these civilian grand juries 

are not recognized by anyone then what. I want to know the answers. Do they work where they will investigate then give charges then what? what 

is the final outcome and who will enforce the charges or execute the penalties? 

134 3/16/13 3/18/13 1:17

Are the Nobodies of Lawless 

America “victims” or 

unwitting “volunteers”? Part 

3

attempts 

to link 

Windsor to 

sovereigns

I find it interesting, "The judge who I am waiting for an answer from on the Criminal Warrant Applications that I filed advised me to take some 

lessons at a firing range. I had a class this afternoon. I feel much better prepared to defend myself as a result. Using the instructor's 9 mm pistol, I 

never missed in an 18" x 24" rectangle set at 21-feet. The instructor rarely strayed from a 3" x 3" circle....at 50-feet!" I know that i called and he 

has not filed anything at the Cobb County Warrant Applications. So, he is using this as a fear tactic. 

135 3/18/13 3/19/13 15:22 Billy's March Maddness 

movie 

filming 

plans for 

spring and 

summer 

2013

Giant update Allie the email you have is fake from the county. I called them today there were warrant applications put in and all 7 of them were 

reviewed and rejected for no probable cause by the judge. Anything is hog wash. 

136 3/18/13 3/19/13 15:43 Billy's March Maddness 

movie 

filming 

plans for 

spring and 

summer 

2013

I sent Allie an email for her to send it to me. Or copy the headers but we will see if She sends it so I can see where it originated from.
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137 3/18/13 3/19/13 17:40 Billy's March Maddness 

movie 

filming 

plans for 

spring and 

summer 

2013

They were all rejected. The process.. he goes to the police makes a report, then he files for a warrant using the application. the judge then looks at 

the warrants that day or the next and they are deemed a charge and warrant with merit or not. All seven of his failed.

138 3/18/13 3/19/13 17:41 Billy's March Maddness 

movie 

filming 

plans for 

spring and 

summer 

2013

Next he will be charging them in the Grand Jury.

139 3/18/13 3/19/13 19:50 Billy's March Maddness 

movie 

filming 

plans for 

spring and 

summer 

2013

This comment has been removed by the author.

140 3/20/13 3/21/13 13:33
Clubhouse Radio This Friday 

Night at 10 Central 

radio 

program

Allie you get that EX parte motion from your Family Court I think you could have in this case since the EX is involved. He is going to Grand Rapids to 

meet up with those people who are here in Michigan such as Scheid. I will call into this call at 10 to give the down low on what is really going on 

here. This is no longer about Court abuse it is much more than that now. All I can say is the Tea Party Revolution is happening now. 

141 3/22/13 3/22/13 14:31
Billy Sets High Noon 

Showdown With Allie 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

LK, what are your thoughts on the Michigan for parental Rights group transforming into the lawless America Michigan team who is in talks now 

with a tea party person who other republicans have called him dangerous. David Schied and Dennis Lawrence etc have been talking on the talkshoe 

about the new "revolutionary" party where Shied calls himself on the internet that he is the 3rd delegate from Michigan in the Continental 

congress. They fly the flag of the revolutionry party AKA Ron Paul and other tea party people who in Michigan had protest signs with Obama head 

on a spear. He is also the "patriot" group as pointed out. So, has this turned from parental rights to an all out political movement now? Interesting 

and to also note that Maria Melinn who is following them. I am not sure she understands that the Patriot movement is anti-semitic and want a 

Christian America. While she is a messianic jew and has "Hebrew Roots" Christian evangelicals who are like Sarah Palin other tea party people have 

used Messianic Jews to try to convert Jews to diminish them. I can see how they are using Melinn now as a token "Hebrew". 

142 3/22/13 3/22/13 14:39
Billy Sets High Noon 

Showdown With Allie 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

http://www.thenewamerican.com/usnews/politics/item/12286-ron-paul-ally-kerry-bentivolio-gets-super-pac-aid-in-congressional-bid 

http://www.freep.com/article/20120610/NEWS15/206100523/Kerry-Bentivolio-is-now-a-name-to-reckon-with-in-Michigan-s-11th-Congressional-

District

143 3/24/13 3/25/13 9:15
When the Lawless Lemmings 

Attack 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Debbie, the second amendment is written because after the revolutionary war we wanted to have a right to bear arms and create a militia. Now 

the United States is not becoming like the English/British at all to where as your being forced into anything at all. You still have voting rights etc. but 

it appears to me that you dislike the government. So my question is such do you that your going to form a malitia at any time and serve as a 

freedom fighter with your at-15 or glock and fight I. The next civil war. Quote me here when we get to that point to when were at war with the 

people like you don't cry because bullets are flying and I will be shooting to defend the current United States. I believe that we have moved on 

from revolutions here In the United States but appearantly we have not. Where most people still believe in a democratic state and good 

arguement others feel forming a malitia to take over and charge others with treason is the way to go. So Debbie what is your standpoint are you 

forming a true revolutionary malitia there mustering and all or are you just bull jiving us all waving your second Amendment around. Look when 

you threaten people with the second amendment all that means is that your so paranoid or feel the government is some how secretly controlling 

you. I suggest you get a reality check. I'm starting to ramble lol
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144 3/24/13 3/25/13 10:29
When the Lawless Lemmings 

Attack 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Nbtdt yeah Schieds plan is elaborate also. They want to have a political party also. 

145 3/25/13 3/25/13 13:34
Vexatious Bill Prepares for 

Court 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

So he will be doing the notaries for the others who just sign the statements? This guy is funny. Predictio here is he will serve at least 30 days in 

jail 

146 3/25/13 3/25/13 15:40
Vexatious Bill Prepares for 

Court 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Since lawless America is a news outlet then it is public content and stalking laws don't apply. You can read Fox News all day long. I would just sue 

bill but have discovery of his assets first.

147 3/25/13 3/25/13 15:45
Vexatious Bill Prepares for 

Court 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

I suggest everyone go to the lawless America Facebook site and flag it for being categorized wrongly it is not a cause or a community it's a 

media outlet. If we all go there and click on it they will change it

148 3/26/13 3/26/13 12:00

Bully Bill Turns of the Heat 

With Intimidation, Judge 

Snooty Chimes in 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

So the probate court is going to Involve themselves in the videos of other people? How is this? This woman another conspiracy theory spreader. 

149 3/26/13 3/26/13 14:14

Bully Bill Turns of the Heat 

With Intimidation, Judge 

Snooty Chimes in 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

So when bill goes to the hearing and claims to have 200 affidaivits but really are not an affidaivits because they had not a signature from the notary 

then what? If I were Allie I would have the court to check to see if the affidaivits were signed in Georgia or in Missouri and if that person was 

actually present and if they weren't the. Have bill charges with fraud

150 3/26/13 3/26/13 15:20

Bully Bill Turns of the Heat 

With Intimidation, Judge 

Snooty Chimes in 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Ginger snap I have some new info on bill I can write an article on it or make a Video your choice it is juicy. You won't want to miss it. 

151 3/26/13 3/27/13 11:23

Bully Bill Turns of the Heat 

With Intimidation, Judge 

Snooty Chimes in 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

The first video for your viewing http://youtu.be/E0BXSeRDbEM
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152 3/26/13 3/27/13 13:13

Bully Bill Turns of the Heat 

With Intimidation, Judge 

Snooty Chimes in 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

What blog

153 3/27/13 3/27/13 15:51 Total Dram King 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Actually bill has fulfilled allies Tro because she noted he would be filming in the courts. Lol I still stand by my prediction of 30 days in contempt 

of court or some charge. 

154 3/27/13 3/27/13 15:53 Total Dram King 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

I also have been watching videos of the dept of homeland security having armored personnel carriers or trucks for the non techie people. So 

nothing new we've had them for a long time but I wonder if the county court will have a large presence of swat there for 

155 3/27/13 3/27/13 21:34
The Keys Were Under the 

Mat! - Let's raid the fridge

Susan 

Harbison, 

publisher 

on 

Joeyisalittl

ekid

I would call Cobb County and have them fax over the Denial for the charges to the secretary of the judge. 

156 3/27/13 3/27/13 22:10
The Keys Were Under the 

Mat! - Let's raid the fridge

Susan 

Harbison, 

publisher 

on 

Joeyisalittl

ekid

BTW Bill states he might be in My area of town on April 10th at a CPS Trial for a termination of Parental Rights. I should go there and video him lol. 

157 3/28/13 3/28/13 22:06 The Joey's Are Coming!!! 

lawsuit 

against the 

Joeyisalittl

ekid gang 

and 

charges of 

violation 

of Texas 

Penal 

Code. Sec. 

33.07

here is some links about affidavits: From FB- "Candy Fletcher Bill, I will fax and email you the affidavit right after I get it notarized in about an 

hour......hope it helps" http://www.avvo.com/legal-answers/what-is-the-affidavit-used-for-in-court--885481.html# "An affidavit is simply a sworn 

statement that someone has written. In domestic type cases the court can accept affidavits instead of testimony at certain stages of the case (like a 

temporary hearing). For instance, here in Georgia, each side is only allowed to call their client and one additional witness at the temporary hearing 

unless the court allows you additional witnesses. So what you do is you get all those people who have nice things to say about your client to write a 

statement, and have it notarized. Then you have to provide them to the other side before the hearing so they can look at them as well. The court 

can then read those and get a picture of your client without having to hear from 20 different witnesses.  However, an affidavit is still hearsay. So 

when you get to that final hearing that ultimately decides the child custody, property, and all that, you must have the actual witness come in and 

testify in person." _________________________________________________________  Allie I would also mention to the Judge that the 

affidavits he has that are faxed to him may not be rendered as a notary certified fax. Meaning it is an unofficial Fax.
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158 3/28/13 3/28/13 13:29 A Clubhouse PSA court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

What bothers me about bill is this,_ "Lawless America Stephanie, I am anxious to testify for her ex. I didn't threaten going. I don't threaten. I 

would have been there on April 1 to tell her judge that she's a pathological liar. But she got a protective order by claiming I'm out to shoot a bunch 

of folks, so now I can't be there. And all this garbage about me publishing addresses is just that. Her address is in the phone book, and it comes up 

in simple searches online. My home address has been published by these creeps far and wide, so what about my children and grandchildren? One 

of these wackos claims to have been following one of my granddaughters and has claimed to describe what she was wearing one day. To every liar, 

I say this: I will work to expose you. I will publish your address. If you have a valid reason to fear that someone who shouldn't know your address 

will have it, then don't lie. Stephanie, I am very disappointed in you. You know me better than most, but you want to believe scumbags." 

_____Why does Bill want to involve himself in a case that not his own? While I have no steak myself in any of this and find it hard to believe 

some of the Allie story too unfortunately I am not going to try to figure it out. I have faith in Judges and the police for the most part are just and do 

work. I believe it is people themselves who don't always tell the truth to protect themselves when in court so judges only get as much info as us 

here at the clubhouse do also.

159 3/28/13 3/28/13 13:57 A Clubhouse PSA 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Sluggo your right thanks for the correction lol. I do like some steak too. HEHE. 

160 3/28/13 3/28/13 13:42 A Clubhouse PSA 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

While Bill states that the site is no longer at GoDaddy I have found that Trace route and points to the hosting there. While he has changed the 

holder of the Domain from godaddy to another site who uses rival Enom the content still is hosted at Godaddy. Interesting enough if there are 

issues and complaints you can still contact them This is just another Facade of Mr. Windsor.

161 3/28/13 3/28/13 16:24 A Clubhouse PSA 
court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

The latest from Bill himself... __________ I am suing the Joeys in Collin County, Texas. I am also attempting to get law enforcement to pursue 

criminal charges due to violation of Title 7, section 33.07 of the Texas Penal Code. Sec. 33.07. ONLINE IMPERSONATION. (a) A person commits an 

offense if the person, without obtaining the other person's consent and with the intent to harm, defraud, intimidate, or threaten any person, uses 

the name or persona of another person to (1) create a web page on a commercial social networking site or other Internet website; or  (2) post or 

send one or more messages on or through a commercial social networking site or other Internet website, other than on or through an electronic 

mail program or message board program. (b) A person commits an offense if the person sends an electronic mail, instant message, text message, 

or similar communication that references a name, domain address, phone number, or other item of identifying information belonging to any 

person: (1) without obtaining the other person's consent;  (2) with the intent to cause a recipient of the communication to reasonably believe that 

the other person authorized or transmitted the communication; and  (3) with the intent to harm or defraud any person. He still believes that that 

people live in Texas. Suing someone has to be done in their own district. Furthermore, he has already filed criminal charges that were denied by 

Cobb County Georgia his own Domicile. He is filing them again in various counties? So, who has jurisdiction. If it is interstate the federal 

government does. But, wait did he not say he is a news outlet. Can someone post that here again. Aren't we all just discussing news? Lawless 

America News? 

162 3/31/13 3/31/13 12:35
Please Don't Pass the Pie - 

March 31, 2013

who the 

people 

allegedly 

are who 

publish on 

Joeyisalittl

ekid.blogs

pot.com 

An Easter video well real one later http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TcKmi8rL2PM
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163 3/31/13 3/31/13 22:13
Please Don't Pass the Pie - 

March 31, 2013

who the 

people 

allegedly 

are who 

publish on 

Joeyisalittl

ekid.blogs

pot.com 

latest video on bill http://youtu.be/nWGcChQxBUI

164 3/31/13 3/31/13 23:28
Please Don't Pass the Pie - 

March 31, 2013

who the 

people 

allegedly 

are who 

publish on 

Joeyisalittl

ekid.blogs

pot.com 

LOL no not at all.

165 2/28/13 3/1/13 8:37
"I Can See Clearly Now That 

Bill is Gone"

three 

women 

who were 

involved in 

the lawless 

America 

movie 

filming 

I was reading the remark from yappy here is the deal. Per lawless home page in what you found "There are a lot of people who would like to 

damage the efforts of Lawless America. In addition to WTP, the We the People Family Preservation, Nancy Rolfe of www.govabuse.org is also 

attempting to damage Lawless America and me. "... Now before lawless all the family rights and corruption people were behind gov abuse led by 

jan smith and nancy Rolfe. They had their national day and everyone had their badges. So basically the followers grab onto whatever movement 

they can. They even tried to use occupy as a venue. So I can see basically this is more fighting just as it has been all the time.

166 4/1/13 4/1/13 13:18

The Lawless Shipmates Are 

Getting Restless - April 1, 

2013

comments 

from 

people 

filmed for 

the movie 

The issue is that these people who have family court issues and more are looking bill to go to battle against their judge and overturn with out and 

appeal to the state court etc. bill can fly over your court with his cape and superhero outfit on with his X-ray super hearing camera and video 

tape your trial and reverse what the judge said and then call for a citizen grand jury find them guilty of treason fly over and pick them up and 

drop our judge into the endless pit into their well deserved death per bill. At the same time he is fighting villains named Allie O and Sean Bushie. 

Sounds like these people are more like Penelope waiting for him to stop the train. Interesting you should really get an attorney just my opinion and 

drop the anti governor redderick and you'd get a better outcome. 

167 4/1/13 4/1/13 13:29

The Lawless Shipmates Are 

Getting Restless - April 1, 

2013

comments 

from 

people 

filmed for 

the movie 

I see that Angie Gilmore has offered to be the "assistant counsel" to bill. She is not an attorney. He should take her with him so she can be in 

contemp of court for acting as an attorney. Lol

168 4/1/13 4/1/13 16:38

The Lawless Shipmates Are 

Getting Restless - April 1, 

2013

comments 

from 

people 

filmed for 

the movie 

I have to wonder how naive bill is to really believe that his motion to have Allie who has a tro against him be ordered to show for a deposition 

with him in a hotel suite alone. 

169 4/1/13 4/1/13 22:02

The Lawless Shipmates Are 

Getting Restless - April 1, 

2013

comments 

from 

people 

filmed for 

the movie 

ginger I was thinking if he does get his deposition with allie it will end up like the Judge Cronin intervention.
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170 4/1/13 4/1/13 22:15

The Lawless Shipmates Are 

Getting Restless - April 1, 

2013

comments 

from 

people 

filmed for 

the movie 

I read this law suit against allie and mark and 1-1000 unnamed John Does. You can't sue someone you don't know who they are. I hope he really 

did not file it. I can imagine the clerk at the office now. I want to call there in the am and hear her tell me 1-1000 John Does. LOL

171 4/2/13 4/2/13 12:39
Billy Calls In Judge Snooty For 

Backup - April 2, 2013

Kramer, the widsor family has a lock down monopoly on buying tickets from Alcatraz cruises the ferry service to the island. They then sell the 

tickets for a $10 surcharge. Bills son and wife run two seperate yet identical companies. Bill owns several domains. He is also a domain 

swooping up hoarder. He does this to mess with others. I have found from this he has followers that are looking for his help but bill is just a 

guy with issues who is not going to ever help anyone else. I believe while he might had started just a movie he has had his group transformed 

which he did into a cause and a political party and now also a news service. I too am a news commentator and will be making lots of comments 

on bills news reports follow me on YouTube please.

172 4/2/13 4/2/13 13:29
Billy Calls In Judge Snooty For 

Backup - April 2, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Mra kramer I don't care about this dumb movie. First there was no real congressional testimonies or hearings. Mrs Kramer do you agree with 

bill that those who are not behind your opinion of how your case should go are corrupt and that they should be investigated by a grand jury's 

of lawless America followers instead of the normal process. Your grand jury will find them guilt of treason and being a traitor and you'll 

sentence them to execution. Who will be the executioner? Do you follow this new old tea party revolution?

173 4/2/13 4/2/13 14:19
Billy Calls In Judge Snooty For 

Backup - April 2, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Redd actually you have it wrong while the groups don have different issues and cases the one thing they are all upset about are those judges 

decisions and they all blame it on some crazy conspiracy. They have been listening to some radical Glenn neck or Alex jones far right wing 

republican and tea party agenda where constitutionalists have latched onto. The constitutionalists keep stating they will unite and take back the 

country as bill stated thus helping these people over turn courts and try them all. Get with it reds open your eyes. The issue here is bill is one dude 

with a camera who does not respond to email or the phone and people think he will save them. The people need to fight their own battles and 

take losses for what they are. These people are not victim of elaborate new world order schemes. Maybe they need to stop complaining and move 

on

174 4/2/13 4/2/13 13:49
Billy Calls In Judge Snooty For 

Backup - April 2, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Mrs. Kramer civil contempt is not a criminal Charge and would not be in an FBI file what is on your supposed FBI file? Since you somehow got it. 

This whole thing smells fishy to me. I'm will to bet your a Alex jones anti government prepper 

175 4/2/13 4/2/13 22:59
Billy Calls In Judge Snooty For 

Backup - April 2, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Bill says, "Last night, www.facebook.com/lawlessamerica was at 46,000 Likes. Today we are at 51,000. Looks like we have picked up 5,000 

Russians. I believe someone is getting a bunch of foreigners to Like the page so they can claim our numbers are not legitimate. I have observed a 

lot of strange Facebook stuff. This page is most definitely being manipulated by someone other than me." I Say....http://youtu.be/J-mjvBMj3uM

176 4/2/13 4/2/13 23:41
Billy Calls In Judge Snooty For 

Backup - April 2, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Just commenting on the News

177 4/2/13 4/3/13 7:15
Billy Calls In Judge Snooty For 

Backup - April 2, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

New Update http://youtu.be/CxZM4rUTNYE

178 4/2/13 4/3/13 10:36
Billy Calls In Judge Snooty For 

Backup - April 2, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

I wonder if Sarah palin has seen these so called Russians she was the gobbernator of Alaska and she could see them

179 4/2/13 4/3/13 13:03
Billy Calls In Judge Snooty For 

Backup - April 2, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Sluggo it was a joke anyhow so it doesn't matter

180 4/2/13 4/3/13 11:04
Billy Calls In Judge Snooty For 

Backup - April 2, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Comment over flow so I can start something awesome

181 4/2/13 4/3/13 12:14
Billy Calls In Judge Snooty For 

Backup - April 2, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Did you read In his complaint for damages form that he is having his first amendment rights as a news journalist taken away. But at the same time 

he does not want anyone else to have freedom of speech what news service is his website operating as its almost like having a discussion at the al 

jezera site.
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182 4/2/13 4/3/13 13:35
Billy Calls In Judge Snooty For 

Backup - April 2, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

I'm very knowing about Chris's page a fellow youtuber

183 4/2/13 4/3/13 12:25
Billy Calls In Judge Snooty For 

Backup - April 2, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

So I read exhibit 25 about his revolver the judge. My Question is if he had this revolver why did he not take it to the firing range when he went for 

lessons? Instead he used the instructors 9mm who said he was a great shot which bill said previously in exhibit 25 that he had a shaky hand and the 

gun store owner said no concern because he could not miss with it. Is he a natural good shot or what? He was in the army. is shaky hands must had 

not been an issue when he fired the 9mm verse his revolver that he has never fired. 

184 4/2/13 4/3/13 13:15
Billy Calls In Judge Snooty For 

Backup - April 2, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

The 9 was he used was at the range

185 4/2/13 4/3/13 14:02
Billy Calls In Judge Snooty For 

Backup - April 2, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

http://www.lawlessamerica.com/images/stories/movie/stalkers/Allie-Overstreet/First-Affidavit/overstreet-first-affidavit-exhibit-25.pdf

186 4/2/13 4/3/13 17:20
Billy Calls In Judge Snooty For 

Backup - April 2, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

I have reported the page to Facebook.

187 4/3/13 4/4/13 9:36

Bitler Update So Bill files a 

protective order against Allie - 

April 3, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

V, I have to agree with ms. Tyrell Lori Handrahan and those like loryn Ryder have gone overboard with putting their personal business out in the 

open to include the privacy of the child's personal life. I believed that mrs. Handrahan is far worse with the garbage conspiracy theories she talks of 

and writes about in her self made op-Ed articles. She to me is nearly bad entertainment and what she states is unproven crock of bs to probably 

include the issues with the father. As we see the father has not be charged of abuse neither has the father in many amp cases. In the case of Allie O 

here also. I suggest to Allie that if she wants her child back and wants to continue on with a story about abuse by the father that she talk to the 

sheriff and the prosecutor if she thinks they did nothing over it. 

188 4/3/13 4/4/13 12:32

Bitler Update So Bill files a 

protective order against Allie - 

April 3, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Yappy you know regards to Lori h is that she is is still exposing her child's privacy and she has these unproven conspiracy theories you can google 

up and watch on YouTube. Furthermore I have no addenda nor am I some Hippocrate there will be a 60 minute video posting tonight on the issue 

and yappy if you want to be a guest to my live special YouTube show let me know. You can call in etc. email at google

189 4/3/13 4/4/13 16:10

Bitler Update So Bill files a 

protective order against Allie - 

April 3, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

I am just asking.... Zahra Ali Y'sra El © TM  Is this a real name?

190 4/3/13 4/4/13 19:47

Bitler Update So Bill files a 

protective order against Allie - 

April 3, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

The Live show will be at 10PM Eastern and will Air against the boring local new you could watch at 3 other times. LOL 

http://www.youtube.com/user/seanflemingshow/live you may want to subscribe also to see the show for sure since the link there I am uncertain 

how it works.

191 4/3/13 4/4/13 22:03

Bitler Update So Bill files a 

protective order against Allie - 

April 3, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

The show is done sometime not sure how long because it will have to process but it will show up on the same youtube channel and you can 

comment there and discuss things there as longs as were having civil discussion. You can call me fat there if you want and say I live in the 

basement. While we have said that about Bill at times. Every non skinny youtuber is told he lives with his or her mom and is overweight. LOL. 

Anyhow next time I can post a number but to be invited as a part of to be like a host through a phone or using google plus you can do that. That is 

how it works.

192 4/3/13 4/5/13 9:38

Bitler Update So Bill files a 

protective order against Allie - 

April 3, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

I am going to do a love show again soon. If you want to be part of it let me know we can work out specifics

193 4/3/13 4/5/13 23:44

Bitler Update So Bill files a 

protective order against Allie - 

April 3, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

We should all comment on this video here http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nWGcChQxBUI

194 4/6/13 4/6/13 23:14

Just Like in DC, Bill will be 

Exposed as the Loser He is 

Monday - April 6, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Allie, I would say this... Make sure they know that Bills Threat to you is really that since you are obstructing his mission he deems you as traitor 

and a conspirator. Meaning when he commences his own grand Juries he will put you on trial himself and you might be hunted by his people 

to punish you as we know it... what that punish would be. This is not a made up story but I am sure he would lopp you into it along with your 

judge when he is not give justice as he sees it.

195 4/6/13 4/7/13 0:09

Just Like in DC, Bill will be 

Exposed as the Loser He is 

Monday - April 6, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

GS this is the reason that the Government uses unwarranted GPS tracking devices.
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196 4/6/13 4/7/13 0:10

Just Like in DC, Bill will be 

Exposed as the Loser He is 

Monday - April 6, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

His brake light is failing in his photo he stops to see a mechanic, whalla Shazam...GPS tracker from FBI agent/auto Mechanic.

197 4/7/13 4/7/13 0:59
Round America Version 3.0 

Begins - April 7, 2013

filming of 

document

ary movie

I thought of bill when reading this... http://news.yahoo.com/goat-walked-mont-bar-taken-zoo-135116781.html

198 4/7/13 4/7/13 13:02
Round America Version 3.0 

Begins - April 7, 2013

filming of 

document

ary movie

Great Conversation from Bill to his follower just proves there will be no movie just youtube. Furthermore there will be no DVD's just youtube.  

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ Q: Naomi Gutierrez Hey Bill, how are you? I was curious about something. Average 

Documentary films are 90 minutes. How long will your film be when it appears at the film festival? A: Lawless America 90 to 120 minutes...but it 

will be unique in its links to YouTube.

199 4/7/13 4/7/13 13:18
Round America Version 3.0 

Begins - April 7, 2013

filming of 

document

ary movie

Allie I would stay home and wait to see what happens. If they come by your home call the police. 

200 4/7/13 4/7/13 13:20
Round America Version 3.0 

Begins - April 7, 2013

filming of 

document

ary movie

I would call the police and tell them your concerned about them protesting your home and that you would like 1 patrol car to be outside on the 

road or to be added to the patrol list at least.

201 4/7/13 4/7/13 14:35
Round America Version 3.0 

Begins - April 7, 2013

filming of 

document

ary movie

Ninja post a link to the driveby comment tnx

202 4/7/13 4/7/13 13:17
Round America Version 3.0 

Begins - April 7, 2013

filming of 

document

ary movie

Bill has now expanded his plan to include individual state legislators to be sent the DVD's so that he can put them also on trial for Treason by 

Grand Jury. 

203 4/7/13 4/7/13 21:56
Round America Version 3.0 

Begins - April 7, 2013

filming of 

document

ary movie

I am going to go live on youtube in a min http://www.youtube.com/user/SeanFlemingShow/live

204 4/7/13 4/7/13 22:56
Round America Version 3.0 

Begins - April 7, 2013

filming of 

document

ary movie

the show is done and will loaded in a bit. But, We see what kind of Whacka Doodles are flocking to Bill Windsor. No Offense to anyone but there 

are lots of AMPP and PMA Whacka Doodles who are just as worse as Microwave Guy. The all subscribe to a notion of some sort of Globalist Plan 

with the New World Order being involved with their custody cases and much more. They are paranoid. 

205 4/7/13 4/7/13 23:01
Round America Version 3.0 

Begins - April 7, 2013

filming of 

document

ary movie

http://youtu.be/JiB3hcNroH8 is the link

206 4/7/13 4/7/13 23:15
Round America Version 3.0 

Begins - April 7, 2013

filming of 

document

ary movie

Ginger like I said, they have taken over Lawless America whatever basis it started on if it was exposing Judicial Corruption it has now become the 

forefront of the revolution Party which bill has created also. I guess the people who are not paying attention if they don't understand this is now 

a political movement that has threatened with calling the rest of america a mutiny and to be charged with treason. 

207 4/7/13 4/7/13 23:43
Round America Version 3.0 

Begins - April 7, 2013

filming of 

document

ary movie

Ok Lets have a survey... Just to sort out the clubhouse peoples stand points.... I want to know this. Q: Do you believe that there is some conspiracy 

from the United States Government, The United Nations, or The New World Order that is affecting your case? I don't have a case but my belief is 

that these conspiracies do not exist.

208 4/7/13 4/7/13 23:56
Round America Version 3.0 

Begins - April 7, 2013

filming of 

document

ary movie

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Saving-Bella/461067873931225  DEC 5th 2012 Loryn Ryder I’ve been saying all along that it's the United 

Nations that are handing down the orders to destroy children and families. It’s all apart of the New World Order. Please watch this!  The UN 

Agenda 21 plans on breaking up families and controlling all children by the state just like the former USSR. The Agenda for the 21st Century has 

been given approval by George Bush senior, Bill Clinton and most leaders of other countries. UN Agenda 21 for Dummies: Depopulation of Planet 

Earth The objectives for Agenda 21 are: At 1:28 mins the abolition of private property, the restructure of the family unite, restrictions to individual 

freedom At 2:18mins undermining of the family At 5:40mins children will be cared for by the state At 5:50mins a generation of children will be 

stolen by the state to indoctrinate them into accepting this new way of living as being normal At 6:25mins a transfer of loyalty from the family to 

the government At 7:40mins children will be intentionally under educated to dumb them down because educated people consume more resources 

which is bad for the environment.  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TzEEgtOFFlM&playnext=1
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209 4/7/13 4/8/13 0:32
Round America Version 3.0 

Begins - April 7, 2013

filming of 

document

ary movie

"You haven't a clue about family court" Here is the deal Here is what I know about court. This is why this dufass is in prison cause I made sure he 

was there. Not all prosecutors are willing to press charges. Now, instead of blaming money for lack of a prosecutor going after someone because of 

whatever reason. I say this... They are all elected officials use that as leverage. Same as the police chief who is appointed by the Mayor and the 

Sheriff who is elected. If you feel your case is not being looked into as you would like and you feel your being ignored I suggest going to the News 

paper or call the people up and let them know your a voter. It will probably change their minds. To put the blame on something else is ridiculous.   

http://mdocweb.state.mi.us/OTIS2/otis2profile.aspx?mdocNumber=531904  A minimum 15-year prison sentence was handed down Monday to 

the Warren man arrested in June for allegedly sexually assaulting a 5-year-old girl during the summer of 2008. Twenty-seventh Circuit Court Judge 

Anthony Monton sentenced James Michael Mitchell, 28, of 2709 Capital, Warren, to serve 15 to 22.5 years in prison. Mitchell pled guilty Oct. 5 to 

criminal sexual conduct, third degree, and habitual offender, second offense. He was initially charged with criminal sexual conduct, first degree, 

and habitual offender, second offense. Oceana County Prosecutor Terry Shaw previously said the victim, her mother, and Mitchell were visiting 

some of the mother’s relatives in Hart Township when the alleged incident took place. The complaint was initially filed with and investigated by the 

Michigan State Police Detroit Metro North Post. Because the incident allegedly happened in Oceana County, the case had to be prosecuted here.

210 4/8/13 4/8/13 11:35
Showdown in the Show Me 

State - April 8, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

I wanted to make this known here. I am not for one gender or another. Point here is this and just that. Man or woman, if your child and or yourself 

are being abused at all and it constitutes a crime the matter needs to be filed with the police department. When your in the middle of a custody 

case or have an ongoing case to where as you can still file motions in the family court to change custody then you can file a motion but when you 

say that the other person has “abused you” then it must be proven. If your judge will not change custody to you I would then keep your child safe 

and I am certain that the police are not going to arrest you for not taking the child back. They do not enforce “Civil matters” . I would hire an 

attorney. Fighting on a matter of this nature is probably not good pro-se and when an attorney is speaking on your behalf it cuts down on things 

that sound like Hearsay until there is an actual abuse charge. Don’t wait any time after the abuse to report it to the police go there right away with 

your child.  I get it AMPP is for mothers meaning all their issues will be with men. If there were a MMPP it would be against females. Thing is abuse 

is not one a one sided street here. I stand with my thoughts on that people can be held responsible for the safety of your child when making 

orders. An unsafe order is one I would not follow personally.  “the problems in "family" abuse cases” Why are you talking about abuse in a family 

court. DV is a crime. If the person is beating you up that is assault. You need to deal with the police and getting the other person charged. 

Protesting and harassing the judge about your own abuse and or your child’s abuse will not get the person charged. Furthermore your “evidence” 

is not what the police want unless they take the picture of it themselves and or come there and can have enough info to make a charge stick. As I 

said above if there is child abuse report it to CPS against the other parent. Yes your child will possibly be temp award of the court while the 

investigation is ongoing or a criminal case and you will be checked out by the government and will have to meet their standards. It is a government 

game that is in place that you have to adhere to regardless to if you like it. To change the current rules you need to get with state personnel and 

get rules changed but for now your stuck like that. Furthermore you do not have to abide by any order as I stated. At worse you’ll be in contempt 

of court. I would say hire an attorney and let them show up for you in court.This notion that “the case would end, and so would their paychecks” 

that is why custody issues go on is false. These judges have plenty of cases to keep them busy. That is just another idea that has no merit  Per red 

“AMPP filmed and did radio shows of mothers stories at one point to get them out there without editing. Sometimes going public like that gets the 

mother and children killed”… Why would you expose your case in public about your child with the name and all of that. See a case in the 

newspaper would be maybe the same or could be strewn differently if written from the perspective of the police not doing their job. 

211 4/8/13 4/8/13 13:14
Showdown in the Show Me 

State - April 8, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

In the State of michigan DV is a crime  http://mdocweb.state.mi.us/OTIS2/otis2profile.aspx?mdocNumber=855905  I am sure it also is elsewhere. 

212 4/8/13 4/8/13 13:42
Showdown in the Show Me 

State - April 8, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

""How to survive the Second American Revolution"" http://www.constitutionpreservation.org/ Reviews of Secret to Sovereignty  The Secret to 

Sovereignty is secret no more! Michael Badnarik has written the book that desperately needed to be written. No magic bullet; it promises nothing, 

yet delivers everything you need to know. If you are ready to throw off the shackles of slavery, Michael shows us how.  Robert Scott Bell Syndicated 

radio host I proudly bear witness that Michael Badnarik personifies each of the "secrets" now fully revealed in this latest book, which I never 

wanted to put down once I started reading. David Schied MA, Education; co-founder, Sherman Institute; book/multimedia author, Streetwise and 

Safe At Last!  LISTEN: http://blogtalk.vo.llnwd.net/o23/show/4/187/show_4187811.mp3  Another website: 

http://www.goldismoney2.com/showthread.php?1179-Michael-Badnarik-Constitution-Class-Notes-amp-Video Another 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Rb4ZAHvP4c  With that we can see there is a new revolutionary party taking place with Bill.
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213 4/8/13 4/8/13 19:29
Showdown in the Show Me 

State - April 8, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

If were her I would hire an attorney and file an ex-parte order served to him blocking him from her custody case. Then call it a day. Point here is 

that neither one no matter what they did to each other amounted to more than a flame argument of children on the internet. Take note. It was my 

opinion that there was never anything substantial on either side that meant a threat from what 10 states away. You should had stayed at home last 

night in your own home and what not. 

214 4/8/13 4/8/13 19:31
Showdown in the Show Me 

State - April 8, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

So were back now to the real question at hand. Grand Juries and Revolutionary Party's versus normal elections. Oh yeah and the use of the 2nd 

amendment to form a well armed militia to defend your constitution. Thoughts anyone? 

215 4/8/13 4/8/13 20:37
Showdown in the Show Me 

State - April 8, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Ginger Snap, this has turned into more of a political party fight verse sticking up for peoples individual cases in court. Schied and Kraus are 

definitely the same as Bill when it comes to the revolutionary party. They have read the same books and taken the same classes on the 

constitution. Basically they are lemmings of another dude who ran for office of the President and lost. Unfortunately This will never go away. 

216 4/8/13 4/8/13 20:58
Showdown in the Show Me 

State - April 8, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

I agree with you there on that. It is what I call a concern especially when they talk about treason and execution. My question is do they feel 

they are justified by their own Grand Juries and then the 2nd amendment. I believe the FBI is watching for them to make a dumb move.

217 4/8/13 4/8/13 21:29
Showdown in the Show Me 

State - April 8, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

yappy did you ever get around to responding to me via gmail?

218 4/11/13 4/11/13 13:10
So Who is This David Schied? - 

April 11, 2013

David 

Schied, 

man 

filmed for 

the movie

I did see lawless America Michigan once post that they were sympathetic to the Oklahoma City bomber i have a screen shot of it

219 4/11/13 4/11/13 11:04
So Who is This David Schied? - 

April 11, 2013

David 

Schied, 

man 

filmed for 

the movie

This comment has been removed by the author.

220 4/11/13 4/11/13 21:14
So Who is This David Schied? - 

April 11, 2013

David 

Schied, 

man 

filmed for 

the movie

then she is canadian born. I am not sure she is really American then.

221 4/11/13 4/11/13 11:46
So Who is This David Schied? - 

April 11, 2013

David 

Schied, 

man 

filmed for 

the movie

Here check this out...http://groups.yahoo.com/group/LibertyDistricts2008/message/10400  Check out this guy Charles Stewart google him up.

222 4/12/13 4/12/13 14:33

On The Road Again, I'm Not 

Sure He Will Ever Get Off the 

Road Again - April 12, 2013

filming of 

document

ary movie

GS do you have an e-mail of sorts or you can mail me

223 4/9/13 4/9/13 10:45
In The End, Everything Was 

Dismissed - April 9, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Story do know schied and Kraus are members of continental congress of 1776. So they have declared

224 4/9/13 4/9/13 10:46
In The End, Everything Was 

Dismissed - April 9, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

I have a solution to all of this... A revolutionary war reenactment 
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225 4/9/13 4/9/13 13:22
In The End, Everything Was 

Dismissed - April 9, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

I was saying that since they are all revolutionists and part of the 2009 continental congress and are taking part in what they call the second 

revolution we should have a reenactment of the war. Then we can settle this lawless America thing for good.of course with paintballs. 

226 4/9/13 4/9/13 13:37
In The End, Everything Was 

Dismissed - April 9, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Bills youtube video lol what a joke. 

227 4/9/13 4/9/13 14:19
In The End, Everything Was 

Dismissed - April 9, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Bill mentions he will publish the video of the hearing. They have no video so how will he be able to do that? Did he bring in his camera pen as he 

said he would during the lawless America radio show? Then he says Allie is guilty of the stalking crimes in Georgia except he filed charges and it 

was rejected. So this is the second time he has filed charges against her and has had them rejected. 

228 4/9/13 4/10/13 14:43
In The End, Everything Was 

Dismissed - April 9, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Ga can you email I have info not all needs to see

229 4/9/13 4/10/13 15:10
In The End, Everything Was 

Dismissed - April 9, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Anyone have thoughts on the couple who tied up the grandparents abducted their kids who they lost parental rights of and fled to Cuba. 

230 4/9/13 4/10/13 17:56
In The End, Everything Was 

Dismissed - April 9, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet http://abcnews.go.com/US/parents-cuba-kidnap-case-isolated-jail-population/story?id=18920393#.UWXt_rd_Cso

231 4/9/13 4/10/13 21:25
In The End, Everything Was 

Dismissed - April 9, 2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

I would say that all the police will tell you is that he is not harassing you because it's not stalking anyone can photo your home. I would just sue 

him for emotional distress. Use a Local attorney. Sue him and his wife since they are together financially and I would sue for about 5 million and 

if they offer 1-2 million I would back down. I would actually have the attorney call the mrs. Windsor and strike a deal out of court. 

232 4/15/13 4/15/13 18:46
Uhhhhh, Its Monday - April 

15, 2013

the movie 

and use of 

an RV for 

filming

This comment has been removed by the author.

233 4/15/13 4/15/13 18:48
Uhhhhh, Its Monday - April 

15, 2013

the movie 

and use of 

an RV for 

filming

Ginger I've told everyone here. Bill and Company all of them to include even some women rights activists and the 99%ters and the these tea 

party groups are all conspiracy peeps. Sit back and watch. We must remember these people were united before Bill under Gov Abuse Jan Smith. 

Now they are Bills Peeps. Gotto love how the crazy winding river flows and goes.

234 4/15/13 4/15/13 21:19
Uhhhhh, Its Monday - April 

15, 2013 the movie 

and use of 

an RV for 

filming

To the Anon with who is referring to Adoption subsidies and the adoption incentive. Sure there are people who get paid to help out children who 

are adopted. Some people adopt for the love of it and want children. Some do it to help out the general cause. Sometimes the burden to adopt a 

child and their health issues cost money. The states are not taking children just for numbers to put more money into foster programs or to fatten 

checks of the DHS workers. The adoption incentive plan works. I suggest you go to the site at the HHS site and look at the great numbers of foster 

children being adopted. To the comment that I am incorrect about the occupiers otherwise known as the 99%ters why is it then that they are 

going to join forces with Bill Windsor. David Schied wants to enlist the 99%ters into the Revolutionary movement. Here is an article, note that 

David Scued and Chuck Baldwin are friends and Klayman is just like Bill: http://www.splcenter.org/home/2013/spring/the-year-in-hate-and-

extremism

235 4/15/13 4/15/13 21:32
Uhhhhh, Its Monday - April 

15, 2013

the movie 

and use of 

an RV for 

filming

Here is one last site http://www.takebackwashington.com/af_freedom_fighter_radio.html  Note the list of usuals. So we see where this is going. 

Now I am not sure what constitutes as anti-government. But I guess if your opposed to administrations of the white house regardless who is 

elected and I have noted that as long as there is a republican or Democrat in office the constitutionalist and libertarians are not happy. Basically 

lawless america is headed into the political realm. 

236 4/15/13 4/14/13 22:13
Uhhhhh, Its Monday - April 

15, 2013

the movie 

and use of 

an RV for 

filming

Not sure what happened to my last post but, Good luck peoples! I have to move on from here. This has become just another political advocacy 

fight and It will blow over.
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237 4/15/13 4/15/13 21:48
Uhhhhh, Its Monday - April 

15, 2013

the movie 

and use of 

an RV for 

filming

ANON I must have drug it out of you. A father hater. I knew it. Pointing me to a link of Fatherhood incentives. I wonder if good old ginger snap for 

what it is worth would share if your double talking here. See what I love is that you say oh, were not against fathers not at all. So if you weren't 

against fathers then why would so many mothers rights or DV women victims point to some fatherhood or family initiatives?   Now look at 

adoption incentives http://www.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/main/adopt_incentive_history.pdf 

238 4/15/13 4/15/13 21:51
Uhhhhh, Its Monday - April 

15, 2013

the movie 

and use of 

an RV for 

filming

Then of course your conspiracy here would be similar to the maria Melinn and Deanna Kloostra claim that judges are paid off from the incentive 

and also get paid to charge child support so you believe child support is all extortion. Lets not forget that many people who came here after the 

mothers group/bill windsor split where all in Bills back pocket and spewing the same stuff and now you change your story. I laugh cause its all a 

joke. 

239 4/15/13 4/15/13 22:55
Uhhhhh, Its Monday - April 

15, 2013

the movie 

and use of 

an RV for 

filming

Ginger, lets look at this for instance, seriously. Why does Loryn Ryder believe that the new world order has some involvement in her custody case. 

Why is it people who dislike the fatherhood incentive believe that Children are being enslaved taken away and sent to some new world order work 

camp as human trafficking like lori handrahan. There are alot of people I have read about in the last year that are sucking down the conspiracy 

soup. They believe in some elaborate government scheme of things that nothing is just or they would not had followed Bill at all. That is what 

we're talking about and they are just as ridiculous as Schied with his ideas of Citizen grand juries happening. There are some people who believe 

that the government and people are working against them constantly and while yes for the most part they are all over here because they did not 

like bill making supposed woman hater comments when in fact all he did is disagree with them that the cases are true or not. I will be honest as a 

normal thinking person and I have seen it, Why in the world would you wait 3 months or more were suppose to believe her story as even someone 

who never knew her and believe that her story is true after 3 months of abuse going to the sheriff finally. Common. I would be livid as she seems. 

No she waited and gathered stories and then turned them all in. There are other cases I wonder about. This does not mean I hate women. All it 

means is I just have a doubt. Same as the ryder case and the Melinn case. So, with that all said, yes there are many people just as quacked out as 

Bill and his people and if it weren't for bills people skills and stupidness they would all be there supporting him still. 

240 4/15/13 4/15/13 22:43
Uhhhhh, Its Monday - April 

15, 2013

the movie 

and use of 

an RV for 

filming

So how am I being a woman basher? Because I don't agree or believe in the BS story you believe that it is all about the money from some fathers 

initiative and also family initiatives. it sounds to me your anti-father with your remarks. Basically you don't want anyone receiving these initiatives. 

How about the thought of just getting rid of the HHS and all of the initiatives to include the VAWA funding. It is really what your for as a woman. 

See, this is not an old argument. But, your as anti father as melinn and kloostra and see as I know before anyone who disagrees with you is a 

woman basher or a pedophile. Now I know this because I have seen the AMPPS and the PMA's believe in these government agents like Bills people 

call Branon. I had a fake name for a long time which you all EX PMA and AMPPERS thought was some government agent. If you don't believe me I 

have screen shotted all of it and shared it with Sarah Tyrrell. So yeah Ive been paying attention to this entire political/groups fallout knew it was 

coming and laughed when it happened. Once I knew that you all were following some guy it would not be long until you dumped him and called 

him all of those things. While I dislike bills ideas and all and know all about how this all went down over the last 4 years. When this is all over and 

Bill is gone with no movie. Schied is no more along with his constitution party and the AMPPERS, DV's and AMPS are all seperated again along with 

the family rights activists and the 99%ters they will retreat back to Jan Smith or some other person will come forth. I know it hurts to know that I 

know the truth but, like alex jones says I told you so! lol

241 4/15/13 4/15/13 23:10
Uhhhhh, Its Monday - April 

15, 2013

the movie 

and use of 

an RV for 

filming

Petunia, He going to do nothing for them, but don't you get it. They don't care. He's the Messiah. He's going on a 3 month tour for filming and 

getting more people involved while Schied meets with some congressman to introduce a law that will go nowhere. They will publish the 

Lawless show on access TV it will play at some unknown time on some unknown channel. like I have said 6 they will mail all the letters out and 

this will be going on 6 months from now. look I just followed a group of ding dongs in the western state of michigan who all ran for political 

office and when they lost they blamed it on rigged voting machines and the government. 

242 4/15/13 4/15/13 23:57
Uhhhhh, Its Monday - April 

15, 2013

the movie 

and use of 

an RV for 

filming

I am sure that naked photo came from some other persons site too. The mother maybe? I don't know the story. Handrahan is one crazy woman 

she reminds me alot of Ann Coulter. look if you believe this video then your up there with the whackos  http://youtu.be/TPCsm-MgpTg My 

question why is she on Canadian TV? 

243 4/15/13 4/15/13 23:53
Uhhhhh, Its Monday - April 

15, 2013
the movie 

and use of 

an RV for 

filming

you know if each group did some lobbying and advocating to change whatever laws are affecting them it would work better then to cling onto 

some overall pipe dream. Personally all I normally see from all of the above is protesting, online do nothing petitions, youtube videos, blogs and 

wasted time. It is all because there is no sense of how to deal with getting anything you want done. Maybe watching Erin Brockovich movie might 

help. Look your in a political realm so going pro-se not smart. you need to do goals that are obtainable and become more believable and less 

complaining. Take note Ron Paul will never get elected because all of his ideas to get rid of corrupt government by disbanding it all. Not that he has 

strange ideas all the time but just most of the time. and DV is a crime if your being abused don't take it because your under some order and don't 

wait to report it all. Seriously. I don't get it. Either the abuse is happening or it is not. 
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244 4/15/13 4/15/13 1:24
Uhhhhh, Its Monday - April 

15, 2013

the movie 

and use of 

an RV for 

filming

First mistake I see ANON is this, "reported it gets ignored. Nine years worth of this." WHY? If CPS is not blaming you for something leave. Look like I 

said if someone assaults you it's a crime out of CPS jurisdiction. Do what you have to do. Why stay and be abused and have your child abused. If 

you're under some scrutiny I am sure there is probably that I would call a mutual fight between you and him. The proof is that is that you're still 

there. 

245 4/15/13 4/16/13 7:17
Uhhhhh, Its Monday - April 

15, 2013

the movie 

and use of 

an RV for 

filming

ANON are you A " co-parent with this jerk" or with someone abusing your child physically? I have no clue eh. As I will tell you again. Your reporting 

it then what one officer blows you off? what happens? Do you complain to the Chief of police? Do you go up the chain. Do you protest there 

instead of Family court? Its a crime. Your beef is with the police not the courts. Your not tainting your evidence are you? You idea that police just 

brush off abuse of children all the time really is not my viewpoint. you know you will continue to tell me I don't get it when of I do. your sitting here 

typing me instead of badgering the police NOW if your child is getting beat up NOW. Great parent your being. Just say. Or maybe it isn't all true.

246 4/16/13 4/17/13 20:36
Is Anyone Happy? - April 16, 

2013

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

this could happen from bills group http://www.cnn.com/video/data/2.0/video/us/2013/04/17/erin-dana-bash-ricin-arrest-made.cnn.html

247 4/17/13 4/17/13 20:41
The Windbagmobile - April 

17, 2013

the movie 

and use of 

an RV for 

filming

http://www.cnn.com/video/data/2.0/video/us/2013/04/17/erin-dana-bash-ricin-arrest-made.cnn.html

248 4/19/13 4/19/13 16:00
Hypocrisy in Action - April 19, 

2013

attacking 

Windsor 

personally 

In big news on the lawless America Facebook site likes are back down to 46,000. Back on April 2nd bill had 46,000 like that suddenly went up 5,000 

due to a surge of Russians who must have agreed with him about America being corrupt and needed to execute its treasonist members. I wonder if 

they acted out on bills notion. Today the likes have depleted back to 46,000 Lower that the merge of 47,000 and the 4,000 he had to make 51,000. 

The Russians must has gotten tired of waiting on bill to take action and left the site also. 

249 4/19/13 4/19/13 20:33
Hypocrisy in Action - April 19, 

2013

attacking 

Windsor 

personally 

THE RUSSIANS ARE COMMING, http://youtu.be/scait2SdK64

250 4/22/13 4/22/13 15:11
So Who is this Naomi 

Woman? - April 22, 2013

Naomi 

Chambers, 

woman 

filmed for 

the movie

It appears that schied has requested a protection order against kraus's ex for stalking and it was denied. I will go view it for not info. 

251 4/22/13 4/22/13 16:04
So Who is this Naomi 

Woman? - April 22, 2013

Naomi 

Chambers, 

woman 

filmed for 

the movie

Sure I have to check into it more not sure if they were married or not. But he has the same political views as they do. I am thinking it was just 

another flame fest gone overboard.

252 4/22/13 4/23/13 7:17
So Who is this Naomi 

Woman? - April 22, 2013

Naomi 

Chambers, 

woman 

filmed for 

the movie

Bills Associates are really bad here in Michigan. SUch as Followers of Terry Jones. That is Extreme.

253 4/22/13 4/23/13 9:58
So Who is this Naomi 

Woman? - April 22, 2013

Naomi 

Chambers, 

woman 

filmed for 

the movie

Nbtdt this so this Marty prehn on bills call is the Michigan region who is the body guard for pastor terry jones who came to Dearborn Michigan to 

mess with the Arab community here. He burns korans also they are just trouble. So they are racist tea party people who are racist also.

254 4/26/13 4/26/13 16:33
Let Them Eat Cake - April 26, 

2013

attacking 

Windsor 

personally 

After calling me a nutcase lets see if Naomi Chambers responds to this; Naomi, What are your thoughts on Bill Windsors trip to film the sentencing 

hearing in a murder trial. Grandfather Jimmie Robinson shot and killed the biological father of Jimmie's grandson after repeated reports of sexual 

abuse of the child. So do support Bill's Idea to bringing justice for Jimmie Robinson and getting him out of Jail because he has been wrongly 

sentenced. Can you make us a video about your thoughts on this matter in regards to the trial and conviction.
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255 4/26/13 4/24/13 21:44
Let Them Eat Cake - April 26, 

2013

attacking 

Windsor 

personally 

I am wondering in this post here on The Maria Melinn Saga  https://www.facebook.com/events/460678647341893/ there is a thread where to 

Maria slams Blake Melinn's Ex for kissing a woman otherwise being an anti-gay but there is other women on the page with the photo supporting 

equal marriage and the LBGT community who accepts Maria's lesbian bashing. Interesting there. What is everyones thoughts on court recordings. I 

think that they should pipe the videos feeds out into the hallways Just saying.

256 4/26/13 4/25/13 7:25
Let Them Eat Cake - April 26, 

2013

attacking 

Windsor 

personally 

My latest Naomi Rebuttal http://youtu.be/DbqfjnTP-jM

257 4/26/13 4/25/13 20:44
Let Them Eat Cake - April 26, 

2013

attacking 

Windsor 

personally 

The site is still at GoDaddy

258 4/26/13 4/25/13 22:22
Let Them Eat Cake - April 26, 

2013

attacking 

Windsor 

personally 

I could not but laugh at the following giant conspiracy claims ____________________________________________________  Is Custody Being Sold 

In Kent County, Michigan? www.AbusedSwan.com  FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE CONTACT: Deanna Kloostra Victim Rights/DV Expert (800) 706-

4951x3 secretary@abusedswan.com IS CUSTODY BEING SOLD IN KENT COUNTY, MICHIGAN? Kent County, Grand Rapids, Michigan (April 26, 2013) 

– The creator of our website www.AbusedSwan.com, Deanna Kloostra, believes that custody is being sold in Kent County. Deanna has spoken to 

over 70 non-custodial mothers who have or had Judge Patricia Gardner on their case. These mother’s children have been given to abusive fathers 

or illegally placed into foster care. Last year Deanna finally had a father, whose case was in front of Judge Gardner, admit he was offered to have 

his case reversed if he paid money. Another mother who is a victim of Judge Gardner found out that her former spouse had a fake business to pay 

for custody. If you knew what this father had done to his child, you would be in shock and wondering how he got custody. The mother has not had 

any contact with the child in over five years. For the safety of these parents and children, more information cannot be given. nce Deanna had this 

proof she realized that the Guardian Ad Litem (GAL) in her case, Donna Mobilia, spouse worked for a local bank right across from the court house. 

Donna’s spouse is the CEO of commercial accounts. Deanna believes that parents can purchase custody by taking out a mortgage or a business 

loan and make monthly payments for custody. She also believes that the parent can pay more money to keep the children out of the other parent’s 

life. This makes so much since to a mother who has continually fought to see her children and been blocked by Judge Gardner, Judge Daniel 

Zemaitis, Attorney Mary Benedict, and Attorney Donna Mobilia. When fathers gain custody, mothers are given supervised visitation at facility that 

can get government funds to pay for visitations. These funds are known as the Access to Visitation grants. Most of these funds have disappeared 

because of the economy. Deanna was told to pay $40 cash for visitations with Journies and another time with Judy Gabriels, even though she lived 

on very little income. In 2012 Deanna was sent back to the YWCA for supervised visitation after not seeing her daughter for 3 ½ years. After four 

weeks the visits were canceled. You can read about her story on the Abused Swan website and how the YWCA is getting VAWA Federal Grant 

money for the judges, prosecuting attorney, and law enforcement. These Government agencies do not have to disclose to the Federal Government 

where the money is being spent. Debbie Stabenow is the head of the finance committee of the Department of Human Services who allows the 

Violence Against Women’s Act (VAWA) Federal money to go to domestic violence shelters like the YWCA. In 2012 Deanna was in Congress talking 

to representatives and stopped into Debbie’s office, so Debbie is aware of the issues taking place in the community. Deanna plans on running for 

US Senate in 2018 against Debbie and is working on her campaign as you read this article. 
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259 4/26/13 4/25/13 22:22
Let Them Eat Cake - April 26, 

2013

attacking 

Windsor 

personally 

Deanna was also sent to the Human Resource Associate for a psychological evaluation, by Judge Gardner. Deanna called up one of the mothers 

who had just had an evaluation at the facility, and made her appointment with the same psychologist. Jeff Kieliszewski stated that Judge Gardner 

was upset with him because a psychological evaluation did not turn out the way she wanted it to. Donna Mobilia (GAL) spoke to Jeff and gave him 

papers that Deanna had filed with the courts. Deanna tape recorded the meeting from beginning to end. She recorded the test that was taken, 

what the questions were, and what her answers are. Deanna then took the final results to another psychologist who is licensed to give the testing. 

It appears Jeff contradicted himself several times in his report and had no data to back up what he was saying. One minute Jeff states Deanna has a 

mental disorder and the next paragraph she did not. By Donna Mobilia giving Jeff information, she was tainting the outcome of the report. The 

psychological evaluation cost $675 which Deanna refused to pay for and did get the court to pay. Mothers are paying for psychological evaluations, 

supervised visitations, and child support and their children are being concealed from them. They believe they are the ones to blame and turning to 

alcohol, drugs, and commit suicide, but in reality Kent County has some greedy leaders. Our Grand Rapids news media will not report on any 

negative activity going on in the community. Reporters only want to report on positive aspects. If anyone comments on what is really happening on 

Mlive or other online articles, the information is removed. On April 25, 2013 we responded to the news article, “Michigan Women’s Foundation 

honors leaders in Grand Rapids banking an philanthropy.” written by reporter Jim Harger. Dave Murray removed the post written stating they 

violated community use rules. We call this censorship and violation of freedom of speech. You can check out the article and write to these guys at 

jharger@mlive.com and dmurray@mlive.com. Ask them to do investigations on our political leaders and organizations receiving Federal grant 

money, which are a front for government agencies to receive non reported funds. Demand that they tell you the truth about our leaders! We are 

glad that Deanna stayed strong through all of this and encouraged other women to not give up. Through her research, Deanna has found more 

corruption, so you may just get another email regarding that information soon. Please forward this information to as many people as possible, we 

need the truth to be known. 

260 4/26/13 4/23/13 10:03
Let Them Eat Cake - April 26, 

2013

attacking 

Windsor 

personally 

What a contradiction from bill to incite Arabs to attack America? At the same time This so this Marty prehn on bills call is the Michigan region 

who is the body guard for pastor terry jones who came to Dearborn Michigan to mess with the Arab community here. He burns korans also they 

are just trouble. So they are racist tea partners.

261 4/26/13 4/23/13 21;45
Let Them Eat Cake - April 26, 

2013

attacking 

Windsor 

personally 

So, Ninja... Lawless America David Schied and company. Text Book Tea Party Libertarians. They are talking about the gold standard. You need to go 

listen to glenn beck, alex jones, sean hannity for about a week then you,ll get it all.

262 4/26/13 4/23/13 23:41
Let Them Eat Cake - April 26, 

2013

attacking 

Windsor 

personally 

So Bill is going to interview a guy who killed some dude. http://seviercountynews.com/mike-williams/robinson-admits-guilt-accepts-plea-deal-son-

laws-murder/28472 The deal here Bill feels regardless if the guy was guilty or not the murder was justified. Not cool. That is my take on this I 

could be wrong

263 4/26/13 4/24/13 0:08
Let Them Eat Cake - April 26, 

2013

attacking 

Windsor 

personally 

Look I am famous, http://venturephilosophy.blogspot.com/2013/04/one-flew-over-coo-coos-nest.html Naomi- "I publicly support Windsor." 

http://youtu.be/vU2q4eCFxh4

264 4/26/13 4/24/13 0:17
Let Them Eat Cake - April 26, 

2013

attacking 

Windsor 

personally 

Naomi chanmbers = Naomi Gutierrez

265 4/26/13 4/24/13 2:01
Let Them Eat Cake - April 26, 

2013

attacking 

Windsor 

personally 

I seen it. Yes I read it. She is another crack job. Now Photoshoping my photos. It is like the game where you prank people at work. Once she starts 

mass mailing derogatory crap about me then she will have a lawsuit. I asked her on youtube bout her allegiance to bill and she supports the 

treason crap. We know the most about it. 

266 4/26/13 4/24/13 0:36
Let Them Eat Cake - April 26, 

2013

attacking 

Windsor 

personally 

Ninja... I get paid for youtube views. LOL. 
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267 4/26/13 4/24/13 0:52
Let Them Eat Cake - April 26, 

2013

attacking 

Windsor 

personally 

I don't know about these nutjobs. Even my 2nd ammendment friends when I tell them about this group wonder themselves. Normal people like 

the NRA but are not notjobs. But these loving Tea Party/Libertarian/constitutionalists that want to amend the constitution like Michelle Bachman 

or Make new laws like Bill Windsor or like Schied who wants to change the way we do things in the legal system completely will forever have 

challenges and be in the minority. I have personally spoken to the same reps legislation guy they spoke to. They called Lawless a grass roots 

political group and that their ideas will not work out. These are the same legislators I have near me so I have to battle them in my state. Plus the 

Pastor Terry Jones group who came to the next city over and started crap with the middle eastern people and burn Korans. I believe Schied wants 

to incite unrest. Here is a video this is Schieds people in this video http://youtu.be/SWFS62olq00 Note the story about who all is there the 99 

pecenters and all the other groups. So, This is what we have to deal with here in Detroit. :-( They are more interested in the Revolution Party also.

268 4/26/13 4/24/13 0:53
Let Them Eat Cake - April 26, 

2013

attacking 

Windsor 

personally 

Patunia everyone can get paid for views. 

269 4/27/13 4/27/13 11:47

Lawless America Officially 

Endorses Murder - April 27, 

2013

filming of 

document

ary movie

he did not just get his way again. In other news,since I do not want my tax dollars funding this crap here locally on public Access TV I have advised 

my city council and other members of other city councils that I am friends with about Lawless america. 

270 4/27/13 4/28/13 23:16

Lawless America Officially 

Endorses Murder - April 27, 

2013

filming of 

document

ary movie

I already know that your Sheriff Department has said that if you know of any photos from that day in the court to let them know. They are very 

interested after sending him 2 letters. You know not following the security measures at the court house can get him in trouble. See what I 

would do if I worked there is if he showed up with a camera without an order stating such in hand I would bar him from the building all together. 

That is just what I would do. He would be sitting back in his truck I guess. But you have to remember that he already advised the people that he can 

do whatever he wants to do.

271 4/27/13 4/27/13 12:53

Lawless America Officially 

Endorses Murder - April 27, 

2013

filming of 

document

ary movie

i am wondering is filming and taking photos the same in the courtroom. A camera these days is about the same when it can do video and still. So 

he could not film in the court, does that mean he had the ok to use his camera in there or not. Interesting.

272 4/27/13 4/28/13 23:27

Lawless America Officially 

Endorses Murder - April 27, 

2013

filming of 

document

ary movie

well I wonder from the police account there were no bruises on her from the incident about her back and she supposedly walked away from it all. 

Interesting. So, she is suing interesting. I would get a PPO from her if I were him. That is my opinion. I know that from the Michigan call Dennis 

Lawrence was missing in action. See here is the catch .22 Maria, Deanna, and Dennis Lawrence are in a group called abused swan. So, we know 

Deanna and Maria have been ousted from LawlessAmerica. Where does that leave Dennis. Also the two D&M have been ousted from another 

close by sister group named Citizens for Parental Rights in Michigan. Sally Borgheese is a grandmother who has not gotten custody of her 

grandchildren after she protested at the foster parents home right on the lawn. Deanna is a joke so last year when she lost the election she said it 

was rigged based off some posted results at the county which were messed up. I called the county election director let her know about the issue. 

She said look again in 2 days she called the company who took the results from the machines and put them into some large excel spreadsheet 

which did not work out well and it was all corrected. So basically I can not wait for 2018 when she is outright beat in the election. That is about 4 

more years from now. Oh yeah and Finally they proclaim that one of the staff is some Dr. who is not a Dr. for Children in the mental field. There is a 

great disconnect between all networking parental rights group on the East side of Michigan and the west side of Michigan. 

273 4/27/13 4/28/13 0:26

Lawless America Officially 

Endorses Murder - April 27, 

2013

filming of 

document

ary movie

This comment has been removed by the author.

274 4/27/13 4/28/13 2:54

Lawless America Officially 

Endorses Murder - April 27, 

2013

filming of 

document

ary movie

lol ginger you seen that eh. You fast mcgraw you. LOL. ok well you know someone should ask him that. lol. Here is something else,  "This was an 

outrage. If "the system" had worked properly, this crime would have never happened. The biological father would be in prison for sexual abuse of 

his little boy. When it was clear that the Sevier County Courts were going to allow the pedophile to get unrestricted access to his victim, Jimmie 

snapped. He shot the biological father to protect his grandson. Jimmie was denied a jury trial. Bruce Poston indicated that the little boy (age 6) 

didn't matter. It was obvious to me that he didn't matter to Judge Richard Vance." - Bill Windsor What a guy so its the courts fault that justice was 

served by some idiot and as you state now we have to wonder about the followers will they believe it is ok to kill others for what they believe is 

treason?

275 4/27/13 4/28/13 17:10

Lawless America Officially 

Endorses Murder - April 27, 

2013

filming of 

document

ary movie

This week in Lawless http://youtu.be/zlO5ALHgL6Q
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276 4/27/13 4/28/13 19:40

Lawless America Officially 

Endorses Murder - April 27, 

2013

filming of 

document

ary movie

ninja, While I have really observed alot here over the last few years, Maria has been a part of both groups. Really What I see is the same crap that 

happens in politics. People jump from one group to the next whomever will listen to them. What now bothers me now is what gingersnap spoke 

about and that is the ultimate plan of lawless america and lawless Michigan and how they plan to make some legislation to allow citizens to create 

their own grand juries. If the law never passes then they will never get to have them and then they will still have them and per what I have heard 

they will then just result to posting the findings on the internet as previous groups or maybe that is when we should expect to see some violence. 

But, what I see is that I see here is that some people with the Michigan group are just plain out insensitive. For instance this Marty Prehn guy who 

supports Pastor Terry Jones who is trying to convince people that there are terrorist cells in a nearby city. Basically were talking about the same 

group of stupid racist scum who want the world to be christian. Really this is what many things boil down to. How can we change the constitution 

to fit what we want out of it and hold the other person down verse having a free society. Im ranting now but you get the gist.

277 4/27/13 4/28/13 23:35

Lawless America Officially 

Endorses Murder - April 27, 

2013

filming of 

document

ary movie

Ninja, I see them just recreating what has been tried again and again. They are trying to get this legislation passed to change the way people can 

access the grand Juries. See maybe the constitution states one thing but the current process is maybe much different that is called court rules. I am 

not sure what a bill might do.From what I know not a person is going to write up some elaborate bill to do the same thing. Good Luck with that. It 

goes back to my stating from last years 2012 election. All Republican and Tea Party and Republicans always do one thing. If they dislike how things 

are run they want to make amendments and new laws to make things how they seem fit. Unfortunately for the best we have lots of members in 

congress and Senate who will not just agree with some junk bill to facilitate someones thoughts of how it should be. 

278 4/27/13 4/28/13 19:54

Lawless America Officially 

Endorses Murder - April 27, 

2013

filming of 

document

ary movie

For the viewing pleasure of what lawless america is working with terry jones now.http://youtu.be/vnJBW49afzg http://youtu.be/kkfVAeG3rn4  

http://youtu.be/GKsybIt-6_w

279 4/27/13 4/28/13 23:37

Lawless America Officially 

Endorses Murder - April 27, 

2013

filming of 

document

ary movie

He might run out of gas and have to get a job. we might see Bill working at a burger joint else where. I wonder what will happen since 

everything is in her name.

280 4/29/13 4/29/13 12:06

Barbara Windsor Finally Steps 

Away From the Pie - April 29, 

2013 

divorce So he filed his complaint where? Who will accept a lawsuit against 1-1000 John does to be named at a letter site?

281 4/29/13 4/29/13 12:28

Barbara Windsor Finally Steps 

Away From the Pie - April 29, 

2013 

divorce Anyone have the link to the melinn 3 million lawsuit statement.

282 4/29/13 4/29/13 14:42

Barbara Windsor Finally Steps 

Away From the Pie - April 29, 

2013 

divorce It is all in her name even the website if I were her I'd call godaddy and just get it all taken down.

283 4/29/13 4/29/13 17:42

Barbara Windsor Finally Steps 

Away From the Pie - April 29, 

2013 

divorce

you know I guess I have been holding back a bit here. But what makes me sick here is that Bill and his follower the michigan people are never 

going to get the legal system changed so that they can be the 4rth branch of the government and have their own citizen grand juries 

whenever. The grand Juries are filtered by the "gater keepers" or government for a reason or there would be a free for all of people having grand 

Juries just because they don't like something. It would be all havoc broke loose. Total Mahem. But see people don't like the fact that we try to 

make America and its rules to apply to all the best we can. They might not seem far all of the time. While some times you will not get a break and 

some times you do. Nothing is perfect. The legal system is political. Heck everything in life is political. Your family, friends, work, everything is 

political. Life is "politically Correct". What I dislike the most about this entire thing is nobody is going to ever get their case changed ever by Bill 

at all. Unless the government is verthrown people are jailed or removed by some means out of office that is the only way to reverse what most 

people would say is a just legal system. I lost thought sorry. you get what I am saying. 
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284 4/30/13 5/1/13 13:49
Only Time for Just a Moment 

of Silence - April 30, 2013

woman 

who 

helped 

Windsor 

with the 

filming of 

the 

document

ary who 

committed 

suicide 

apparently 

in part 

because of 

the 

harassmen

t of 

Joeyisalittl

ekid.blogs

pot.com  

II wonder who would enforce a sanction on him? All this means is that he can not get his grand juries initiated. So why can't we skip that step and 

move to the lawless America held grand juries. I suggest everyone to listen to the plan at the Michigan TALKSHOE show and hear the plan is what 

happened to the others in the end it will just be posted on the Internet 

285 4/30/13 5/1/13 16:08
Only Time for Just a Moment 

of Silence - April 30, 2013

woman 

who 

helped 

Windsor 

with the 

filming of 

the 

document

ary who 

committed 

suicide 

apparently 

in part 

because of 

the 

harassmen

t of 

Joeyisalittl

ekid.blogs

pot.com  

Nbtdt I know that already if you listen to the call he was answering someone about that to do after they don't succeed. The same I guess applies to 

what does a dv victim do if they perceive the police has not deemed the dv against then as a crime. Then should they do vigilante justice or not or 

explose the child all the time forever what is the right thing to do? What do you doing your not happy with the outcome of your police complaint or 

your appeal in Schieds case?
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286 4/30/13 5/1/13 16:28
Only Time for Just a Moment 

of Silence - April 30, 2013

woman 

who 

helped 

Windsor 

with the 

filming of 

the 

document

ary who 

committed 

suicide 

apparently 

in part 

because of 

the 

harassmen

t of 

Joeyisalittl

ekid.blogs

pot.com  

Read this http://www.law.cornell.edu/supct/cert/08-6261

287 5/1/13 5/1/13 17:33
Schied is Getting Fed Up 

with Leftover Pie

David 

Schied, 

man 

filmed for 

the movie

Well here is a link reposted here http://www.law.cornell.edu/supct/cert/08-6261 basically it is a decision that states that the Supreme Court has 

ruled that citizens can not bring charges of crime against another citizen on their own. 

288 5/1/13 5/1/13 17:47
Schied is Getting Fed Up 

with Leftover Pie

David 

Schied, 

man 

filmed for 

the movie

Video to come later

289 5/2/13 5/2/13 20:34
Billy Just Can't Leave 

Dollywood

filming 

stories for 

the movie 

in 

Tennessee

Still Naomi Chambers on Youtube. She will not clam up and say she supports bills plans. Even though she says she "supports bill". What at joke go 

there and read the comments.

290 5/4/13 5/5/13 20:04

Back By Popular Demand, 

Clubhouse Radio Sunday 

Night at 9 Centra

radio 

program
No lawless talkshoes tonight wow

291 5/4/13 5/5/13 22:52

Back By Popular Demand, 

Clubhouse Radio Sunday 

Night at 9 Centra

radio 

program
I can tell you all about youtube

292 5/4/13 5/6/13 7:09

Back By Popular Demand, 

Clubhouse Radio Sunday 

Night at 9 Centra

radio 

program
Why not Anon I think I will.
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293 5/6/13 5/6/13 13:26
David Schied Has to Remain 

in the Kiddie Corner

David 

Schied, 

man 

filmed for 

the movie

What is happening http://miparentalrights.ning.com/m/event?id=4534672%3AEvent%3A40812

294 5/6/13 5/6/13 15:26
David Schied Has to Remain 

in the Kiddie Corner

David 

Schied, 

man 

filmed for 

the movie

So this link here http://miparentalrights.ning.com/m/event?id=4534672%3AEvent%3A4081 is an event posted by michigan for parental rights by 

dennis lawrence who trish said has been out of the loop now. As some the clubhouse people who were for govabuse with nancy rolfe or jan smith 

at one time then they stoppef go. Abuse and yielded to bill windsor until now. Now since bill has flubbed up things with go abuse and protesting 

verse making movies and gran juries are not going to happen. I still believe that shied will press on with his own again filing again when he was 

told if he did he would be sanctioned. I believe bill will fizzle out by september and most of those people will be back to following jan smith and 

rolfe again for the big protest day sep 30th.

295 5/7/13 5/8/13 0:44

Lawless America Becomes a 

Cold Blooded Murder 

Advocacy Group

I wonder how michigan is doing look at this event https://www.facebook.com/events/535468006494842/Melinn and company.

296 5/8/13 5/8/13 18:56 Bill is Moving to Texas

filming 

stories for 

the movie 

in 

Tennessee

BIG NEWS: Maria Melinn had an interview that that will air again 10PM eastern tonight http://fox17online.com/live/#axzz2SkKNSuPl 

297 5/9/13 5/9/13 16:08
Windsor Continues His 

Stalking of Women

Windsor's 

attempt to 

get a 

protective 

order 

against 

Shannon 

Miller aka 

Elizabeth 

Hope 

Hernandez

So billbis going to hoping to confront a woman stalking him at this resturant on the 11th and of course he probably packin heat in his truck 

cause he says he drives with it. Hmmmm

298 5/9/13 5/9/13 16:12
Windsor Continues His 

Stalking of Women

Windsor's 

attempt to 

get a 

protective 

order 

against 

Shannon 

Miller aka 

Elizabeth 

Hope 

Hernandez

Yappy ive told you the marriage is all over
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299 5/9/13 5/9/13 17:06
Windsor Continues His 

Stalking of Women

Windsor's 

attempt to 

get a 

protective 

order 

against 

Shannon 

Miller aka 

Elizabeth 

Hope 

Hernandez

Yappy you have to email me your number

300 5/9/13 5/9/13 18:00
Windsor Continues His 

Stalking of Women

Windsor's 

attempt to 

get a 

protective 

order 

against 

Shannon 

Miller aka 

Elizabeth 

Hope 

Hernandez

Maria Melinn posts; " will not be working or online for a few days... If I have not responded to a message then please know that I will when I have a 

secure computer and connection... It is for the safety of those that I help as my computer and phone have been compromised... There is an open 

investigation for hacking and stalking and harassment against the people who are doing this so it will stop soon!!!! Please feel free to put a 

message on this post if you are willing and able to help Moms navigate through the court system while I am unable to help... Thank you all for 

everything that you do ??" While she is still using the internet. 

301 5/9/13 5/10/13 8:08
Windsor Continues His 

Stalking of Women

Windsor's 

attempt to 

get a 

protective 

order 

against 

Shannon 

Miller aka 

Elizabeth 

Hope 

Hernandez

Lori H is one out of reality woman. Sarah T is a girl who is tired as i am of false accusers. I will stand by sarah t

302 5/9/13 5/9/13 18:19
Windsor Continues His 

Stalking of Women

Windsor's 

attempt to 

get a 

protective 

order 

against 

Shannon 

Miller aka 

Elizabeth 

Hope 

Hernandez

I am laughing at your Soup De Jour. I don't know any french. Cause I live in the same state with that group of weidos and now I am what someone 

might call 2 degrees from kevin bacon with these ding dongs.

303 5/11/13 5/11/13 12:30
David Schied Announces 

Lawless America Failure

David 

Schied, 

man 

filmed for 

the movie

This comment has been removed by the author.
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304 5/11/13 5/11/13 12:34
David Schied Announces 

Lawless America Failure

David 

Schied, 

man 

filmed for 

the movie

This comment has been removed by the author.

305 5/11/13 5/11/13 16:16
David Schied Announces 

Lawless America Failure

David 

Schied, 

man 

filmed for 

the movie

LNM I agree they would get more action if they worked within the processes set up now to make a change and if those changes would be more 

acceptable. 

306 5/11/13 5/12/13 12:00
David Schied Announces 

Lawless America Failure

David 

Schied, 

man 

filmed for 

the movie

Allie you should have your stalking order reheard on this means here, "(5) For the purposes of this section, "a credible threat" means a threat made 

with the intent and the apparent ability to carry out the threat so as to cause the person who is the target of the threat to reasonably fear for his or 

her safety" See while you might be having an internet dispute it is bill who comes over there to have a confrontation.

307 5/11/13 5/12/13 19:32
David Schied Announces 

Lawless America Failure

David 

Schied, 

man 

filmed for 

the movie

how is she going to be served if he has no address? LOL. That is hilarious. This is what I say, She should go down to the police Department and 

file against him for stalking. Heck he went there on a head hunt before he filed. So, that is a credible threat. I have never 

308 5/14/13 5/15/13 18:32

David Schied Can't Hide From 

His Involvement With Bill 

Windsor 

David 

Schied, 

man 

filmed for 

the movie

LA.COM is down again. He supposedly moved it. I predict he will say he is moving it again with some story to include GoDaddy.

309 5/14/13 5/15/13 20:54

David Schied Can't Hide From 

His Involvement With Bill 

Windsor 

David 

Schied, 

man 

filmed for 

the movie

Just what the letter gs posted

310 5/14/13 5/16/13 8:22

David Schied Can't Hide From 

His Involvement With Bill 

Windsor 

David 

Schied, 

man 

filmed for 

the movie

The Stop the Deanna Kloostra Express has arrived in town to stop her from winning Senate in Michigan. Of course go to my youtube channel and 

watch the posts. 

311 5/16/13 5/16/13 22:19
 Billy Stalks the Clubhouse 

Looking for the Hammer Man

Windsor's 

attempt to 

get a 

protective 

order 

against 

Defendant 

Brannon 

Bridge

This will be the scene at bills final time he files a case somewhere. http://youtu.be/2quc-iQ96R0
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312 5/17/13 5/20/13 9:01
Bill Windsor: "I Hate to Sound 

Vindictive, But I Guess I Am"

Windsor's 

attempt to 

get a 

protective 

order 

against 

Defendant 

Brannon 

Bridge

Ahe thinks someone is going to poison him lol

313 5/20/13 5/20/13 11:37

Bill Spends All Weekend 

Travelling, Can't Seem to Get 

Anywhere

filming for 

the movie 

in Texas

Has bill wven files for divorce in cobb county?

314 5/20/13 5/20/13 15:20

Bill Spends All Weekend 

Travelling, Can't Seem to Get 

Anywhere

filming for 

the movie 

in Texas

We need to find out more about marty prehn

315 5/20/13 5/20/13 16:08

Bill Spends All Weekend 

Travelling, Can't Seem to Get 

Anywhere

filming for 

the movie 

in Texas

Prehn is working with bw and schied. Prehn hates the arab community here 

316 5/21/13 5/21/13 15:42 The Bill Windsor Show

filming for 

the movie 

in Texas

Allie can you email me please tnx

317 5/22/13 5/22/13 17:11
Clubhouse Radio Friday Night 

at 8 pm central!!

radio 

program

We should all contact tim the reporter and tell him how bill threatened them with tracking them down and suing them because they wanted 

to contact him directly instead of being filtered through bill. 

318 5/22/13 5/22/13 20:25
Clubhouse Radio Friday Night 

at 8 pm central!!

radio 

program
Was anyone successful in getting in touch with that reporter? 

319 5/22/13 5/23/13 12:26
Clubhouse Radio Friday Night 

at 8 pm central!!

radio 

program
http://www.heavy.com/news/2013/02/thomas-matusiewicz-courthouse-shooting-delaware/

320 5/24/13 5/24/13 12:09
P B & Y Show Tonight at 8 

Central

radio 

program
Just like there will never be a movie just youtube videos

321 5/24/13 5/24/13 12:12
P B & Y Show Tonight at 8 

Central

radio 

program

I also want to say that if schied and trish were any smarter they would already have a tv show published but they dont. They must be not up to 

date with anything mainstream that is why thwy are ao hell bent on public access channels that they have been denied to because of the nature of 

the content and message. 

322 5/25/13 5/26/13 17:53

Sometimes You Eat the 

Cookie, Sometimes the 

Cookie Eats You

Can someone remind me or tell me who it was and why in response to what was bill called a pedophile over? 

323 5/26/13 5/27/13 11:30
More Clubhouse Radio 

Tongight at 10 Central

radio 

program

That is completely true. That means Allie can tell Bill for certain he has by no means to keep all of the material on here then from the original 

contract. I would sue then.

324 5/27/13 5/27/13 15:28 Happy Memorial Day Windsor's 

cease and 

desist 

notices 

I would like to see that law. LOL. Funny thing is, you can have whatever your name wherever that is what a screenname is. LOL. This guy cracks me 

up. " I deleted the posts of two serial stalkers and criminals. Likely Michelle Stilipec and All Lies Overstreet." -B.W.  I am sure that one was not any 

of them he just made an ASS out of himself with his assumptions. He is as paranoid as other people on his page.   The reason I asked on the other 

post how is it bill was called a pedophile is because listening to fridays show it appeared to be all about AMPP. Point is that I have watched 

personally women online, I am not sure if they are AMPP or PMA I can't keep track but if you don't believe their story your a pedophile and abuser 

supporter. You might even be a woman hater. Just because someone doubts or doesn't not fully believe your DV story 100% they are none of the 

above. 

325 5/27/13 5/27/13 16:31 Happy Memorial Day

filming for 

the movie 

in Texas

LNM, he is suing for damages. This can only take place int he county your in. So even if he adds you to the list the procedure is not correct and 

you have nothing to worry about.
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326 5/27/13 5/27/13 22:24 Happy Memorial Day

filming for 

the movie 

in Texas

Lawless America: "this is a fake posting. there is a meme johnson. you did not obtain her permission. this is harassment from joeyisalittlekid, and 

you just violated texas criminal statutes. how stupid are you people? it's amazing to me that people can be as stupid as you. i love adding the 

evidence and names to the pile." Bill if your over here reading, what meme johnson did someone use eh? There are probably 1,000 or more meme 

johnsons. Such as there are thousands of William Windsors. You can not file charges or make a complaint because they are not using your name. I 

am laughing so hard that I have a stomach ache. I think you need to go for a walk and get some fresh air or more sleep. You might have sleep 

deprivation from all the driving and staying up all night maybe your developing schizophrenia IDK. My advice hire an attorney PS I have a pre-paid 

legal plan I have representation in every state. They will show up in any court for me.

327 5/28/13 5/28/13 15:12 Who is Stalking Who?

filming for 

the movie 

in Texas

What if he is being forced to sell it?

328 5/28/13 5/28/13 18:49 Who is Stalking Who?

filming for 

the movie 

in Texas

LOL Ninja he could

329 5/29/13 5/29/13 14:32
Bill Windsor Stays Within His 

Budget, Oh and Lies
filming for 

the movie 

in Arizona

I will have a video posted later on. I dont buy into johns story about the judge being against his religion. What i see from reading johns profile is 

two things. He believes that the people of the court are working agaist him arw satans helpers and calling them such will never help him out. He 

appears to agree with the parental rights org webpage calling for an amendment of the constitution. They Are christian homeschoolers worried 

about the united nations convention of the rights of the child giving a child choice of free thought and right to reject religion handed down unto 

forceably while kept away from outside intervention and opinion via the parents. This could be any religion but parental rights org is christian. This 

in my opinion is not right to treat a child in that nature because you feel they will burn in hell if you dont give them jesus. And if they resist you can 

dish out capitol punishiment. This is the other part that parental rights org is against 

330 5/29/13 5/29/13 14:45
Bill Windsor Stays Within His 

Budget, Oh and Lies

filming for 

the movie 

in Arizona

I have been there lnm. Are you against the convention for the rights of the child and for giving a chd the right of free thought in religion?

331 5/29/13 5/29/13 15:33
Bill Windsor Stays Within His 

Budget, Oh and Lies

filming for 

the movie 

in Arizona

Goats are better like billy the kid

332 5/29/13 5/29/13 15:55
Bill Windsor Stays Within His 

Budget, Oh and Lies

filming for 

the movie 

in Arizona

Maybe we should not comment about bills followers at all that is how i commented on john that is relivant as schied is to it all

333 5/29/13 5/29/13 17:06
Bill Windsor Stays Within His 

Budget, Oh and Lies

filming for 

the movie 

in Arizona

Loryn lets just solve this in a fast and swift issue. Your child is not with you. Is your child being abused daily? Right now this second? Is your child 

endargered every second she is with the father? 

334 5/29/13 5/29/13 17:17
Bill Windsor Stays Within His 

Budget, Oh and Lies

filming for 

the movie 

in Arizona

Allie we can just stop the loryn show here. Either he child is being molested and abused or not. If this is happening now i will call the police and cps 

for her and it can be investigated and the truth will be will be sorted out. 

335 5/29/13 5/30/13 22:37
Bill Windsor Stays Within His 

Budget, Oh and Lies

filming for 

the movie 

in Arizona

So Bills latest Person in Arizona who lost his home, here is the truth. 

http://www.azcentral.com/12news/news/articles/2010/10/19/20101019winer_scam_lawsuit_10182010.html Bill puts his twist on Julian Soncco's 

story

336 5/29/13 5/30/13 22:42
Bill Windsor Stays Within His 

Budget, Oh and Lies

filming for 

the movie 

in Arizona

https://www.azag.gov/press-release/goddard-wins-137-million-consumers-two-mortgage-fraud-cases

337 5/29/13 5/30/13 23:04
Bill Windsor Stays Within His 

Budget, Oh and Lies

filming for 

the movie 

in Arizona

Sheri Dawn Thomas, Not poor by any means. Also fake cries on her video. Interesting.http://youtu.be/MppdGhAQvf4

338 5/30/13 5/31/13 8:07 Beware of the Shadows

filming for 

the movie 

in Arizona

So Bills latest Person in Arizona who lost his home, here is the truth. 
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339 5/30/13 5/31/13 8:07 Beware of the Shadows

filming for 

the movie 

in Arizona

Sheri Dawn Thomas, Not poor by any means. Also fake cries on her video. Interesting.http://youtu.be/MppdGhAQvf4

340 5/30/13 5/31/13 8:10 Beware of the Shadows

filming for 

the movie 

in Arizona

http://youtu.be/3aYb0Fk1Z58 http://youtu.be/itF7bKjAUCg

341 5/30/13 5/31/13 10:11 Beware of the Shadows

filming for 

the movie 

in Arizona

I believe sheri has had a neck fat surgery wonder how much that cost?

342 5/30/13 5/31/13 10:46 Beware of the Shadows

filming for 

the movie 

in Arizona

Am i the only one who thinks she was faking the crying

343 5/30/13 5/31/13 12:45 Beware of the Shadows

filming for 

the movie 

in Arizona

Windsor reports false information again about queen creek hs. News later to come this evening. 

344 5/31/13 5/31/13 12:58
Oh The Never Ending Life of 

Pie 

filming for 

the movie 

in Arizona

Well video on the queen creek high school to come out later

345 5/31/13 5/31/13 14:15
Oh The Never Ending Life of 

Pie 

filming for 

the movie 

in Arizona

I can see bill getting a cease and desist from the attorney generals office

346 5/31/13 5/31/13 23:19
Oh The Never Ending Life of 

Pie 

filming for 

the movie 

in Arizona

I was wrong at first glance Double D avengers is not a porn but a crappy sexual innuendo comedy. She came and complained about the video So 

here is the new version http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_IduoosVaI0  Just the Facts. Joe Friday!

347 5/31/13 6/1/13 10:45
Oh The Never Ending Life of 

Pie 

filming for 

the movie 

in Arizona

Ninja I will still have a story about the Julian thing up there. I still have the video on my phone I will have it back up and the one about the school. 

At the least I can make correction Videos. But the man himself is a Nobody. LOL. He can try his lawsuit all he want's in my district court and the 

police station will probably not take his report either. If he does sue me in civil court, I will sue him back and as I stated before I already have an 

attorney(s). 

348 5/31/13 6/1/13 15:01
Oh The Never Ending Life of 

Pie 

filming for 

the movie 

in Arizona

Ok well i wont pick on fame crying mama but i will put the others back up soon as i get a chance in a few hours. I will have 3 to start out. I will do 

this because of windsors bad mannerisms and all. He can sit there blocked and complain. Also it does not matter if he knows where i live at. For 

instance im smart enough to know chris butlers address aleady i found it where mine is listed at.

349 5/31/13 6/1/13 9:10
Oh The Never Ending Life of 

Pie 

filming for 

the movie 

in Arizona

So after last night, Bill W. Commented on my one Youtube Video Calling me a Terrorist. I have decided to take down every video and no longer 

comment about him from this day out. Bill when you read this will be my last comment publicly about you. From this point on, Bill you are a 

"Nobody". You will get no publicity from myself anymore.

350 6/1/13 6/2/13 14:50
Clubhouse Radio Tonight at 9 

Central 

radio 

program
My Videos are back up well three and I will build on from there. I will debunk every video and comment I can. 

351 6/3/13 6/3/13 14:18 Deja Vu....All Over Again 
filming for 

the movie 

in Arizona

A rational person would not travel thousands of miles to provoke someone. Then again were dealing with controversial libertarians, tea party 

people and bill who must have heat stroke. His followers ar showing true face wishing tank shells being rained upon liberals and talking up fema 

camp coffins that is normal info wars talk. His groupies including bill are very paranoid. Especially the woman who gets a delivery of a letter in an 

envelope to call an 800 number monthly blaming it on her ex.

352 6/4/13 6/4/13 18:48

Bill and Barbara's Divorce, 

Lets Hear Some Details While 

Bill is out trying to make 

Claudine his stalking target of 

the day

divorce Someone posted about www. Williammwindsor.com i checked itnoit no it has a sign on it for sale for 35,000
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353 6/4/13 6/4/13 23:26

Bill and Barbara's Divorce, 

Lets Hear Some Details While 

Bill is out trying to make 

Claudine his stalking target of 

the day

divorce Do you see she is taking out the 50,000 from his lawsuit filing. 

354 6/4/13 6/5/13 13:16

Bill and Barbara's Divorce, 

Lets Hear Some Details While 

Bill is out trying to make 

Claudine his stalking target of 

the day

divorce Sluggo quoting where on what im confused.

355 6/4/13 6/5/13 13:17

Bill and Barbara's Divorce, 

Lets Hear Some Details While 

Bill is out trying to make 

Claudine his stalking target of 

the day

divorce NVM Sluggo. lol

356 6/5/13 6/5/13 16:15
What Money? There is No 

Money! 

I was told by a source that typically people such as bill who are these sovereign types get into IRS trouble. That the IRS tracks them down. I 

know the IRS is under scrutiny for checking out auditing tea party groups but seriously, these are the same groups that tout the same language as 

bill does about our current administration and government in general. I know GS and others may dislike how this becomes more of a political issue 

about bill and his followers but once the term "Revolution" is inserted into the picture then those types of followers is what were dealing with 

and they all back bills ways of being a vexatious litigant and stalker. Lets face it why should they follow the law put down by a null constitution 

and government anyhow?

357 6/5/13 6/5/13 18:00
What Money? There is No 

Money! 
LNM he is damned if he does or doesn't LOL

358 6/5/13 6/5/13 16:20
What Money? There is No 

Money! 

I was just thinking about this.... There is this Guy who is behind Bill named Marty Prehn. Marty is the body Guard for Pastor Terry Jones in Florida 

who has come to Dearborn Michigan to incite violence because he sets forth to come to a community of Arab Americans and tell them they are 

terrorists and muslims etc. You get the point. Now this is not far from what Bill is doing. He leaves GA to go meet Bushie and incite violence. I 

have read Bushies comments and basically he dislikes bill and after what all Bill has done to others Bushie has made a statement about protecting 

himself if he has to. Personally I would not shoot anyone over a photo. I would call it what it is harassment. 

359 6/5/13 6/5/13 17:33
What Money? There is No 

Money! 
Why am i being censored

360 6/5/13 6/5/13 17:58
What Money? There is No 

Money! 
can you explain that ginger I don't understand?

361 6/5/13 6/6/13 14:11
What Money? There is No 

Money! 
Me neither

362 6/5/13 6/7/13 8:15
What Money? There is No 

Money! 
mmmm no posts from Bill last night. Either he did nothing at all or... something occurred for him

363 6/10/13 6/11/13 13:30
Windsor Finally Heads To the 

Mental Institution 
What hate crimes is bill followers doing

364 6/10/13 6/11/13 13:21
Windsor Finally Heads To the 

Mental Institution 
This comment has been removed by the author.

365 6/11/13 6/11/13 20:36 Bill Is Going No Where Fast 

computer 

and 

website 

problems

Actually anyone can put stuff into your mailbox it is taking it out and keeping it and opening it etc. that is the crime.

366 6/11/13 6/11/13 22:49 Bill Is Going No Where Fast 

computer 

and 

website 

problems

Brannon and LNM I stand corrected but I believe that the post office is not going enforce this infringement probably unless the postal customer at 

the residence calls the postmaster general or office itself to make a report. Hence if my lawn mowing service leave me my bill after mowing the 

lawn in the mail box i don't intend on reporting them. This should clarify my previous remarks where I was going with that. I would say BW's letter 

would be of the unwanted version probably. And to ANON who posts. I suggest maybe you should talk to Marty Prehn. I am not a friend of his at 

all. LOL. What laugh that was. 
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367 6/11/13 6/13/13 9:31 Bill Is Going No Where Fast 

computer 

and 

website 

problems

Per sources sheid is still pursuing a law to allow him to have his own grand juries with a rep in michigan. Good thing is they are not just going to 

write up something like he wants that is not realistic. He is not using the lawless names anymore.

368 6/11/13 6/13/13 12:17 Bill Is Going No Where Fast 

computer 

and 

website 

problems

Just his normal name 

369 6/11/13 6/13/13 12:12 Bill Is Going No Where Fast 

computer 

and 

website 

problems

Shes the woman working for bill finding people say no and that she is not someone you know she will be banned from adding people

370 6/11/13 6/13/13 12:14 Bill Is Going No Where Fast 

computer 

and 

website 

problems

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=317162205084744&set=a.267168686750763.1073741826.267163020084663&type=1&theater

371 6/14/13 6/16/13 1:20
Susan Gets Schooled - posted 

by Anon 

Susan 

Harbison, 

publisher 

on 

Joeyisalittl

ekid

THE END OF LAWLESS AMERICA

372 6/16/13 6/17/13 14:00 The Great Cookie Caper 

Windsor's 

filming of a 

woman in 

Utah for 

the movie

If pietard was understanding what he read on this blog he would know that google / youtube and facebook are very protective of ip addresses. Lol.

373 6/16/13 6/17/13 14:15 The Great Cookie Caper 

Windsor's 

filming of a 

woman in 

Utah for 

the movie

He's all talk i challenged him to a debate on the joey blog talk show and no answer

374 6/16/13 6/17/13 14:04 The Great Cookie Caper 

Windsor's 

filming of a 

woman in 

Utah for 

the movie

He wants your ip address. That is why i use mcdonalds and starbucks for internet

375 6/16/13 6/17/13 15:25 The Great Cookie Caper 

Windsor's 

filming of a 

woman in 

Utah for 

the movie

Could be im in show business. 

376 6/16/13 6/17/13 17:22 The Great Cookie Caper 

Windsor's 

filming of a 

woman in 

Utah for 

the movie

I want a cookie! Not from bills lawless america site. Bill reminds me more of Mr. Snuffleupagus

377 6/18/13 6/18/13 12:00
Bill Tries To Turn Up the 

Volume 

filming for 

the movie
Fake recall notice on the jeep maybe
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378 6/18/13 6/19/13 14:09
Bill Tries To Turn Up the 

Volume 
filming for 

the movie

Ninja those remarks like you said above are notoriously used all the time by those questioning anyones story within the domestic violence, family 

court, and government conspiracy groups. The norm is they lablel as an infadel, hater, blind, pedo or abuse supporter, agent of the gov. Or 

whatever. Are these people crazy or without touch of reality. Thats anyones opinion.

379 6/18/13 6/19/13 16:22
Bill Tries To Turn Up the 

Volume 
filming for 

the movie

Dawn Clabaugh According to police here, FB "followers" are not in violation of a protective order (against the named individual doing the following) 

... because of the ability to "block". By the same rationale, if they were following me down the street, I guess that would be okay, too, as I could 

have just stayed home to prevent it ...

380 6/18/13 6/19/13 19:33
Bill Tries To Turn Up the 

Volume 

filming for 

the movie
bill might have a showmance with one of his followers. That is more probable.

381 6/18/13 6/19/13 22:59
Bill Tries To Turn Up the 

Volume 

filming for 

the movie

BILL WINDSOR HAS HIS BULLETPROOF VEST LINED UP FOR THE FILMING OF THE LAWLESS AMERICA TV SPECIAL IN MISSOULA MONTANA.  Did you 

know you can rent a bulletproof vest for $80 for 14 days? You can. So I am. I plan to wear a bulletproof vest the entire time I am in Missoula 

Montana. http://www.bulletproofbodyarmorhq.com/ Emails have been sent to every university official, all law enforcement officials, and the 

major media. All have been invited to be interviewed. I have also informed them that I will be interviewing students at random -- showing them 

the emails, posts, etc. and asking them what they think of them. I have requested a meeting room at the Missoula Police Station where I will offer 

to meet this cyberstalker. My Craigslist ads for Missoula will begin soon. So, preparations are progressing nicely.I will be producing a pilot for a 

proposed TV series. This episode will expose the corruption that allows a university and an employee of the university to get away with 

cyberstalking and death threats to a variety of people, including several who have been or will be filmed for the movie. This made me think of one 

thing. I wonder why he did not get a helmet. Maybe he is using the one from when he used to ride the short bus to school. I have to say Bill is one 

dummy. He will Definitely look like one out there with all his stuff on. I should email CNN and get him a job covering the syrian conflict. He's all 

ready to go there.

382 6/18/13 6/19/13 23:02
Bill Tries To Turn Up the 

Volume 

filming for 

the movie
This comment has been removed by the author.

383 6/18/13 6/19/13 23:05
Bill Tries To Turn Up the 

Volume 
filming for 

the movie

I have figured A&E could have a show about a showmance of a old grumpy forgetfull,crazyman just let out of the crazy house. He has a cat 

named whiskers and he collects bottles and lives in a large RV traveling the united states. The show will run one night at 3am and be canceled 

over a dispute with the producer over the pie delivery and something about grape soda.

384 6/18/13 6/19/13 23:10
Bill Tries To Turn Up the 

Volume 

filming for 

the movie

I am still in Utah. I am trying to help Connie Fielding get out of the psych ward and avoid being committed to a mental institution. At 9 pm on the 

19th, the plan is for me to appear with her at her court hearing on Friday. I will testify, and if allowed, I will act as her "next friend." I plan to leave 

Ogden Utah immediately after the hearing. But I then have to take several days to a week for personal matters. I thought I had found a place to 

live, but someone snatched it right out from under my too busy nose. I also have legal work to do. I still need to post an article on 

www.LawlessAmerica.com to explain how I need to handle things differently going forward. I will try my hardest to get that posted by tomorrow 

evening. Today used to be my wedding anniversary. On a brighter note, I have been asked out on a couple of "dates." That's different. I was VERY 

flattered. We sold the RV. I blew it on that deal. It wasn't practical at all for what I do. I think he had to turn the RV back in with gas prices this high 

and now he can not stay at the rv place over night. What bill did not say is that he plans on making money filming Weddings and posting them 

non youtube for his clients. He will officiate using his universal church diploma. I think he must had picked up his latest flirt at the behavioral 

Health Hospital cause she must had been out of her mind.

385 6/20/13 6/20/13 11:49
Over Here, Over There, But 

Never Headed Anywhere 

Windsor’s 

filming of a 

TV show in 

Montana

Wasnt there mention of bill bringing his "protection" with him. So a guy with a bullet proof jack and a handgun outside my house would not be 

considered a threat!

386 6/20/13 6/20/13 20;23
Over Here, Over There, But 

Never Headed Anywhere 

Windsor’s 

filming of a 

TV show in 

Montana

PRICELESS TFH

387 6/21/13 6/21/13 16:49 Even In Victory, Bill Loses 

Windsor's 

filming of a 

woman in 

Utah for 

the movie

I bet he knows that he will not be leaving MT because he will be detained by law enforcement. That is my outlook. It is a good remark that 

gingersnap put down here about getting an attorney. Most of the people who complain in family court that do not have custody were Pro-se. 
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388 6/21/13 6/21/13 17:07 Even In Victory, Bill Loses 

Windsor's 

filming of a 

woman in 

Utah for 

the movie

Fill out an irs fraud for for accepting 35,000 in donations to an alledged 501c3  http://www.irs.gov/Individuals/How-Do-You-Report-Suspected-

Tax-Fraud-Activity%3F

389 6/22/13 6/24/13 2:04 Kiss Bill Goodnight 

false story 

about the 

shutdown 

of 

Windsor's 

movie site 

on 

Facebook

Two Words, "Fair Use". 

390 6/22/13 6/24/13 22:41 Kiss Bill Goodnight 

false story 

about the 

shutdown 

of 

Windsor's 

movie site 

on 

Facebook

I am going to advise Curtis to file a DCMA. 

391 6/22/13 6/25/13 12:17 Kiss Bill Goodnight 

false story 

about the 

shutdown 

of 

Windsor's 

movie site 

on 

Facebook

Hey Anon I sure can give him the advice to file a DCMA against your video on youtube. your dumb. 

392 6/22/13 6/24/13 23:52 Kiss Bill Goodnight 

false story 

about the 

shutdown 

of 

Windsor's 

movie site 

on 

Facebook

Video on the PO box scam soon.

393 6/22/13 6/25/13 0:24 Kiss Bill Goodnight 

false story 

about the 

shutdown 

of 

Windsor's 

movie site 

on 

Facebook

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dcsVYhksW_c

394 6/25/13 6/25/13 12:54 Windsor Goes In To Hiding 

Windsor 

was being 

quiet

For Curtis Butler http://youtu.be/_PzpXe-5Iew 
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395 6/27/13 6/27/13 15:51
Billy Stops Paying Attention 

to His Latest Scam 
Could be the monekeys and the dwarves. 

396 6/27/13 6/27/13 16:17
Billy Stops Paying Attention 

to His Latest Scam 
Bill has no horse but i envision him riding into the sunset on his ass

397 6/27/13 6/28/13 12:08
Billy Stops Paying Attention 

to His Latest Scam 

Allie how is it bill is suing dor damages agaist yourself for the walter page if he on the email to the police states that sean boushie is behind it? 

Basically all he has is shown is that he does not know who made it but likes to blame anyone about it. For all we know bill could have created it 

himself. 

398 6/28/13 6/28/13 19:47

Are George McDermott and 

Bill Windsor Identical Twins 

Seperated at Birth

Washingto

n DC area 

activist 

named 

George 

McDermot

t

Attorney, Do you know if you give a untrue testimony to congress is that against the law and what is the possible issues?

399 6/28/13 6/29/13 15:30

Are George McDermott and 

Bill Windsor Identical Twins 

Seperated at Birth

Washingto

n DC area 

activist 

named 

George 

McDermot

t

Ginger, that is why that the activists never get a change. they protest and make Change.org pettitions all day complaining on facebook pages 

waiting for some Messiah such as BW to come around and do it all for them. This is because those activists don't know how to have a normal 

conversation with any realistic dialogue with legislators. All they do is complain about their case, come up with no ideas or solutions and finally 

they throw an online tantrum when they are not getting their way. 

400 6/28/13 6/30/13 0:40

Are George McDermott and 

Bill Windsor Identical Twins 

Seperated at Birth

Washingto

n DC area 

activist 

named 

George 

McDermot

t

NBTDT you need to go read the ATW website. very interesting

401 7/1/13 7/1/13 17:14
The Death of Lawless 

America 

claiming 

the 

Lawless 

America 

movie had 

died 

Anon your speaking if marty phren who is a body guard for pastor terry jones from floria who comes to dearborn michigan to hate on muslims. 

Phren believes there are terrorCells in the city of dearborn and makes all sorts of conclusions or assuptions. They basically come thetr and atart a 

fight with a arab community. 

402 7/1/13 7/1/13 19:53
The Death of Lawless 

America 

claiming 

the 

Lawless 

America 

movie had 

died 

Claudine why is it your acting like a small child with all your stupid taunting comments 

403 7/2/13 7/3/13 0:08
Fame, Even of Your Own 

Creation, Can Destroy You 

destructive 

nature of 

desiring 

publicity

Sluggo I am still laughing at the bumper of the car reading www.currentlyunavailable.com that was awesome. 
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404 7/2/13 7/3/13 8:25
Fame, Even of Your Own 

Creation, Can Destroy You 

destructive 

nature of 

desiring 

publicity

Anon post us more info on Schmuck. Great usage of yiddish words. I love it.

405 7/2/13 7/3/13 10:47
Fame, Even of Your Own 

Creation, Can Destroy You 

destructive 

nature of 

desiring 

publicity

Ooops Michael Spreadbury

406 7/2/13 7/3/13 14:35
Fame, Even of Your Own 

Creation, Can Destroy You 

destructive 

nature of 

desiring 

publicity

Gs with so many anons is itPossible to force them to choose a name?

407 7/2/13 7/3/13 17:28
Fame, Even of Your Own 

Creation, Can Destroy You 

destructive 

nature of 

desiring 

publicity

Anon i am throwing the bs flag here and go on a limb that schied is no longer working with bill. Actually this is confirmed by myself basically mr 

schied is back tonhis orginal libertarian friends. 

408 7/2/13 7/5/13 1;32
Fame, Even of Your Own 

Creation, Can Destroy You 

destructive 

nature of 

desiring 

publicity

http://www.roundamerica.com/trip/journal/day25.htm

409 7/2/13 7/5/13 1:36
Fame, Even of Your Own 

Creation, Can Destroy You destructive 

nature of 

desiring 

publicity

"We met Allen, Bill, and Walter at the Balboa Park Visitor's Center. We had a nice chat, and when Bill 

http://members.aol.com/otpadre/Welcome.htm) commented on the beads I was wearing, he asked if we had been to Mardi Gras. No, I explained 

that the beads were a gift from the Floating Neutrinos. Then I told them the whole story of meeting Poppa and Aurelia Neutrino (Day 18). I 

explained that I don't normally wear beads, but I am a little superstitious, and I figured anyone who floats on a raft from New York to Spain and 

lives to tell about it has some good luck going on, so I will continue to wear the beads. Bill then took off his Hawaiian Lei and gave it to me. How 

nice! It matched my outfit really well. My beads are green, purple, and white, and now I had a lovely purple, green, and yellow lei to wear with the 

beads. I did notice the stares from men became a little more shocked-looking once I added the lei. It may be a little too much color for most men. 

Some guys just can't wear purple."

410 7/5/13 7/5/13 12:51
Windsor's Rigor Mortis Sets 

In 

Windsor’s 

filming of a 

TV show in 

Montana

Bill could be shot in the head and killed as he speaks form the podium." Kevlar helmets work but a sniper round took out one reporter in WW2. I 

believe bill should be committed for his saftey and stupidness. I would Arrest him and detain him until he gives up such ideas. All this grows into 

is an escalated Conflict. 

411 7/5/13 7/5/13 21:55
Windsor's Rigor Mortis Sets 

In 

Windsor’s 

filming of a 

TV show in 

Montana

Tiny if your the want taunting Bill sending the mail to him I have to say that's not cool at all. Just calling you out dude. Reguardless of what he has 

done. tinyfeetnhandsJuly 5, 2013 at 10:26 PMWtf are you talking about phlemming? You obviously know just as much as nbtdumbass. I've left you 

alone, so stfu.
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412 7/5/13 7/6/13 15:22
Windsor's Rigor Mortis Sets 

In 

Windsor’s 

filming of a 

TV show in 

Montana

Ninja, When your on the losing end of the stick like Tiny which all I asked from him is to make a stand and say that he is not posing as Windsor as 

Cox. It's easy to match it up. Ginger snap gets the IP from Tiny's postings, then we get the IP from Windsor, WHALASHAZAM a match or not. But, to 

call me Phlemming and pick on spelling is dodging the question because all he has done is proved by his name making of Phlemming that he is 

probably my 50% bet that he is sending mail as Windsore too. Just Saying. i am sorry While I am at it here. Claudine D. is now thinking she can just 

act like a 5 year old who just got an ice cream off the truck. Your acting as silly as Tiny and Bill both. Goes to prove the mentality of the MOMs Vs. 

Bill Case. All you did was to come here to get support and more people to bash Windsor. I think is time the MOMs should reconvene back on the 

AMPP page since reading here back from Jan 1st I know my opinion as an outsider I only believe 1/2 of what is said about your cases. Anyone with 

any respect for their child would keep their personal matters to themselves. At least the child. Here is the Funny thing Sarah Tyrrell and myself 

before the DC trip knew it would be a matter of time that Bill and his movement would divorce each other and you all would be scrambling back 

somewhere. Whether it was the AMPPs and PMA or the Parental Rights groups. I know you dislike hearing how it is, but advice this summer when 

your protesting on September the 20th with your Gov. Abuse signage in front of court you'll look back and wonder and think of how for a year in 

2012 all you did was jump on a bandwagon with everyone else until it didn't work out for you. I am not affraid to tell you how it is because when I 

tell my other friends in the world about this stuff they really don't give a crap because your acting like babies not grownups. It's sad for kids that 

they have parents who partake in such hatefulness and fighting on the internet everyday. When all they want is love and attention. Most people 

post about the trip to the ball park the fireworks. I read your facebook and you're telling us about some sad story of abuse and or something else 

that nobody knows the truth about other than the people involved. 

413 7/5/13 7/6/13 23:25
Windsor's Rigor Mortis Sets 

In Windsor’s 

filming of a 

TV show in 

Montana

Is that why you are hiding behind anon? These people are ripped on the internet why? Because they put their dirty laundry out there for people to 

read. I know your upset because people Question people's stories. Nobody knows the truth but the people who are involved. All we see is one 

sided stories from people who proclaim that they are constantly being abused and barely anyone is in jail and the incidents have not been gone 

over once but several times in some instances by law enforcement. The alleged abuse is events from years ago but construed to seem as if it is 

happening now. Seriously, if your seriously being abused protesting on the street corner will get you nothing. Crying on the internet will not solve 

anything. You need to report it and if nothing is happening you need to figure out why not. No the police are not always right, They are not judges 

though. At some point in time we have to give faith that the police are making judgement in what is a crime of abuse and what is not and what to 

send to the prosecutor and then will the prosecutor file charges. 

414 7/5/13 7/6/13 23:36
Windsor's Rigor Mortis Sets 

In 

Windsor’s 

filming of a 

TV show in 

Montana

I just want to know, so your on facebook posting over and over about abuse. Other relatives of yours see this on their timeline yet they are not 

commenting on this. Why is that? I have started to wonder about that. Is that because of the ranting on and on about it that they just want to take 

you to the insane asylum like that woman Bill was talking about?

415 7/5/13 7/7/13 3:20
Windsor's Rigor Mortis Sets 

In 

Windsor’s 

filming of a 

TV show in 

Montana

tough words my feelings are hurt. low lifes lol. Were just commenting on all informational junk you put out there Anon. Id say you'd be better off 

trying to pitch your story to a group of monkeys. Maybe they will be so naive to fall for the pitty stories you tell. Ohhh my bleeding heart. Come 

film me. Get me more publicity. I think that if your really nice to Bill he's so desperate he might reconsider for a new pilot episode.

416 7/5/13 7/7/13 11:10
Windsor's Rigor Mortis Sets 

In 

Windsor’s 

filming of a 

TV show in 

Montana

Anon @ 10:47 This is the reason your hiding under Anon name. because your like a child. You tell people they have issues who don't and make fun 

of those who do. Its a sad thing. Is this all that you can come up with? Saying someone has some type of health issue and pick on their spelling. This 

is epic lawls.

417 7/5/13 7/7/13 14:43
Windsor's Rigor Mortis Sets 

In 

Windsor’s 

filming of a 

TV show in 

Montana

Interesting im a woman hater and basher because i question the one sided stories that yourselves exploit on the internet. Sounds like the same 

tactic you dis to Bill except all it shows is how you hateful and childish you are. I stand bythe mere fact that there women out there who are equally 

as bad or if not the one doing the abusing. Your online harassment and exploitation really shows whonthe abusers are. You should not throw 

stones in a glass house. You never know i could have made up for the last several years and grown Sarah Tyrell as a alias. 
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418 7/5/13 7/7/13 19:25
Windsor's Rigor Mortis Sets 

In 

Windsor’s 

filming of a 

TV show in 

Montana

"Fight on fat boy! You go girl!" I bet that I have put in my belly is more that you make in a week. I don't know who you are because your nothing 

more than someone hiding behind the word ANON. ANON at this point = someone who really can't seem to stand up for what they say because all 

you have to say has become garbage junk talk. LOL

419 7/5/13 7/7/13 20:31
Windsor's Rigor Mortis Sets 

In 

Windsor’s 

filming of a 

TV show in 

Montana

Yeah, Really. LOL If talking to an ANON is like talking to someone who really is not very proud of whatever they are saying and or are thinking that 

they can say anything behind the ANON name. I say instead of Claiming ANON, make a personal steak in what your saying. It's your opinion own up 

to it. Stop hiding behind the ANON. 

420 7/5/13 7/7/13 22:51
Windsor's Rigor Mortis Sets 

In 

Windsor’s 

filming of a 

TV show in 

Montana

PMZH lets talk about that woman Lori Handrahan. Lets forget the Waxman, Sarah T deal which I don't know much about other than I have read it. 

What I have read and watched is Handrahans Video here. Let me not be the only judge of this here... http://youtu.be/TPCsm-MgpTg Now, first 

issue is that we have a woman on Canadian News and then recently she goes on some internet news. Were not talking about the young turks 

channel, but this is something I would be more or less to find on the alex jones channel. So, when you have all of these conspiracies about the 

government you spew them all over and they take up all of your time thinking about them and at some point your family never listens to you. I am 

not saying all the stories are not true but when they are one sided and the male is not in jail or charged and the investigation is complete then to 

keep dragging it out is really harassing. think if it were you. It is also hard to believe someone that has a lot of theories etc. I have never seen these 

photos Kim, where are they at? I don't think that waxman is paying her. I know alot about the situations your talking about. The police do charge 

people with DV and alot of times the family court does award custody or shared custody to whomever. That is because for instance here in 

Michigan it takes 3 DV charges to become a felony. then they give someone probation. CPS has two operating extremes not doing enough and 

then doing too much. There are a lot of opinions when it comes to family courts, or anything when it comes to cases involving families. I believe 

that the family court system turns parents against each other using titles and then inputs money into the situation. I will post a video here in a day 

or so about this dude here http://mdocweb.state.mi.us/OTIS2/otis2profile.aspx?mdocNumber=531904 and how he is in Jail.Here is my deal I 

believe that no matter who you are no matter what your side is. Keeping all your info to your case off the internet is the best. This includes 

Facebook and creating cause campaigns and website. This is your personal and your child's personal information. If you feel there needs to be 

changes in the system protesting, creating cause petitions, websites, acting stupid fighting on the internet is basically a waste of your time. I 

suggest trying a more humane way and working collaborating with others to create change using the current systems and venues in place. The 

family court judge can only really go off facts and if the event is cleared by CPS and the Police then what else do they have to go off of. Your 

complaint needs to go with the police and other investigating services. I do note that some of them are not easy to work with. 

421 7/5/13 7/8/13 1:25
Windsor's Rigor Mortis Sets 

In Windsor’s 

filming of a 

TV show in 

Montana

PMZH the point here is that lori posted a photo of her daughter online she said herself in that photo and Sarah T did not like it so she was showing 

everyone what Lori posted. All it really did is put out what Lori was putting out with the photo even more into the public. You do the same thing 

you see something on facebook and repost it. I have spoken to Sarah before and she is like me. We believe that the postings by women exposing 

the children on the internet is absurd. She just retweets it and blogs even further about it bring it to peoples attention that they are doing those 

types of things. My opinion I am not going to make it any worse for the children. Sarah has good intentions maybe not the right actions putting a 

stop to further exploitation to a child's personal life. But then again were talking to groups of people who want to have termination hearings in the 

normal court rooms. Some things I feel need to remain private. What's even more ridiculous is the amount of facebook pages and bandwidth your 

sucking up doing it all. My stand point is I am against the exploitation of the childs life and abuse in to the public and the parents should hash it out 

offline and if there is a crime police and courts should do their jobs. 
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422 7/5/13 7/8/13 8:26
Windsor's Rigor Mortis Sets 

In 

Windsor’s 

filming of a 

TV show in 

Montana

I really like to know who is running the Saving Mila Page because they are stupid. LOL. That person along with Maria Melinn, loryn Ryder, and 

Deanna Kloostra. It is not just women. It really is the mentality of people who are conspiring against them and are paranoid about everything 

constantly. I have to say sometimes there is no difference between the exploiting moms are doing and the rest of the people on the LA fb page. 

Basically all you did was have it out with Bill after the DC trip and come over here looking for this blog to help you our attacking Bill because you 

thought that we would believe your stories and be sympathetic to the abuse stories. But that is not what normal people like Ginger and Yappy and 

NBTDT they have never been into the abuse of children aspect and what the moms movement or any movement is doing. Me I watched all of you 

go there and split up. I told Sarah it would be a matter of time until there would be the normal exchange of the non believer pedophile 

language between you and bill. You know when I called to the news paper in Salt Lake to talk to the reporter about Bill who said they are not 

covering the story, what she told me was that those group who you disagree with or don't believe in will always make you out to be the 

problem and that your the weird person. You know what that is exactly on what system you work it on. Kim maybe you should start focusing on 

helping make the kids more happy by making a less hostile environment. 

423 7/5/13 7/8/13 8:33
Windsor's Rigor Mortis Sets 

In 

Windsor’s 

filming of a 

TV show in 

Montana

You know Kim, your friend Lori Handrahan reminds of Ann Coulter that republican woman who thinks she knows everything on the news. Go 

google some ann coulter everyone watch her videos then go google up some lori handrahan videos. Only difference is Lori is only on Canadian 

news channels. Why is that?

424 7/5/13 7/8/13 12:02
Windsor's Rigor Mortis Sets 

In 

Windsor’s 

filming of a 

TV show in 

Montana

Pmzh are you facebook page "the truth about extreme father rights"? Because if so i believe that page supports lori she doesn't have to be your 

friend. But you support lori and her side of the story along with the posting of all of milas personal information and whatnot. Did not the windsor 

express film you and you filled out the consent form and your part of his database including the address before the breakup? 

425 7/5/13 7/8/13 18:14
Windsor's Rigor Mortis Sets 

In 

Windsor’s 

filming of a 

TV show in 

Montana

It appears to me that Bill has registered everyones name that was available. Even clauding D. 

426 7/8/13 7/8/13 18:14
Windsor Can't Keep His Eye 

on the Prize 

Windsor's 

lawsuits 

against 

two 

cyberstalk

ers

It appears to me that Bill has registered everyones name that was available. Even clauding D.

427 7/8/13 7/8/13 19:03
Windsor Can't Keep His Eye 

on the Prize 

Windsor's 

lawsuits 

against 

two 

cyberstalk

ers

What about fatoldguyeatspies.com?

428 7/9/13 7/9/13 15:56 Gambling Round America 

trip 

Windsor 

took in 

2003 

NDTDT if you use chrome there is a screen capture app that google makes for it.

429 7/9/13 7/9/13 21;23 Gambling Round America 

trip 

Windsor 

took in 

2003 

Anon I bet the internet can help you get better jokes. LMAO
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430 7/11/13 7/12/13 10:48 Power of An Attorney 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Lnm my show is not a job but more like a side hobby. I am also not a good writer at all. Im am much better at video. Hence my old man was an 

engineer at an abc affiliate.

431 7/11/13 7/11/13 17:57 Power of An Attorney 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

I love free advertising for my show. Thank you haters! http://childendangermentalerts.wordpress.com/malicious-pseudo-advocates/facebook/

432 7/11/13 7/12/13 1:05 Power of An Attorney 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

I have never seen anyone say this unless they were really broke. "God, please let Jo Ann Livingston have money and assets if she is the Head Joey - 

" I have a feeling part of the SD address scam which is what he is doing by playing the unreachable card by only ever using PO boxes and 

forwarding them all over is like a hacker using proxy addresses to commit crimes. When I have to work with a PO box company you start to 

wonder why. But, I believe it is for two reasons to delay the inevitable of collectors and also for him to file and run. According to the Springfield 

MO. Police he used his GA drivers license to file the report. This clearly shows he is not a resident of SD. Until he stops using a GA DL he is still a 

GA resident for all legal purposes regardless to where his mail goes to. After talking to the officer that he spoke to they were more interested in 

why he went to take photos at Butler's home as he posted to where he was going. They told me to let Mr. Butler if he shows up to photo his home 

etc. to call them immediately and file a report.

433 7/11/13 7/12/13 15:37 Power of An Attorney 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

What page?

434 7/12/13 7/12/13 16:38 You Want Us To Get A Life? 

claiming 

Windsor 

has no life

Pmzh phren the michigan region lawless guy supports this guy 

http://www.pressandguide.com/articles/2013/05/06/news/doc5187ddb3eb27f456332499.txt

435 7/16/13 7/16/13 16:44
Its Court Day!!! Windsor 

Stays in His Own World 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

This is my suggestion if he names everyone blogging here in a lawsuit my first call will be to thw aclu. With that said i not stand for some political 

bullheaded dingbat ding dong who declares himself the leader of a revolutionary party to silence my god given right to express my opinion and 

views against his plan to execute public officials as their sentence of a unrecognized grand jury and one that he convienes on his own. I will 

doing a cnn ireport on this. Whole thing and after seeing who allies attorney is i have no doubt in my mind she will win her case. Fact is the more 

Bill strings it out the more court cost he will owe. No wonder why he gave up on his run for office as an elected official in georgia he would not 

bwwn able to afford then election brewhaha that goes on during campaigns. 

436 7/16/13 7/16/13 17:03
Its Court Day!!! Windsor 

Stays in His Own World 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

But inlove my cough syrup and thoat lasengers

437 7/17/13 7/17/13 12:01
We Have Reached a Verdict: 

Not Competent 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Lawless america association limited liability corporation Delaware a non profit in delaware which is a political action commitee taking 

donations using the account name round america.
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438 7/17/13 7/17/13 12:31
We Have Reached a Verdict: 

Not Competent 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Formed 1/28/13 in delaware. 

439 7/17/13 7/17/13 15:55
We Have Reached a Verdict: 

Not Competent 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

She was a no show

440 7/17/13 7/18/13 13:13
We Have Reached a Verdict: 

Not Competent 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

I called the pd yesterday he filed a complaint 

441 7/17/13 7/17/13 17:39
We Have Reached a Verdict: 

Not Competent 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Nbtdt c.d. Was a no show. All that talk as usual and nothing. This really shows that they are just as bad as bill. As i said previously claudine and 

company were once all for savior bill then call him a pedofile them cease when needed and when they think they can clearly all out have a flaming 

attack they do it like her and wigglesworth have done. Basically this all atarted over amppers calling bill a pedo for not bwlieving in thier stories 

and backing men. Its clearly a sexist war for ampp in my opinion and the bills actions against ampp are seperate from his political agenda of 

treasons and grand juries which he doesnt like to be called out on. 

442 7/17/13 7/18/13 9:15
We Have Reached a Verdict: 

Not Competent 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Rhedd give me a post title or date i will read it later

443 7/17/13 7/17/13 17:01
We Have Reached a Verdict: 

Not Competent 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

I find it funny that lawless america association supporters believe that the government is funding the alloe overstreets attorney. Another 

conspiracy charge by lawless supporters who feel that people who are against bill and his lawless political action commitees campaigns are 

government employees. I will be covering this all tonight on an hour long live sean fleming show tonight at 9eastern. 

444 7/17/13 7/17/13 17:45
We Have Reached a Verdict: 

Not Competent 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

If you go to google page it will have a link or google hangouts. I not sure but it shows up on the channel page also. You wont want to miss it. Many 

aspects of bills political campaign will be exposed. 

445 7/17/13 7/17/13 20:08
We Have Reached a Verdict: 

Not Competent 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

On the air live now
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446 7/17/13 7/17/13 21:16
We Have Reached a Verdict: 

Not Competent 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

An action show like a western. Im jealous of Sluggo and his horse. 

447 7/17/13 7/17/13 22:26
We Have Reached a Verdict: 

Not Competent 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

https://delecorp.delaware.gov/tin/GINameSearch.jspIt only works until sometime like Midnight Eastern search Lawless America

448 7/17/13 7/17/13 23:13
We Have Reached a Verdict: 

Not Competent 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

http://www.trademarkia.com/lawless-america-85871932.html  scroll down to goods and services "Political action committee services, namely, 

promoting the interests of family rights, judicial reform, parents and children rights in the field of politics"

449 7/17/13 7/17/13 23:44
We Have Reached a Verdict: 

Not Competent 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

I want to make this clear here. I do not support the actions of Claudine or any AMPP members and the language against Mr. Windsor. I believe 

the AMPP Vs. Lawless america issue is truly a anti-father group that campaigns against the fatherhood initiative from the government and other 

information claiming that men with custody are abuses 70% or more of the time. This bothers me that they say these things and when you 

disagree with them they will list you as a person who is pro abuser or as they have on this blog said I was woman hating. Now. It is hard in all of 

these cases as Naomi Chambers one said in a video that we do not know the facts or who did what even in the overstreet case. the domestic 

Womens groups proclaim men are paying off judges, getting 2nd mortgages to buy judges, Conspiring with the police, the judges get federal 

funding to rule in favor of the father while some situations there is no abuse and if there is some like in the Melinn case it was mutual where both 

parties assaulted each other on separate occasions. It is my opinion that if there is a allegation ofabuse it should be investigated but if they are 

cleared then so be it. To proclaim someone is a criminal after there has not been charges it is defamation as in Bill stating someone is a criminal 

cyberstalking. I Have seen both groups Lawless and the ones that left make the same comments about each other. Stalking, IE reading FB pages, 

Making up stories that they are a government agent and a mole to the movement. All the crude and weird things we read the Lawless followers do 

are the same exact things we know these other advocates do. They spend countless hours at home cutting and pasting FB postings. They believe 

they work for the advocate group. Some of them actually believe they know the law just as Bill Does hence filing Pro-Se. They take photos of 

children in the worst situations and instead of protecting the privacy of the child who is a victim of situation they blast the world with all of the 

issues. Just like Bill they post all of the documents all over the internet for all to see. They store documents and screenshots for supposed evidence 

that has been gone over time and time again for in sometimes over 20 years. Why not do something positive. If you want to a political advocate 

work with the government in a kind and passionate way. Politics is in everything in life. Life is a big political campaign. My Beef with the Lawless 

America Association is such I disagree with Grand Juries, treason charges and more. It is not that I disbelieve women have been beaten or abused 

but, if you want changes to the processes work on them don't join a protest or a political grand Jury issue. If your case is not being heard use the 

news agencies and do something and get the prosecutor to press charges if they can and will. Move out, Safety comes before stupid orders that 

are mute over your safety. 

450 7/17/13 7/18/13 8:22
We Have Reached a Verdict: 

Not Competent 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Rhedd, You just said what I had said before but they didn't like it. The PMA ladies have flip flopped organizations and joined either or at some time 

PMA or AMPP. I would say yes they are both the same in their postings online and actions. To prove my point the Anon above already believes i am 

in Ireland. Probably because they have listened to some person who believes that Joel osteen is Jewish. But seriously, Rhedd the HSLDA is not a 

great group either. They are supporting this amendment against the UN convention of persons with Disabilities and Also the one for children rights. 

They are a christian group of homeschoolers who remind me of Michelle Bachman types who like to amend constitutions and so on. I am all for 

home schooling children but not for being against the UN conventions. I do not have this anti-globalist theory that for some reason a lot of people 

recently have.
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451 7/17/13 7/18/13 8:38
We Have Reached a Verdict: 

Not Competent 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Protests are pointless and accomplish nothing. I said that Domestic violence should be felonies. Question of the day. If all you do all day is post crap 

about Men and DV cases as if women are committing abuse and you also feel as if there is some conspiracy with child trafficking globally. And you 

have become distrusting government to some extent. Then will you be able to work with government in a process that needs you to be more 

focused and accept how the politics of things are and that there is not some globalist or national government against you, and not let all your 

issues detract your thoughts from getting something other than a protests accomplished like many other groups do daily in DC getting bills. Ginger 

one time made the statement will you move from a protesting advocate to a actual lobbyist for change?

452 7/17/13 7/18/13 11:54
We Have Reached a Verdict: 

Not Competent 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Pmzh can you tell me your thoughts on the fatherhood initiative from the government and if you dislike it why

453 7/17/13 7/18/13 0:57
We Have Reached a Verdict: 

Not Competent 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Here is a great Ideal Claudine, instead of having it out with Bill and or joining some crappy protests in DC if you dislike that DV is a misdemeanor. 

Which I believe should be a felony also. You should take it up with the state. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?list=PL0A501E485BF719CC&v=TWYlgYCnzhE&feature=player_embedded Why are you online spewing wasting 

your time all the time when you could be working on something better? That is what I am talking about. You Joined with Lawless because you 

thought bill was going to what change things in your case? Nobody is going to have an outcome in your case unless you appeal it somewhere and 

get an attorney. Just trying to be a realist here. 

454 7/17/13 7/18/13 13:10
We Have Reached a Verdict: 

Not Competent 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Gs is it possible to be a support group for either sex and at the same time not bash the other sex in making generalities etc

455 7/17/13 7/18/13 9:45
We Have Reached a Verdict: 

Not Competent 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Redd let me know on this blog where to read i will go look at it sir. 

456 7/17/13 7/19/13 10:51
We Have Reached a Verdict: 

Not Competent 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Ninja the trouble with his lawsuit already is that he will have to disclose that the movie is produced by a political action committee because 

that is where the loss he can not claim a loss from a non profit. He even tried to tell me on you tube to cease and desist from reporting on the 

lawless america association
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457 7/17/13 7/19/13 12:53
We Have Reached a Verdict: 

Not Competent 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Sluggo I deleted it and blocked him. So now I have unblocked him on commenting lets see if he posts it again. Ninja the lawless America 

Association LLC in Delaware is a Non-Profit who are taking donations to make a movie or a collection of videos. The issue here is first the 

intention of the videos are not a "movie" as Bill would say those were deemed "testimonies" to congress. There is a difference. I would not call 

it a documentary either unless you make it into one editing other information into it. But a documentary movie is not a personal testimony 

and could not be officially accepted as one. The movie is made under the name of the non-profit which can not file for IRS loses. They are though 

campianing for political change. Here is a loop hole of sorts that is happening.He can be a state non-profit but not a 501c3 federal non-profit which 

means they are held liable federally to report gains and be taxed and you could not donate to them as a non-profit because they not federal code. 

In order to obtain 501c3 status they must not indulge into the political at all other than getting voters out to vote at the most. They have made a 

signed affidaivit though to the us trademark office stating the services they are providing as a non profit are political action committee actions. 

The attorney used was spoken about also as a highly charged man upset at the government for taking away his children. You can read the story on 

google search LOUIS A. PICCONE. Another story about do we believe or not he abused his children. Obviously this guy could be at the center of the 

AMPP vs. Lawless debate because he supposedly abused his child. None the less, Bill takes donations and uses them to further the political 

agenda under a campaign of seeking grand Juries for all. This is done as the lawless America Association and this is made public on Talkshoe 

Radio Show. So he is asking for a donation to fund the movie which as we know all PACs political action committees make movies. Look at the 

infomous one from parentalrights.org OVERRULEDMOVIE.COM That is simuliar if he made a movie with people testifying or covering corruption 

and used it to influence others to vote or take part in the formed Revolutionary Party he heads. Since he will never register as a PAC in delaware 

or at the Federal Election Commision but he continues to work as a PAC but disguised as a non-profit. Here is what is going on now,

458 7/17/13 7/19/13 13:09
We Have Reached a Verdict: 

Not Competent 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Here is another interesting take on this. WE MUST WATCH THIS.....http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/05/15/bob-schulz-tea-party-

acti_n_3280042.htmlTHEN READ THIS...http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/the-fix/wp/2013/05/13/what-is-a-501c4-anyway/I retract that he 

should not file for a 501c3 but a 501c4 but the debate about it all is above.

459 7/17/13 7/19/13 12:58
We Have Reached a Verdict: 

Not Competent 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

I believe that if Windsor handed his computer over to the police that they would find...... Lets all make up an end to this........ New Draft to the 

Constitution of the United States of Lawless America Signed by William Windsor and some how Jefferson and others via Bills great photoshop 

skills.

460 7/19/13 7/19/13 13:21 AMPPing It Up 

Windsor's 

lawsuit 

against a 

group of 

women in 

Kansas

ninja make sure your reading the last post still

461 7/19/13 7/19/13 13:46 AMPPing It Up 

Windsor's 

lawsuit 

against a 

group of 

women in 

Kansas

Ginger did you on purpose put the tags in the order to read, metnal disorder scams like scamming those with mental disorders. LOL

462 7/19/13 7/19/13 15:09 AMPPing It Up 

Windsor's 

lawsuit 

against a 

group of 

women in 

Kansas

Tags and labels are the same i guess. Btw sluggoni said sorry your right not all tea party people are lunatics. 
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463 7/19/13 7/19/13 17:50 AMPPing It Up 

Windsor's 

lawsuit 

against a 

group of 

women in 

Kansas

Bill has loured people to donate to the LLC in DE for funds and has put on lawless America.com that the LLC is a 501c3 (it is not) which is 

prohibited from making political issues. The stories I posted are not picking on the Tea Party Sorry if it seemed like that but it explains what Bill 

has set up and his argument is the same as the woman who was on the video from the Tea Party. That they should be able to maintain the non-

profit status while complaining about the government and issues of Policy. I believe Bill is just like others who believe that incorporating as a non-

profit automatically makes you 501c3. Which is only a status from the Federal government.

464 7/19/13 7/19/13 17:52 AMPPing It Up 

Windsor's 

lawsuit 

against a 

group of 

women in 

Kansas

This is the scam part lour donations for tax write offs to organizations that have no EIN. I asked about this. His reply ignoring it and all.

465 7/19/13 7/19/13 18:15 AMPPing It Up 

Windsor's 

lawsuit 

against a 

group of 

women in 

Kansas

Did he not say he does not lie. LOL and everything he does is in the name of Lawless America Association. He the only employee the rest are 

volunteers. So when you talk bad about Lawless America your not talking to him really. I just want to see his long form Birth Certificate.

466 7/19/13 7/19/13 18:43 AMPPing It Up 

Windsor's 

lawsuit 

against a 

group of 

women in 

Kansas

Ninja for now I call the Bull doo doo flag on this statement, "His father began his career writing jokes for W.C. Fields, and he managed radio 

stations and television stations from 1947 until the late 1990's. He was President and CEO of groups of stations and owned some stations." I 

have searched and for sometime this station was owned by COX and before that in the 1970-1980 or before it was owned by some guys in IL. I 

can probably find out further. Not to break Bill's Bubble but, here is the website that holds my fathers Bio http://www.jfxb.com/ Found as 

John Fleming. Him and the owner has passed (died) but, the firm was doing the work on Freedom tower and much more. 

467 7/19/13 7/19/13 15:11 AMPPing It Up 

Windsor's 

lawsuit 

against a 

group of 

women in 

Kansas

Damn phone sluggo not sluggoni... Lol there should be a space there. Ive made you a sopprano.

468 7/19/13 7/19/13 18:59 AMPPing It Up 

Windsor's 

lawsuit 

against a 

group of 

women in 

Kansas

Allie can you mail me I have a great Idea. This will affect some people where and bring them relief from Bill.

469 7/19/13 7/20/13 21:33 AMPPing It Up 

Windsor's 

lawsuit 

against a 

group of 

women in 

Kansas

He falls in love with a woman trucker at a overnight motel 6 who tells him all about her issues. They turn around and get married for one day 

in Las Vegas. This lasts 24 hours enough time for her to read the websites, She files for divorce and finds and she calls out on her CB that she is 

in hot Pursuit of some small Jeep covered with "Lawless America" on it.

470 7/19/13 7/21/13 12:13 AMPPing It Up 

Windsor's 

lawsuit 

against a 

group of 

women in 

Kansas

Pma is not a formed incorporation neither is ampp they are both internet groups. Pma claims to be a non profit. Anyone can claim to have a non 

profit they can even create one legally but your non profit status comes with filing for one with the federal irs. Some of these advocacy groups that 

are facebook junkies as i put like one other did Can put anything on there tonlook legit and gain support amd take in donations. Facebook should 

really cut down on that kind of thing requiring ein numbers. 
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471 7/19/13 7/20/13 15:26 AMPPing It Up 

Windsor's 

lawsuit 

against a 

group of 

women in 

Kansas

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_CqMltrOGpU

472 7/19/13 7/20/13 15:29 AMPPing It Up 

Windsor's 

lawsuit 

against a 

group of 

women in 

Kansas

http://www.youtube.com/edit?video_id=i6C64_KrLTs&ns=1

473 7/19/13 7/20/13 17:27 AMPPing It Up 

Windsor's 

lawsuit 

against a 

group of 

women in 

Kansas

Ok so I have a new website. http://lawlessamericaassociationexposed.blogspot.com/   I have a domain to use but I am waiting for it..

474 7/19/13 7/20/13 18:03 AMPPing It Up 

Windsor's 

lawsuit 

against a 

group of 

women in 

Kansas

Updated it now it is complete for now

475 7/19/13 7/20/13 21:34 AMPPing It Up 

Windsor's 

lawsuit 

against a 

group of 

women in 

Kansas

It is in the Filing to the USTPO.

476 7/19/13 7/20/13 21:51 AMPPing It Up 

Windsor's 

lawsuit 

against a 

group of 

women in 

Kansas

Should read better sluggo

477 7/19/13 7/20/13 22:06 AMPPing It Up 

Windsor's 

lawsuit 

against a 

group of 

women in 

Kansas

So lets recap what is happening to Allie. I hope she gets this. She has been threatened and sued for speaking out about the plan to take the law 

into their hand and commit murder aka renegade vigilante justice believing it was for the saving of the country. This is what your attorney needs 

to know and express to this Judge. Highly important. 

478 7/19/13 7/21/13 21:42 AMPPing It Up 

Windsor's 

lawsuit 

against a 

group of 

women in 

Kansas

Quiet day bills driving ans sight seeing with his time left. So he will get his new drivers locense. It should have a note on the back...."i just have 

mail sent to this address, i live in my jeep and who knows where i will be tommorow. P.S. i dont answer the phone or answer to voicemail. 

P.s.s. IM MELTING HERE"
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479 7/19/13 7/21/13 18:12 AMPPing It Up 

Windsor's 

lawsuit 

against a 

group of 

women in 

Kansas

allie there are programs to randomly tweet for you

480 7/19/13 7/21/13 21:02 AMPPing It Up 

Windsor's 

lawsuit 

against a 

group of 

women in 

Kansas

Bill States, "These charges are being delivered to every potentially-applicable law enforcement entity in the State of Montana. If they again fail to 

arrest Sean Boushie, this is a story of both hi8s crimes and government, judicial, and law enforcement corruption in aiding and abetting Sean 

Boushie in his criminal activities." Who holds jurisdiction? Furthermore, his "Magazine" false headline to lour you in, "Sean Boushie charged with 

284 counts of violations of Montana Criminal Statutes" then he says, "Sean Boushie has violated at least 284 counts of six Montana criminal laws, 

in my opinion.". What a joke. I remember reading a case for a PPO the emails were about the same from Jet Kraus ex husband to David Schied. 

They were just as threatening. Scheid did not get a PPO. The threats were deemed not to be a actual threat.He needs to find who really has 

jurisdiction. He keeps using police stations of peoples homes as if he lives there. The law states the crime takes place at the victims home. Oh 

yeah wait, that's his Jeep. OOPS! 

481 7/19/13 7/22/13 0:21 AMPPing It Up 

Windsor's 

lawsuit 

against a 

group of 

women in 

Kansas

Off topic from Bills trip but found this article here http://communities.washingtontimes.com/neighborhood/disrobing-blind-

justice/2013/jul/21/custody-crisis-when-desperation-rules/

482 7/22/13 7/22/13 11:55
Windsor Plays With A Ball of 

Twine 

filming of 

document

ary movie

This comment has been removed by the author.

483 7/22/13 7/23/13 13:28
Windsor Plays With A Ball of 

Twine 

filming of 

document

ary movie

Pffffft at the anons who think they know it all. Why not call the county yourself and ask if protection order motions are placed on the public 

website docket your self you call everywhere else why not there?

484 7/22/13 7/23/13 13:40
Windsor Plays With A Ball of 

Twine 

filming of 

document

ary movie

I even make note since all of this has begun claudine has gone into hiding and has not taunted bill at all. 

485 7/22/13 7/23/13 17:23
Windsor Plays With A Ball of 

Twine 

filming of 

document

ary movie

I am using tinyfeet rule #2 here

486 7/22/13 7/23/13 12:45
Windsor Plays With A Ball of 

Twine 

filming of 

document

ary movie

He probably has a hearing someone had to go to the courthouse gor hom and get the info the cases are not public online only available l at the 

court. Then he was emailed by a third person the info. Its possible that claudine is beong surveiled by lawless supporters. 

487 7/22/13 7/23/13 12:47
Windsor Plays With A Ball of 

Twine 

filming of 

document

ary movie

He has not even disclosed the case number that is off though

488 7/24/13 7/24/13 9:05
Stalking is Conflicting With 

His Stalking 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

And rember the august 1st hearing for allie. So i predict no montana until aug 5
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489 7/24/13 7/24/13 14:37
Stalking is Conflicting With 

His Stalking 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Bill probably is wearing that body armor to lose weight. IM MELTING HERE!

490 7/24/13 7/24/13 17:07
Stalking is Conflicting With 

His Stalking 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Does anyone remember or can find the post where he wrote about recovering his milage of his trip in the lawsuit i like to read it again

491 7/24/13 7/24/13 20:40
Stalking is Conflicting With 

His Stalking 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

New Video http://youtu.be/KUJtujCjvAg Allie you need to show these to your attorney 

492 7/24/13 7/24/13 21:26
Stalking is Conflicting With 

His Stalking 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Make sure you see it, you don;t have to say a word but I am thinking about sending your attorney a copy of this video. 

493 7/24/13 7/24/13 22:18
Stalking is Conflicting With 

His Stalking 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Any donation given to fund the movie or anything goes to funding the entire movement and political party

494 7/24/13 7/25/13 12:54
Stalking is Conflicting With 

His Stalking 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Bill Windsor set to attend stalking trial of Claudine Dombrowski in Topeka – 1:30 pm on July 25, 2013. Lawless americar.org; Rumor has it that 

Claudine Dombrowski may not show up, claiming a stroke.If I read what she wrote properly, she has announced that she has written her last blog. 

If she wrote that, she must know the jig is up.  I’ll get back to the motel and post the outcome as soon as it is over.

495 7/25/13 7/25/13 13:55
Lawless America Goes to 

Deadwood 

filming of 

document

ary movie

I vaugly remember bill saying he watch enemy of the state in his hotel and it reminded himself of his situation

496 7/25/13 7/25/13 16:48
Lawless America Goes to 

Deadwood 

filming of 

document

ary movie

I agree i would not call him derogatory remarks but inhave site merely to let it be aware of his political sentiment and solicitation of donors. As 

long as bill puts himself into the political realm i am not just just criticizing him but also the movement. At this time i wouls put bill into the 

sameCategory as the tea party rallyer who came to michigan holding signs about executing politicians. Further more bill does not like people 

siscussing or being against his grand jury plan so he sends you cease and desist orders lol. But hisbpolitical message and plan are clearly seperate of 

the ampp and lawless fall out and name calling.

497 7/25/13 7/25/13 16:54
Lawless America Goes to 

Deadwood 

filming of 

document

ary movie

I know that there are many advocacy groups who favor bill plan to gather over 50,000 people he thought he had 50,000 followers for thw 

revolutionary party which he dubs lawless america association since oct 2012. Hisbplan is to have a witch hunt of political figures he dislikes and 

kidnap them or whAt? Has anyone heard how he would do this all? I believe he envisions an american arwb spring or something like alex jones 

talks about another 1776. Bills supporters talk about continental congresses and more 
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498 7/25/13 7/25/13 23:19
Lawless America Goes to 

Deadwood 

filming of 

document

ary movie

I have never said anyone was a gold digger or do background checks on boyfriends. Your having a delusion.

499 7/25/13 7/25/13 21:10
Lawless America Goes to 

Deadwood 

filming of 

document

ary movie

A person who wants to execute politicians for a crime will not thing they are a mass murderer. I don't call it mass murder I call it more like a call for 

a revolution. 

500 7/26/13 7/26/13 17:27 Walt Windsor World 

Windsor's 

deceased 

father 

Www.williammwindsor.com

501 7/26/13 7/27/13 15:48 Walt Windsor World 

Windsor's 

deceased 

father 

ninja where is that?

502 7/26/13 7/27/13 20:11 Walt Windsor World 

Windsor's 

deceased 

father 

The www. Williammwindsor.com has been updated

503 7/26/13 7/29/13 8:32 Walt Windsor World 

Windsor's 

deceased 

father 

Bill was Busy all weekend Drafting his claudine website and publishing it. 

504 7/29/13 7/29/13 16:37
I Guess He Is Not in Kansas 

Anymore 

claiming 

that 

Windsor 

filed an 

affidavit in 

court 

saying he 

had failed 

at 

everything 

in life

Notice he's banned from campus i see. 

505 7/29/13 7/29/13 16:51
I Guess He Is Not in Kansas 

Anymore 

claiming 

that 

Windsor 

filed an 

affidavit in 

court 

saying he 

had failed 

at 

everything 

in life

This comment has been removed by the author.
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506 7/29/13 7/29/13 16:52
I Guess He Is Not in Kansas 

Anymore 

claiming 

that 

Windsor 

filed an 

affidavit in 

court 

saying he 

had failed 

at 

everything 

in life

He says he is filming off campus. That way the campus police dont bother him plus they already sent him a notice to stay off campus i believe

507 7/29/13 7/29/13 17:18
I Guess He Is Not in Kansas 

Anymore 

claiming 

that 

Windsor 

filed an 

affidavit in 

court 

saying he 

had failed 

at 

everything 

in life

Well if google gives ip address info we would surely know the address for thos anons here that post with out claim to comments they make. Its all 

words on the internet until that one person ahows up at your door. That person would be bill. 

508 7/29/13 7/30/13 16:42
I Guess He Is Not in Kansas 

Anymore 

claiming 

that 

Windsor 

filed an 

affidavit in 

court 

saying he 

had failed 

at 

everything 

in life

This comment has been removed by the author.

509 7/29/13 7/30/13 17:28
I Guess He Is Not in Kansas 

Anymore 

claiming 

that 

Windsor 

filed an 

affidavit in 

court 

saying he 

had failed 

at 

everything 

in life

Lol right on anon i meant "meet the critera" im not a writer i will admit that.
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510 7/29/13 7/30/13 23:35
I Guess He Is Not in Kansas 

Anymore 

claiming 

that 

Windsor 

filed an 

affidavit in 

court 

saying he 

had failed 

at 

everything 

in life

I wonder how he's going to be in court Thursday then leave that night to be in SD on Friday to get a Drivers License and a Gun Permit on a Friday 

and get it all back then be in Montana on Monday to film. This does not add up at all. it takes 10 h 24 min per google maps to get there from MO. 

then I am not sure they will be able to give him all that stuff on the same day. that usually takes time to get a Drivers license and a permit for a gun. 

IDK then there is another 10 hour drive from SD to Montana. 

511 7/29/13 7/31/13 0:29
I Guess He Is Not in Kansas 

Anymore 

claiming 

that 

Windsor 

filed an 

affidavit in 

court 

saying he 

had failed 

at 

everything 

in life

I did not know what, I am not sure how he will get around the 30 day deal. But then again how can you get a DDL for only sleeping over night in SD 

for one night? http://www.americas-mailbox.com/home/tips/drivers-license

512 7/31/13 7/31/13 13:29
"I'm Out Of Order? You're 

Out of Order!" Weasel Curly 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Intersting how bill has made conflicting affidaivits to the court one saying he never has said those things about judges and treason and then he 

files a motion with that same language. Isn't that purjury?

513 7/31/13 7/31/13 21:59
"I'm Out Of Order? You're 

Out of Order!" Weasel Curly 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Montana - A man was arrested Tuesday night at local hotel for carrying a gun and wearing body armor.Police were called to the hotel someone 

noticed the vest and gun. When police arrived, they found the local resident already watching a movie--with the loaded weapon and carrying a 

fake Press Pass.The South Dakota man, Mister X, was inside the hotel with a 9mm gun. He had the weapon loaded with 34 rounds of 

ammunition and wore body armor. When federal agents arrived, they searched Mister X’s car and found an additional 111 rounds of 

ammunition.The man also showed agents a fake Press Pass identification card that he had been flashing—telling them he showed it to 

minimize any concern about his gun. He also told agents he had a concealed weapon permit and didn't want to leave his firearm unattended. 

Mister X has only been charged with possessing phony Press Pass identification. He has not been charged with any crimes related to the gun or 

the ammunition.The FBI declined to say whether or not they believed he intended to use the gun. Read more: 

http://www.wxyz.com/dpp/news/fbi-man-had-armor-gun-at-theater-in-grand-blanc-township#ixzz2agMBJ1cy

514 7/31/13 8/1/13 1:13
"I'm Out Of Order? You're 

Out of Order!" Weasel Curly 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

That is what he has
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515 7/31/13 8/1/13 13:18
"I'm Out Of Order? You're 

Out of Order!" Weasel Curly 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

The more i read and watch this bill is the leader of his revolutionary party dubbed lawless america. Everything he does taking donations wining a 

lawsuit goes back to the political party and the agenda. Remarks overall are about him but also about the political party. I find it ailing that a 

political entity can be allowed to supress people views. So i am working at getting exposed the news media on a national level make it be known 

that his political party including himself are trying to take away your rights to have public thought and such. That is my take. I also wonder about 

anyone who has a gun,bat, stun gun, pepperspray, and boddy armor showing up at someones home. That is what i call a nutjob whacko inciting 

violence as if he is a one person army triuting i dare ya. 

516 7/31/13 8/1/13 22:03
"I'm Out Of Order? You're 

Out of Order!" Weasel Curly 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Why is it that bill is in South dakota?   http://bit.ly/TLFz9w"So, we won't wait until we are in control to put these criminals on trial, we will start 

next year. We will coordinate the process of preparing charges and evidence against the corrupt government officials, and we will assemble citizen 

grand juries to hear the charges. We will try and, I expect, convict these crooks for a variety of crimes, and I anticipate that many will be charged 

with and convicted of treason. A group of people in the Dakotas have been doing this, and we will call on this group for guidance and help."

517 7/31/13 8/1/13 22:21
"I'm Out Of Order? You're 

Out of Order!" Weasel Curly 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

In 2009 the South Dakota Patriots had a grand Jury for Obama. They found him Guilty of Treason. Guess what nothing after occured. But, Bill likes 

violent interventions with normal people. 

518 7/31/13 8/1/13 16:34
"I'm Out Of Order? You're 

Out of Order!" Weasel Curly 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

"As a Candiate for the U.S. Congress, Bill Windsor is beginning his campaign by driving to all 50 states to take the testimony of victims of judicial 

corruption and government corruption. This testimony will be presented to Congress. Bill Windsor's sole motivating factor in everything that he 

does is to expose corruption. He is a candidate for Congress because his candidacy will help expose the rampant corruption." -Bill Windsor April 5 

2012 no mention of a movie here.

519 7/31/13 8/1/13 16:44
"I'm Out Of Order? You're 

Out of Order!" Weasel Curly 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Ginger he was a write in canidate along with per the list of write ins people put down were buzz lightyear and several others. I am certain he 

could have run with an off party but he just wanted to say he was a canidate heck for all thats worth me and you were a canidate. I know you 

know this but im just saying. Lol. 

520 7/31/13 8/1/13 21:06
"I'm Out Of Order? You're 

Out of Order!" Weasel Curly 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

I remember writing down lb on my ballot too.

521 7/31/13 8/1/13 21:07
"I'm Out Of Order? You're 

Out of Order!" Weasel Curly 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

anyone have a screen shot for this... when bill bragged about practicing with his gun.

522 7/31/13 8/2/13 0:17
"I'm Out Of Order? You're 

Out of Order!" Weasel Curly 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Anon I have the Mail Thanks
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523 7/31/13 8/2/13 0:25
"I'm Out Of Order? You're 

Out of Order!" Weasel Curly 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

In an off topic but talking about whackjobs here we have this article http://www.infowars.com/cps-kidnaps-drugs-and-sedates-our-children/ which 

I found posted on a parental Rights movement that was all filmed by bill. IDK if you believe this, then why believe the Mars Rover is really out there 

on mars.

524 7/31/13 8/2/13 0:48
"I'm Out Of Order? You're 

Out of Order!" Weasel Curly 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Ninja if you don't believe me look at this 

https://docs.google.com/viewer?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.acf.hhs.gov%2Fsites%2Fdefault%2Ffiles%2Fmain%2Fadopt_incentive_history.pdf  This 

is a spread sheet of the adoption incentive program title but if you look at somethings like kentucky. The news article they use with the numbers is 

bad reporting like most slanted articles to prove a point. Case is no this money is not making anyone rich at all in the states. I have heard 

proponents against this ask for more and more subsidies to help them survive life, feed themselves. So while they are out entrenched in facebook 

drama they could be working. I find it hilarious then you wonder how CPS got involved in the first part. Its all questionable. When I was sent myself 

to a parents training session I was encircled by meth heads, and parents who were in some type of Domestic Violence dispute with people beating 

people up constantly. It was like the Montel Show. We need some morals and parents to teach the kids to respect folks and teach children about 

being better and learn how to be nice not idiots with each other and live on drugs hiding the real issues thinking that drugs will take it all away. IDK 

rant done.

525 8/2/13 8/4/13 1:01 Weapons of Mass Distraction 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

The IRS investigation has begun. 

526 8/2/13 8/4/13 11:05 Weapons of Mass Distraction 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

I have a letter from the IRS and will send supporting documentation. Also this week, bills scam will get even more attention. stay tuned. I will 

post it all once I have it set up. BTW. I don't think bill got his drivers license and or permit.

527 8/2/13 8/4/13 16:43 Weapons of Mass Distraction 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Could it be possible that Bill Windsor will Shoot himself before the end of the week?

528 8/2/13 8/5/13 1:29 Weapons of Mass Distraction 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Here is the test. Allie what kind of phone does Bill have do you remember. This will prove if bill indeed sending them to himself or not.

529 8/2/13 8/5/13 2:02 Weapons of Mass Distraction 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

have you ever seen him use a blackberry?
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530 8/2/13 8/5/13 2:06 Weapons of Mass Distraction 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Tiny do you have one of these? http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vvkLaa9bogU&feature=share&list=PL464777C5BB9401C2

531 8/2/13 8/5/13 2:11 Weapons of Mass Distraction 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

Ironically They are shooting up a Jeep. My relatives are from Russia. 

532 8/2/13 8/5/13 2:18 Weapons of Mass Distraction 

court 

appearanc

e of 

Defendant 

Allie 

Overstreet

It is all a joke. FPS Russia he is an actor His channel is one of the most watched on youtube. It is awesome. LOL. The accent is awesome also. 

533 8/5/13 8/5/13 15:08
Bill Finally Makes it to 

Montana 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Someone call (406) 243-6131 see if he really did get permission tp film on campus

534 8/5/13 8/5/13 17:04
Bill Finally Makes it to 

Montana 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Well bills real issue is the tax scam

535 8/5/13 8/5/13 18:21
Bill Finally Makes it to 

Montana 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

After Bill latest rant. Here is what goes on at the university of Montana Secret Training for Homeland Security 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gk5R9GmIsAs

536 8/5/13 8/5/13 18:29
Bill Finally Makes it to 

Montana 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

This is the topping that says it all here He is what I call pegged, "I LOVE having the University of Montana as a co-conspirator because they have 

deeeep pockets. I will ask that all of the defendants be held jointly and severally liable for damages. So, Lawless America…The Movie and the 

Lawless America Association could end up being funded by the University of Montana. Hey, we’ll even take money from criminals."   Allie if you 

see this, this is the cake topper that your being harassed by a political organization not an individual and there is your proof from the horses 

mouth. As your attorney about SLAPP laws in the state. 

537 8/5/13 8/5/13 18:52
Bill Finally Makes it to 

Montana 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

He has no defense. Those laws are for you to protect your free speech. 
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538 8/5/13 8/5/13 19:14
Bill Finally Makes it to 

Montana 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

My prediction is that nothing happens this week other than bill speaking to a few other students and makes more youtube videos. He is not 

arrested and he files a lawsuit in MT against The University and Boushie as he did Allie. I believe it will be in Bills name entirely which as we 

know that he is acting on behalf of the Association who told him to kill Boushie but Bill said only "I do not have a gun". I see issues here. Bill is 

unstable. A video I heard from a while ago he states that his wife and family never believed in anything he was saying. I believe that if he does 

not get his way soon he will go on a spree. He is prepped already this is ridiculous. 

539 8/5/13 8/5/13 21:10
Bill Finally Makes it to 

Montana 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Bills last posting about a process server is what I call a joke. First you can not reject a process server. Once he meets up with you for all intense 

purposes your served. What is the service for him and his relative? Are these the 2 subpoenas from the Overstreet case so he can get you to do 

a deposition? LOL. What a joke

540 8/5/13 8/5/13 23:43
Bill Finally Makes it to 

Montana 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

http://www.mlive.com/news/index.ssf/2008/07/michigan_state_police_to_inves.html Just Saying I want to know what is on it really. They gave 

him a blank piece of paper and he was suppose to get them approved by the court what they said. 

541 8/5/13 8/6/13 16:01
Bill Finally Makes it to 

Montana 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Update tinyfeet.....

542 8/5/13 8/6/13 22:50
Bill Finally Makes it to 

Montana 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Its ok tiny you were just looking tonsee if they hD a copy of oooga booobies or boogies or whatever that sad name was

543 8/5/13 8/6/13 22:51
Bill Finally Makes it to 

Montana 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

My smart phone killed that post lil

544 8/5/13 8/7/13 13:47
Bill Finally Makes it to 

Montana 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

I will be doing a live video tonight at 9 eastern in regards to new information compiled to the case. Tiny, you could be a millionaire. you could 

go from wood signs to metal signage.

545 8/7/13 8/7/13 19:20
Badges? We don't Need No 

Stinking Badges!! 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

He IS committing tax fraud
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546 8/7/13 8/7/13 19:52
Badges? We don't Need No 

Stinking Badges!! 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

live show at 9:30 Eastern Time Sean Fleming Show

547 8/7/13 8/7/13 21:10
Badges? We don't Need No 

Stinking Badges!! 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

All you have to do is keep clearing your browser cache and hit the site over and over the it gives you the webpage content over and over thus 

causing it to go down because the limit is surpassed.

548 8/7/13 8/7/13 21:11
Badges? We don't Need No 

Stinking Badges!! 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Something to do if your extremely board and it is not illegal just a mere fact of what happens to the website.

549 8/7/13 8/8/13 0:02
Badges? We don't Need No 

Stinking Badges!! 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

That's not DOSing his site it is an over flow of repetitive traffic. 

550 8/7/13 8/8/13 13:04
Badges? We don't Need No 

Stinking Badges!! 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

I find it quite odd that bill so scared would travel down the private dirt road leading to your home this is not the main road its tresspassing id 

file a complaint tiny. 

551 8/7/13 8/8/13 14:51
Badges? We don't Need No 

Stinking Badges!! 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Maybe he hurt himself trying to use a gloryhole....

552 8/9/13 8/9/13 11:44
Windsor vs Boushie, Can 

Anyone Win? 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Thats what she said

553 8/9/13 8/9/13 16:01
Windsor vs Boushie, Can 

Anyone Win? 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Did you file your report tomy?
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554 8/9/13 8/9/13 21:48
Windsor vs Boushie, Can 

Anyone Win? 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Tiny what ever happened to your complaint of false reporting of a crime

555 8/9/13 8/10/13 12:48
Windsor vs Boushie, Can 

Anyone Win? 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

New posts on http://lawlessamericaassociationexposed.blogspot.com/ Not stealing thunder just making a blog

556 8/9/13 8/10/13 1:10
Windsor vs Boushie, Can 

Anyone Win? 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

This reminds me of this game here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AxYwpVuX7HU

557 8/9/13 8/10/13 1:53
Windsor vs Boushie, Can 

Anyone Win? 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Conspiracies grow deep. Next the might mention the Illuminati or Zion. Possible the New World Order. Just Saying. It all comes hand in hand.

558 8/9/13 8/10/13 1:57
Windsor vs Boushie, Can 

Anyone Win? 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ygLUPShSXXw

559 8/9/13 8/10/13 12:24
Windsor vs Boushie, Can 

Anyone Win? 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Just posted on the youtube "You say that you have never have been charged with a crime. What about the charges about your plan to execute 

politicians in office for the punishment of treason. Hand delivering an ultimatum to them do as you believe they should do or be put to death. 

Then you will assume their office and retroactively change laws. I call that a plan of violence." we will wait to see what happens.

560 8/10/13 8/10/13 12:26
Assult With a Deadly Piece of 

Paper 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

I posted on his youtube, "You say that you have never have been charged with a crime. What about the charges about your plan to execute 

politicians in office for the punishment of treason. Hand delivering an ultimatum to them do as you believe they should do or be put to death. 

Then you will assume their office and retroactively change laws. I call that a plan of violence." we will see what the  if any is

561 8/10/13 8/10/13 16:19
Assult With a Deadly Piece of 

Paper 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Alex Jones is watched by many of the Lawless peeps. Many swear that some governmental conspiracy is happening to them. Coast to Coast is a 

great show but not anti-government unless it took a turn from the paranormal.
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562 8/10/13 8/11/13 13:53
Assult With a Deadly Piece of 

Paper 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

It is hard to support someone like Tiny who has sent intimidating letter to Bill. Unlike people who have not done so and he has gone after. Tiny 

and Claudine both taunted Bill. I believe that you might think it is funny to have a guy wearing flak jacket driving around all over your city. My 

beef with bill is that he has threatened the lives of politicians in office. 

563 8/10/13 8/11/13 12:59
Assult With a Deadly Piece of 

Paper 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Ninja I need help, or someone. I remember that Bill stated once not too long ago that he had a residence in SD but he was not giving his location 

anyone remember this.

564 8/10/13 8/11/13 13:46
Assult With a Deadly Piece of 

Paper 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Thought he said not too long ago that he had a permanent home in SD

565 8/12/13 8/12/13 16:31

I'm Good Enough, I'm Smart 

Enough, and Doggone it, 

People Like Me 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

I so tiny no action today?

566 8/12/13 8/12/13 23:13

I'm Good Enough, I'm Smart 

Enough, and Doggone it, 

People Like Me 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_FhGmWPDFVw

567 8/12/13 8/13/13 1:10

I'm Good Enough, I'm Smart 

Enough, and Doggone it, 

People Like Me 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

I have the video on my phone I have a self project I am going to work on. I am going to be monitoring here. No he did not scare me off. I took it all 

down and will have a single blog with a single post about it all next weekend. That will be the extent of my postings. Kind of like Yappster.

568 8/12/13 8/13/13 13:15

I'm Good Enough, I'm Smart 

Enough, and Doggone it, 

People Like Me 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Allie gate mail

569 8/12/13 8/14/13 20:35

I'm Good Enough, I'm Smart 

Enough, and Doggone it, 

People Like Me 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

He said enough that when he does sue he wont have anything to stand on
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570 8/14/13 8/14/13 18:05 Why Won't My Phone Ring? 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n1St8poAgj8   my email exchange

571 8/14/13 8/14/13 21:47 Why Won't My Phone Ring? 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

I just want yall to see it once. I have it back down because........... I am saving it for a later time. You'll see

572 8/14/13 8/14/13 22:56 Why Won't My Phone Ring? 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Jop? Not down with the accronyms

573 8/14/13 8/15/13 10:59 Why Won't My Phone Ring? 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

So today is depostion day yeehaa!tinyfeetnhandsAugust 15, 2013 at 11:01 AM Umm... NOT!!!!

574 8/14/13 8/15/13 11:13 Why Won't My Phone Ring? 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Not? Wonder if he will be there still

575 8/14/13 8/15/13 18:29 Why Won't My Phone Ring? 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Ninja the topper is this. I personally called the reporters office. Bill was a no show. He called them and said that he could not find the place. 

Interestingly enough my question is whether or not he knew about the federal case before he issued the subpoenas to them meaning did he 

serve subpoenas out to them under fraudulent means. So if he knew about the federal case before and still had them served it could be an 

issue.

576 8/14/13 8/15/13 18:33 Why Won't My Phone Ring? 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Lets recap the last few weeks of what Bill has said that did not occur; 1. Nobody is in Jail nor him nor Boushie. 2. No depositions were taken nobody 

went not even Bill. 3. No Protection order was granted. 4. Not a person was interviewed on campus. 5. Claudine Dombrowski case was never filed 

because he would have to shell out 50,000.I believe that Bill has less than 50 followers now if that and the rest of the advocates have returned 

back to whatever it was they were doing.

577 8/14/13 8/15/13 18:35 Why Won't My Phone Ring? 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

If you can prove he knew about the federal court case and was noticed of it before he served SB then let me know you can e-mail me info 

because that is a fraud i believe.
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578 8/14/13 8/15/13 19:33 Why Won't My Phone Ring? 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

I love anon conversations They are always the best. SMH as I LMAO!

579 8/14/13 8/15/13 20:18 Why Won't My Phone Ring? 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

I have to say this, I know that The things that go on in this blog here really do not have no affect on what bill does. Yeah he reads it but bill 

does what he wants as he sees it. Which is very skewed. He can complain that we comment about him as much as he wants. Furthermore, I 

don't see how anything here is helping him at all. I would like someone to point out where something that was said here has ever made the 

lawsuit against one person worse. I don't see it. it is My opinion that the attorneys move to federal court is good. But, at the same time if there 

is no motion to dismiss soon over the facts that it is really about someone having a right to make a police report and have an opinion verse 

saying things then. I would also say I would think that a counter suit should be filed. Then that might kick bill into reality. Just my opinion. 

580 8/14/13 8/15/13 20:32 Why Won't My Phone Ring? 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Attorney, what is your opinion on the this.. Even though Bill has filed alone is there a way you think to prove he is acting on behalf of the 

lawless america Association to where as all of the people who are the officers of the association could be liable for damages in the lawsuit in 

the case against Allie if she were to counter sue the association. Make note they are not an LLC but an association non profit

581 8/14/13 8/15/13 22:35 Why Won't My Phone Ring? 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Attorney, What I am stating is that Bill windsor is the President of "Lawless America Association" incorporated in Delaware. The police report 

was made against the entire association itself AKA the revolutionary Party. Even though Bill is the one who individually filed a lawsuit, he is 

acting on behalf of the Association and on Pacer you can see that Lawless America Association has a financial interest in the matter because if 

he were to win the case and collect he would be putting the monies back into the "Project" that is truly a project ran by the lawless America 

Association. That is the facts. 

582 8/14/13 8/15/13 22:38 Why Won't My Phone Ring? 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Lawless America Association is a incorporated Non-Profit. But not an LLC. Which I believe that the members are still liable in a lawsuit not just the 

company itself. So for instance if you sued the entity Lawless America Association which I would do instead of just windsor who is one of the 

officers who is acting out on his duties chasing down people and doing the "project" then every officer is able to be be named.

583 8/16/13 8/17/13 7:22
He Came, He Saw, He 

Squandered 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

This guy is a schizophrenic conspiracy guy. what is the meaning of Assorted other defensive tools? That is a good question. So now he is going to 

add the University of John Doe 1? He should do that. Maybe they will join in and help out with the cost of the lawsuit. 

584 8/16/13 8/17/13 7:24
He Came, He Saw, He 

Squandered 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Once he posts the video of the Boss I will call them and let them know. I am sure they don't want to be all over youtube. There was no consent 

given. I wonder if he asked them as if he was a reporter or if he was just asking questions?
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585 8/17/13 8/17/13 16:40 RIP Trish Kraus 

woman 

who 

helped 

Windsor 

with the 

filming of 

the 

document

ary who 

committed 

suicide 

apparently 

in part 

because of 

the 

harassmen

t of 

Joeyisalittl

ekid.blogs

pot.com  

Ginger I will look for the release in the local paper and send the link here. I believe that Mr. Prehn is going to spin this as some government ploy to 

kill her. I see it already on his Facebook postings. His I have check out his son is not the best example of great citizen either. He needs some 

mentoring. His cons friends are children with issues. There are several who have been busted for meth or charges with assaults with weapons. IDK 

some times that birds of a feather flock together does hold true. Sorry to hear about Trish. Michigan Lawless America was comprised of a group of 

parental Rights activists that was Separated by the Maria Melinn and Deanna Kloostra Falling out. Dennis Lawrence and other stayed with Lawless 

America. I believe the group in MIchigan to be completely 

586 8/17/13 8/17/13 18:24 RIP Trish Kraus 

woman 

who 

helped 

Windsor 

with the 

filming of 

the 

document

ary who 

committed 

suicide 

apparently 

in part 

because of 

the 

harassmen

t of 

Joeyisalittl

ekid.blogs

pot.com  

NBTDT you know that Prehn believes that the fire at the macomb county Michigan court house was on purpose to dispose of records there on 

purpose. Sound a bit like the pentagon plane? You know, I love conspiracy Theories and as Ninja pointed out seems like many advocates that 

joined and have left in support of Bill have ideas that when they do have a true real bias Judge or an issue you have to question the validity of what 

they are saying because the rest of the time they are spewing some type of concocted story about the government. Then they wonder why they 

have court issues. There are reasons to get an attorney. This is one of them. So that they talk for you and your not pro-se just rambling on about 

whatever. 
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587 8/17/13 8/17/13 19:07 RIP Trish Kraus 

woman 

who 

helped 

Windsor 

with the 

filming of 

the 

document

ary who 

committed 

suicide 

apparently 

in part 

because of 

the 

harassmen

t of 

Joeyisalittl

ekid.blogs

pot.com  

While were watching the peanut gallery comment from BBJ there here is an awesome video 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Ilg5w8qJKY&list=TLLkjQ5CeKgoA Note 

588 8/17/13 8/18/13 7:25 RIP Trish Kraus 

woman 

who 

helped 

Windsor 

with the 

filming of 

the 

document

ary who 

committed 

suicide 

apparently 

in part 

because of 

the 

harassmen

t of 

Joeyisalittl

ekid.blogs

pot.com  

Anon who is he selling shirts to debbie whom? In what state?
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589 8/17/13 8/18/13 7:31 RIP Trish Kraus 

woman 

who 

helped 

Windsor 

with the 

filming of 

the 

document

ary who 

committed 

suicide 

apparently 

in part 

because of 

the 

harassmen

t of 

Joeyisalittl

ekid.blogs

pot.com  

I need a screenshot of this posting also please

590 8/17/13 8/18/13 12:43 RIP Trish Kraus 

woman 

who 

helped 

Windsor 

with the 

filming of 

the 

document

ary who 

committed 

suicide 

apparently 

in part 

because of 

the 

harassmen

t of 

Joeyisalittl

ekid.blogs

pot.com  

Read this,  "So who was Jet Trish Kraus? She was a victim of Colon cancer that had run in her family that took the life of her sister, her mother, 

grand mother and many others. But that is not what killed her as she fought back and she was a survivor. No she died from something even 

worse than colon cancer she died and was a victim of a broken heart brought on by years of bullying from her own family members and 

estranged husband and a sick group of people from a blog called Joey's page who were relentless in their personal attacks on her. She was 

kept from seeing her grandchildren. She was black balled and bullied to the point that she could no longer take the rejection and abuse. She 

like many other people who end up taking their own life felt that this was her only way to stop the emotional abuse that had consumed her 

more then her colon cancer had. There are VERY sick people in this world that enjoy tormenting other people to the point of causing the victim of 

bullying to take their own life even though she had years to live since she had beat cancer. My hope is that God will DAMN those people who bully 

others as a sport. This is NOT just a jr high or high school problem it too has become a national epidemic that needs to stop. I believe that this 

death needs to be looked at as a homicide rather than a suicide and will ask the Michigan Attorney General Bill Schuette and his staff to investigate 

the circumstances and the events that led up to this sad ending for my friend Jet Trish Kraus. Rest in Peace Trish as your tormentors can bully you 

no more. For those who do not know Trish Kraus died sometime on Friday 8-16-2013 and was found by her neighbor across the street from where 

she lived. A police investigation continues into the circumstances in order to rule out foul play."
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591 8/18/13 8/18/13 23:09 Final Thoughts
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Joeyisalittl
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pot.com  

Well if people read what they will find out is that we never said much about her. Personally, the only thing I am against is fake 501c3 entities and 

people who want to take out politicians in office via violent methods that are not part of the current legal system verse using voting numbers. I 

am also against hate against arabs. There are a lot of nice people here in Detroit area but some people have this set prejudice about muslims 

because of the small amount of whackjob jihadist overseas. Nonetheless that were the only nation going all over the globe installing our way of life 

as if we are Klingons. Just saying.

592 8/18/13 8/19/13 0:24 Final Thoughts

woman 
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helped 

Windsor 

with the 

filming of 

the 

document

ary who 

committed 

suicide 

apparently 
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because of 

the 

harassmen

t of 

Joeyisalittl

ekid.blogs

pot.com  

Anon we accepted Allie Gate after she probably clapped in DC at bills plan have those Grand Juries and hosted Talkshoes also
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593 8/18/13 8/19/13 14:27 Final Thoughts

woman 
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Windsor 
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filming of 

the 
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ary who 
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apparently 

in part 

because of 

the 
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t of 

Joeyisalittl

ekid.blogs

pot.com  

Bill once wrote me and i am going to ask hom in an email, was he provoking me with "big man". Here is the mail; "You have done your damage 

and have committed your crimes. I ask again big boy, send me your address. Absent that, cease and desist. Further emails orposts from you 

constitute the crime of stalking here in Montana."  Thoughts? I wonder i see tiny email there but where is bills response mail?

594 8/18/13 8/19/13 18:42 Final Thoughts
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I want to know who is responsible for this http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-201_162-57599191/b-1-bomber-crashes-in-southeast-montana/
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595 8/20/13 8/20/13 11:24

Open Thread - Let's honor 

Trish better and move over 

here
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ekid.blogs

pot.com  

What Are the odds that bill wins the appeal for the ppo against boushie all because sean does not respond with all the proof that bill has been 

stalking him.

596 8/20/13 8/20/13 14:35

Open Thread - Let's honor 

Trish better and move over 

here

woman 
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helped 

Windsor 
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filming of 

the 

document

ary who 
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t of 

Joeyisalittl

ekid.blogs

pot.com  

Who is the new innocent woman bill is harassing?
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597 8/20/13 8/20/13 16:35

Open Thread - Let's honor 

Trish better and move over 

here

woman 

who 

helped 

Windsor 

with the 

filming of 

the 

document

ary who 

committed 

suicide 

apparently 

in part 

because of 

the 

harassmen

t of 

Joeyisalittl

ekid.blogs

pot.com  

Wow thats the 2nd incitement to kill tiny in 2 weeks

598 8/20/13 8/21/13 13:36
The eyes and lies of Bill 

Windsor, the narcissist 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

So the univerisity police have jurisdiction off campus to enact a search warrant?

599 8/20/13 8/21/13 16:03
The eyes and lies of Bill 

Windsor, the narcissist 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Harmless, NDTDT you dont understand his hate for muslims wgo are islamic and how he has interventions with them a few cities away from where 

i live at. 

600 8/20/13 8/21/13 16:16
The eyes and lies of Bill 

Windsor, the narcissist 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

His free speech is used to get in front of a city of muslims and tell them all they are not welcome in america

601 8/20/13 8/21/13 16:18
The eyes and lies of Bill 

Windsor, the narcissist 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

http://www.freep.com/article/20130517/NEWS02/305170101/arab-festival-canceled-dearborn
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602 8/20/13 8/21/13 16:34
The eyes and lies of Bill 

Windsor, the narcissist 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

So basically what your saying is that your only interested in bill and not all of the encompassing lawless america people?

603 8/20/13 8/21/13 23:52
The eyes and lies of Bill 

Windsor, the narcissist 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Sluggo, i want a rebate because my defensive tools broke, I think it had something to do with that all so powerful carpal tunnel grip.

604 8/21/13 8/22/13 20:59

Is it all just Grandiose 

Delusions of a Narcissist Man 

Named William M Windsor? 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

So in a nutshell the campus told bill they have no jurisdiction and to get lost

605 8/22/13 8/22/13 15:59 The Sting 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Its not there. Were suppose to take his word. Also he states this is part of the pilot. Well it is of poor filming. 

606 8/22/13 8/22/13 20:39 The Sting 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

I think bill should let the police read all of his mail but he wont do that. Some other dealings might be incriminating.

607 8/22/13 8/22/13 21:39 The Sting 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

You ever notice that Bill Talks about his "opinion alot" there no "Facts" http://hamiltonmontananews.blogspot.com/2013/08/university-of-

montana-aids-stalker-for.html

608 8/23/13 8/23/13 18:45
Dangerous Leaders - By 

NBTDT 

comparing 

Windsor to 

Hitler

Attorney, Email me please need to consult with you. You will want to hear about this.

609 8/23/13 8/23/13 18:57
Dangerous Leaders - By 

NBTDT 

comparing 

Windsor to 

Hitler

I have proof that lawless America Association was either formed fraudulently or Bill Windsor and His wife have perjured themselves in court. 

That is all I can say until I speak to the right people about this.

610 8/23/13 8/23/13 18:58
Dangerous Leaders - By 

NBTDT 

comparing 

Windsor to 

Hitler

I feel like TMZ

611 8/23/13 8/23/13 19:50
Dangerous Leaders - By 

NBTDT 

comparing 

Windsor to 

Hitler

http://tinypic.com/r/2zedx1l/5
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612 8/23/13 8/23/13 20:10
Dangerous Leaders - By 

NBTDT 

comparing 

Windsor to 

Hitler

Ninja, She said she did not know about it all or had nothing to do with it or no responsibility. I don't think a divorce gets you out of being the 

Director. If she did say that then well it is another fraud. Some people might claim I am giving a reason to sue more. I say his goose has been 

exposed and being slow roasted.

613 8/23/13 8/23/13 20:11
Dangerous Leaders - By 

NBTDT 

comparing 

Windsor to 

Hitler

I smell a tax fraud there are more documents on the way

614 8/23/13 8/24/13 0:01
Dangerous Leaders - By 

NBTDT 

comparing 

Windsor to 

Hitler

http://youtu.be/XIKZBn_H30o

615 8/23/13 8/24/13 0:45
Dangerous Leaders - By 

NBTDT 

comparing 

Windsor to 

Hitler

http://youtu.be/aFMRYkvMVII redone ooops.

616 8/23/13 8/24/13 0:56
Dangerous Leaders - By 

NBTDT 

comparing 

Windsor to 

Hitler

We will probably not hear from Bill for the rest of the weekend he will be busy with making a lawsuit up over the affidavit attached to the PPO. 

617 8/23/13 8/24/13 0:58
Dangerous Leaders - By 

NBTDT 

comparing 

Windsor to 

Hitler

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gZ_h2HC1DyI

618 8/23/13 8/24/13 10:27
Dangerous Leaders - By 

NBTDT 

comparing 

Windsor to 

Hitler

I am sure my e-mail to the university chief of police about windsors plan had no bearing on this either 

619 8/23/13 8/24/13 10:28
Dangerous Leaders - By 

NBTDT 

comparing 

Windsor to 

Hitler

i forwarded his email exchange to him. where Bill admits 100% to everything is true. That was the best part

620 8/23/13 8/24/13 15:03
Dangerous Leaders - By 

NBTDT 

comparing 

Windsor to 

Hitler

http://tinypic.com/r/wix6hl/5 Bills email

621 8/23/13 8/24/13 15:23
Dangerous Leaders - By 

NBTDT 

comparing 

Windsor to 

Hitler

in light of the suicide of Trish. I start to wonder. if it is as Marty P. States from her involvement in Lawless America and pressing on into a huge 

political campaign then all of those people out there who are day in day out living every breath hate politics such as she and others felt that the 

only way for change was to gather angry mobs and have 50,000 support death penalty sentences as if it was the inquisition or the british in 1776. 

Really, people get all worked up about life and politics that they have strokes, heart attacks, and other health issues. They become mental patients 

over paranoia and much more. They let issues they have no control of bombard their personal lives. Look the facebook pages of some and you will 

never find photos of the great saturday afternoon BBQ they had because they never go they are at home digging up dirt on the next Joe for what? 

Then you wonder how lonely they get all secluded from family and friends because they don't want interaction. Though trish and david were two 

peas of the same pod. Sharing the American Dream or the American Revolutionary Dream. One might ask, how sick was she and did the stress she 

had from all of this political stuff enable cancer to come back. Just thoughts. 

622 8/26/13 8/26/13 19:17 Pervert On the Run 

Windsor’s 

filming of a 

TV show in 

Montana

Marty, Unfortunately I have documents in my person that show Barbara is the Director of Lawless America, actually as it says now the only 

identified sole Director. Either she volunteered or Bill Fraudulently created a non-profit in delaware with her name. Do you know what it was 

because I don't. Marty, let me ask you this are you in support of charging politicians with Treason and putting them to Death? All I need is a 

Yes or No. Thanks.

623 8/26/13 8/26/13 23:06 Pervert On the Run 

Windsor’s 

filming of a 

TV show in 

Montana

Now, Maybe Marty has not watched Bills Videos where he explicitly said that donations financed 1/2 of last years trip. And no matter what, I 

the rules apply to all non profits of all types. Non profits are not suppose to be political in nature. And Bill has been running a 

politicalcampaign. 
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624 8/26/13 8/27/13 0:23 Pervert On the Run 

Windsor’s 

filming of a 

TV show in 

Montana

Prehn must had been out to dinner when this occured 

625 8/27/13 8/28/13 8:27
Yes I Con  - By The Yapinator 

(formerly known as Yappy

expressing 

the 

opinion 

that 

Windsor is 

a high-

functionin

g 

sociopath 

with 

extreme 

narcissistic 

tendencies

If Bill were to Sue me first I would counter Claim. I would also Ask for his Mental Examination. I would also Deposition him for all evidence 

from his computer and more. He truly would not like forking over his laptop to someone. LOL Anyhow, I am thinking that The IRS who has 

been notified by myself about his fraudulent 501c3 is out there and also other law enforcement such as the FBI who have told me they 

forwarded his information to the Domestic Terrorism Group. So the issues for Windsor are getting bigger.

626 8/27/13 8/29/13 2:07
Yes I Con  - By The Yapinator 

(formerly known as Yappy

expressing 

the 

opinion 

that 

Windsor is 

a high-

functionin

g 

sociopath 

with 

extreme 

narcissistic 

tendencies

"I am officially off the filming circuit until further notice. My efforts will be focused as exclusively as possible on raising financing." Translation = 

Trying to drum up new lawsuits. And accepting donations for a fake 501c3. Gald I faxed the IRS almost 50 sheets of documents that is way 

short of Bills 6500 that he sent out.

627 8/29/13 8/29/13 18:45 Bill's Death Drive 

expressing 

the belief 

that 

Windsor 

wants to 

die 

believing 

that he has 

achieved 

immortalit

y as a 

martyr

Ninja those are the words of a paranoid schizophrenic guy. 
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628 8/29/13 8/29/13 19:10 Bill's Death Drive 

expressing 

the belief 

that 

Windsor 

wants to 

die 

believing 

that he has 

achieved 

immortalit

y as a 

martyr

I wonder if he is a hypochondriac?

629 8/29/13 8/29/13 19:11 Bill's Death Drive 

expressing 

the belief 

that 

Windsor 

wants to 

die 

believing 

that he has 

achieved 

immortalit

y as a 

martyr

All this leads to his obsessive filing, hes has this addiction with Drama. Like a living real life reality Show.

630 8/29/13 8/30/13 11:27 Bill's Death Drive 

expressing 

the belief 

that 

Windsor 

wants to 

die 

believing 

that he has 

achieved 

immortalit

y as a 

martyr

http://www.networksolutions.com/whois/results.jsp?domain=Dianegochin.com

631 8/30/13 8/30/13 15:51
After Defeat Bill Goes in to 

Hiding 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Attorney check pacer and the original fjg. Billy has filed what i call a master piece
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632 8/30/13 8/30/13 21:14
After Defeat Bill Goes in to 

Hiding 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

633 8/30/13 8/30/13 21;35
After Defeat Bill Goes in to 

Hiding 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

For your viewing pleasure https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B_58763AViKxQTdXelJfS2doNlk/edit?usp=sharing

634 8/30/13 8/30/13 23:36
After Defeat Bill Goes in to 

Hiding 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

635 8/30/13 8/31/13 0:28
After Defeat Bill Goes in to 

Hiding 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

636 8/30/13 8/31/13 0:36
After Defeat Bill Goes in to 

Hiding 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

637 8/30/13 8/31/13 0:44
After Defeat Bill Goes in to 

Hiding Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

It is interesting While I bet that none of these activists this weekend will post nothing about how they had a great labor day on their facebook page. 

Instead they will sit at home ordering pizza at home looking for the next person to start drama with because they have lost some family division 

case, or something else. Maybe they stayed with some dumbass douchebag who beat them up more than once but stayed there because they 

could not leave for who knows what reasons. telling others who ask why that they don't understand the situation, well neither do we while we 

come to get you out of the hospital for getting beat up. Or those people who believe the government is some globalist and is stuck watching 

infowars and want their country back. They are all glued to the computer typing up crap this weekend because instead of going out to a family 

picnic they cant because all the family is doing to them is go away not more junk about your personal stuff that bombards my FB feed more than 

someone sending Karma messages. How about a campaign to take back your life and have fun not drama? Seriously. If it wasn't for boushie's 1000 

mails to Bill he would be at home without a weirdo following him. If it were not for you being tied up thinking this guy was going to really do what 

reverse your case or put you in some michael moore film of types or get you to a senate hearing that never took place seriously I am not sure what 

you thought would occur. But common you have got involved with the drama club. that is what happens. 

638 8/30/13 8/31/13 0:59
After Defeat Bill Goes in to 

Hiding 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

There is an easier way but it will take everyone who is serious to send a letter to a certain place if we have a thing I can call in and explain it 

and all. But, I am making sure it will work. He's not technically cybersquatting but, he is abusing the domains. That can be fought against and 

would really hurt not just him but also Ryan and the entire empire of domain selling they do for a living. If you can get ICANN or for instance if 

you get a federal banning him from buying domains that would be best. 
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639 8/30/13 8/31/13 1:36
After Defeat Bill Goes in to 

Hiding 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

640 8/30/13 8/31/13 12:01
After Defeat Bill Goes in to 

Hiding 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

641 8/30/13 8/31/13 9:53
After Defeat Bill Goes in to 

Hiding 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

642 8/30/13 8/31/13 12:04
After Defeat Bill Goes in to 

Hiding 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

I want to say that I do not feel sorry for Allie at all being caught up in Bills BS. After all she did jump on the corruption band wagon and want her 

story to get press and testimony. When you get involved publicly with this crap things happen. Sometimes not so good. 

643 8/30/13 8/31/13 12:08
After Defeat Bill Goes in to 

Hiding 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

There are others who have never been a part of some movement that followed bill who are just people who dislike Billls ways who dislike his ideas 

and more who are able to comment like I do when I hear on the news all that junk. People say to me, Hey you can't compare talking about BIll or 

whomever online to talking about Sean Hannity or Glenn Beck on a separate blog because they are superstars and they are not but they post all 

the drama they have of their life online and invite all to read it and go woooo ohhhhh yeaaaaaa. Im behind you without question or anything. So, 

its the same to me. 

644 8/30/13 8/31/13 12:17
After Defeat Bill Goes in to 

Hiding 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

So on tuesday I am going to get a FOIA from the police and get the facts of when it was that Allie filed a police report about her child. According to 

an email there should be 2. If there is only one then she waited 3 months afterwards which I swear that is how I heard the story from her lips 

unedited from bill in an interview. If there are two they should be 3 months apart approximately.  I have the following thought, What was the 

reason for making a video with bill in the first place Allie? What did you expect? How was it going to help you in court if people were watching you 

so close anyhow? You might as well as wrote an op-ed article in the news paper.

645 8/30/13 8/31/13 18:44
After Defeat Bill Goes in to 

Hiding 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.
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646 8/30/13 8/31/13 12:24
After Defeat Bill Goes in to 

Hiding 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Here is my take on Bills being able to file Allie... So your attorney gets him remanded back to being able to file int he first place. This would 

supposedly get a precedence set forth for him not to file again you'd think. But then how was he able to file against you in the first place? 

Think about it. The previous paperwork and order did nothing to stop him from filing at all. the basis of your defense is that he wants to take 

away someones 1st amendment right to have an opinion about an issue that is political in nature verse defamation of a political figure who ran 

for office and suing as a political non profit who is on a project to gain supporters to the cause. So... My opinion here is that if you don't want 

to have bill be successful in future litigation and set a bar the only case law used is one where someone makes a decision not getting it tossed 

out. See if you take away his right to file then you never get a decision that says you can have a right to make a police report and or make post 

on a blog about any issue. I am sure people are watching this if indeed they understood the ramifications of this case in its entirety. 

647 8/30/13 8/31/13 18:58
After Defeat Bill Goes in to 

Hiding 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Bob you are exactly correct in what your saying about the ex-bill followers. they came here because we were against bill. Bill was awesome 

until he ditched them for disagreeing with him. So they think that we like them and will agree with their stories. But yet if they go back to this 

blogs archive prior to March we can see that people really talked about them too because those same people flocked here thinking we would 

join forces. Well we have the same people with the same attitudes as bill just over here who dislike anyone disagreeing with them and if we do 

then were Flaming men activists or pedophiles or government agents. For months I used an alias on Facebook and posted things and was told I 

was everything they called bill. I speak to almost everyone after bill talks to them, meaning that I call just about everyone outside Joeys who 

BIll contacts and writes about. I don't that he knows. Why I do it. I want them to know the truth. what I get the most from Police are...we 

know he is a sovereign. I get from people at news agencies that he is a lunatic and he calls and emails them all the time. I have spoken to court 

clerks and they are just frustrated by him and his filings. Yet not one person really cares enough about him and are just happy he's gone when 

he leaves. But one person told me that crazy people that have these really angered issues if you don't believe in them they like to turn the 

table to make you look bad like your the one with the issues. Its a mental issue. Seriously. Like an addiction. Some people think that the 

government is hacking their e-mail, listening to the phones and sending them subliminal messages. Heck some thought the FBI agents were 

present at the DC meet up. Maybe so. When you talk about plans to take out politicians people listen and watch closely. the problem is right 

now 50% of america dislikes what the current administrations is doing. Like should we attack syria or not. Is the TSA over bearing or are they 

just under trained dimwits abusing power and are not in some conspiracy. Its like watching a movie national Treasure or something like the 

divinci code. 

648 8/30/13 8/31/13 19:11
After Defeat Bill Goes in to 

Hiding 
Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

You know the word "stalking" and "harassment" and all gets kicked around a lot. I defend those to have opinions. while we type a lot about 

bill here. then we get upset when someone talks about our own cases that are out there on our own FB pages personal or such. There are 

going to be people who really disbelieve in the stories. I have told people about other stories I just seem to be like the hatfield and McCoy's. 

First I say that last november 5 members of Michigan for Parental Rights ran for office and Zero were elected. I would blame part of this 

because they have publish information that is not true and have elaborate conspiracies similar to Ron Paul who will did not win the 

presidency. America for the most part is not into all of these corruption issues. Sure we see in the news about politicians like Kwame Kilpatrick 

the mayor of Detroit. You know who voted him in? People who wanted him in there. Politics is about who you can convince to believe in you 

and what your for. Its never about what you can get accomplished. Getting Bills in place and laws in place takes more than just you in office. 

Anyhow. I am done for now. No I am not for Suing Bill either. But, I am for stopping him from raising funding for getting a tv series that nobody 

will watch that supports his real idea of violently taking out candidates.

649 8/30/13 8/31/13 19:13
After Defeat Bill Goes in to 

Hiding 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Actually Anon @ 7:01 Bill did not put the custody case on the radar Ally did. She asked lawless to support her and they all did. They were suppose 

to go and bill said he was going to go to court to support her until the had a fall out then bill said he would support her husband instead. Lets get 

that fact straight. It's all on talkshoe.
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650 8/30/13 8/31/13 19:40
After Defeat Bill Goes in to 

Hiding 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

oceans your rights and he also did the same extreme when he supported her before. I agree that it does suck. People think that court cases like 

termination and all aspects of custody should be provided to the world. But its personal in nature and hurtful and people get angry and there are 

sides and really there are no winners. Just like in marriage where you love someone and try to work it out. Divorce is a place where no matter how 

much your mad your going to have to work it out when children are involved. Unfortunately people have big ego, we are selfish, and the court 

makes it worse with the stupid titles of custodial and not custodial. There are things that seem unfair like child support. But there are no real 

checks after you get your divorced finalized. People bring motions against each other not courts. The court has no enforcement arm other than 

child support and contempt of court issues asked by the other spouse. People in general can determine wether the divorce and the time there after 

is rough and brutal themselves. Its a two way street. People need to handle their case alone and I suggest yes getting an attorney. They are familiar 

with the operations at court. They play court politics and do business there and know the rules of the court and talk so you don't have to make a 

fool of yourself. 

651 8/30/13 8/31/13 19:43
After Defeat Bill Goes in to 

Hiding 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

Here is what I say. Allie does not want anyone to know about this all and have a bias wether not this has to do with her custody well its really all 

water under the bridge. You did what you did. You joined forces with bill and filmed for some reason. You were getting support for your case. if it 

was a mistake then so be it. Stick up for what you did and why you did if people ask. You cant deny it all occurred. 

652 8/30/13 8/31/13 20:04
After Defeat Bill Goes in to 

Hiding 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

653 8/30/13 8/31/13 20:07
After Defeat Bill Goes in to 

Hiding 

Windsor's 

filming of 

the pilot 

for a 

television 

series

This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

654 8/31/13 8/31/13 20:58 Prisoner of Rage woman 

filmed for 

the movie

Not to bleed over here sorry a summarization to the last post can be summarized at this, " think, with a three year old, I would think long and hard 

about involving any government agency. Too often they do more harm than good and I see no point in taking that chance" No trust in the 

government at all. So what happens you turn into raging narcissistic wanting everyone to do as you do and "would most likely "handle" the 

situation on my own anyway" WTH is what I say. We need to start getting people to understand that not everyone is against then then we would 

not have the hate like this. 

655 8/31/13 9/2/13 13:35 Prisoner of Rage 

woman 

filmed for 

the movie

Yes Anon bring it on. Tidbits about my scummy life. Sweet. They will just be comments I have made in disbelief about your issues that are 

summarized in what I've posted here on this board. So your going to stalk all my info on the internet. Find out that I'm some normal dude with an 

opinion and then what? Call the FCC to complain saying I post on the internet and make youtube videos? Good Luck. Here is my stance. As I have 

said and will say again it is my right to have an opinion about the overstreet case or anyones case. BTW I have watched people take down women 

who disagree. Isn't what the AMPP verse PMA is all about women who are at each other because of who thinks what oh yeah a big giant same sex 

battle online. How many times must the police go over and over the stuff that she says? Here is what I am going to do. I am going to start a playlist 

on youtube about these matters today just for you. It it will be like a Rush limbaugh or a Sean hannity type of thing. Thanks for the inspiration. 

656 8/31/13 9/2/13 12:10 Prisoner of Rage 
woman 

filmed for 

the movie

Dipshit? No you did not LOL. First that is not what it said on my screen. LOL. You think that is what it says. No women are trixxx LOL. Your 

absolutely nuts. From this I can tell that you thought my Crocker experiment was someone else just by this. You even once said my Sarah was 

Sarah from the UK. LOL. That was hilarious. If you want to know, A BBW is a big Beautiful Woman. I understand that many women over size 10 

believe they are over weight. I do not have to explain to you my personal life about This BBW thing. 
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657 8/31/13 9/2/13 12:23 Prisoner of Rage 
woman 

filmed for 

the movie

The simple fact of Sarah Crocker is that anyone could be a made up name or a real person with a real life not interested but with an opinion 

against or not for your cause and if they respond to the information put out by lori handrahans or the Maria Melinns or the Deanna Kloostra or the 

Loryn Ryders in life who post all of their life and the story they are advocating on line and if I or someone as in a fake person who could be a real 

person disagrees they are a pedophile, a government spy. etc. I knew you would call Sarah all of that because you do that to every outsider that 

comes there and says something or questions about it. When you all post in public news stories and propaganda them with your your junk, the 

commenters say something you tell them they don't know nothing and that they are wrong. Its really sorry. Some of these people want to run for 

political office. 

658 8/31/13 9/2/13 12:33 Prisoner of Rage 

woman 

filmed for 

the movie

here is the the screen shot re construcuted http://i41.tinypic.com/17zmko.jpg Does not say Trixxxie LOL

659 8/31/13 9/2/13 12:41 Prisoner of Rage 
woman 

filmed for 

the movie

Ginger the funny thing is when I call the regional FCC office on tuesday and speak to them. I have actually met the director there at a meeting 

before when they gave us some information for Amateur radio. Marty is full of it. If anything the FBI could be wiretapping him. I do know the FCC 

has a listening post that they use that can segment a radio signal anywhere in the world. When I call I am going to make sure they know he is 

having imaginary conversations and talking about agents threatening people with legal stuff. Interesting. 

660 8/31/13 9/2/13 12:52 Prisoner of Rage 

woman 

filmed for 

the movie

I want to know what it the opinion on this photo http://i40.tinypic.com/95ms92.jpg

661 8/31/13 9/2/13 14:46 Prisoner of Rage 

woman 

filmed for 

the movie

She put her son in an forensic interview on youtube basically for the world to see and then when it was questioned someone told me that it was 

overseen by a Dr. who is named Judith Faye. So I look at the database for licenses and she does not have one. This woman Judith Faye ran for 

commissioner like Deanna Kloostra did and lost. Kloostra came out with a conspiracy theory that the voting machines were rigged based on a 

mistake on the county website. Furthermore Kloostra was participating in removing signs from certain candidates and tampering with signs along 

with asking voters to take photographs of the their voting cards while at the machine before submitting them and filing it at the clerks office. 

Hence there are to be no cameras in the voting areas. These are the people you want elected? I'm bashing women who shout on a street corner at 

the court that federal funds are buying custody and have elaborate schemes. Seriously, Should I go on about them? About how they Abused Swan 

are against men and families overall. How they Maria makes an 12 hour ride to DC but complains of waiting 5 hours for court at the court house. I 

don't dispute the fact that her and her husband equally hit each other probably. And at the same time after the back incident they also had sex and 

had a kid. Just like I don't buy into Kloostra elaborate conspiracy that 5/3 bank is giving loans to give money to judges etc. I don't believe in Lori 

Handrahan's case that the government is child trafficking. I don't believe that loryn Ryders child is being abused daily. I don't believe Maria's claim 

that she put out that her child is in danger. I don't believe a lot of things that are out there put on websites by people. It just so happens a majority 

of those people are women. I also know I don't believe Bill's or schied's ideas about corruption nor I don't believe info wars and all those people 

who post all of their crap on the facebook timelines. So if I talk about it that makes me a woman hating cyber terrorist? PFFFFFT. 

662 8/31/13 9/2/13 14:54 Prisoner of Rage 

woman 

filmed for 

the movie

Do you know that the author of harry potter wrote an entire book using a fictitious name. Many people have fictitious names. Sarah Crocker was 

a good one. It really proved the fact that yourselves were hell bent on taking her down because she advocated against you as i stated that I don't 

buy into the junk spewed. It would be different if the police charged someone with a crime. Your defense is that those people who beat us up and 

are committing DV against up are getting away with it due to the good ole buddy network int he police corruption so I want to join forces with bill 

windsor until a time that he says I don't believe you. Maybe it was the loryn Ryder videos of her child crying in the car during a handoff to the other 

parent that was over the top. It is just like NBTDT says most of these issues are custody battles that the parents cant get along so a child will never 

have normalcy or peace until they are 18. Sometimes it is best to remove the child from this arguing. Do you think it is right to keep a child in a 

situation where there is fighting all the time or with someone with such anger or with some bashing mean hatred person? I don't think that great 

moral support of being a person to look up to as a parental mentor. This goes for men and women. 

663 8/31/13 9/2/13 14:59 Prisoner of Rage 
woman 

filmed for 

the movie

Well I know for a fact that PMZH is a melinn supporter. I think Sarah can attest to that fact. Melinn, Loryn Ryder, Lori Handrahan, and Susan 

Wigglesworth AKA PMZH have campaigned together. Along with Marias friends who I am not sure who they all are but they don't follow court 

rules like windsor does. They record phone conversations, they also take cameras into court when your not suppose to. There is a reason why 

some courts are in private. Protecting what is said its personal. Of course these people dislike you saying anything against their case. So if they had 

court for instance at the downtown courtyard for all to see and then people had to give an opinion and it was against them then what? 
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664 8/31/13 9/2/13 15:04 Prisoner of Rage woman 

who was 

filmed for 

the movie

This is why NBTDT that they will never change anything. What lawmaker is going to sit with these advocates and talk about change when they 

will fry the lawmaker for not making changes they want or doing as they say. Sound familiar? Bill Windsor? If they dislike you they try to make a 

moral defamation of you. I wish I had the youtube comments up. But, One time Melinn and Klootra made remarks on my youtube video and in 

public comment that I was drunk and on drugs. I spoke to the attorneys who did work for kloostra that she does not like because they did not get 

what she wants and all and she did the same thing to them said they were drunks. Kloostra said the entire staff of the county government were 

drunks. Were talking about people who disparage attorneys and then give legal advice to women for the cases. They are really borderline giving 

legal advice illegally. 

665 8/31/13 9/2/13 15:05 Prisoner of Rage 

woman 

filmed for 

the movie

I want to know is Bedwell Jewish or a messianic Jew? There is a difference. 

666 8/31/13 9/2/13 15:19 Prisoner of Rage 

woman 

filmed for 

the movie

Oh for Christ Sake, OY VEH! Just Joking. I was channeling my Jewish side there. I am no comedian. You know Melinn makes references to Hitler 

along with other Jewish verbage. She is also Messianic. If you ask her she is Christian but has a complete Jewish Bible. This is where I believe in 

opinion again that a child can have a screwed up sense of religious identity. Judaism and Christianity have two very different ideologies. No you can 

not have both because they do not support each other at all. Having a dual home where as you celebrate both is different. I can be a jew 

celebrating Christmas just to share the joy of a holiday with my friends etc. It's not my belief but it is my sharing who they are as a friend etc. 

Messianics are people who are wanting to encompass both religions for some added benefit. If I went by Maria Melina understanding of who a 

Hebrew was we are all Hebrew because we all were descendants of God etc. But also we would be African Americans or at least I would be 

because Jews once lived in Egypt Hence Africa. Even though the africans Americans speak of are Tribal black people from central Africa and not 

Arab county decent. Anyhow, I also note that every Messianic that I have spoken to home schools for the most part because they despise the 

government. They have traits of people who like to revolt against any normal or major ideas. Just my experiences.

667 8/31/13 9/2/13 15:25 Prisoner of Rage 
woman 

filmed for 

the movie

ANON at 3:13 you are probably right there are probably great messianic people. But there seem at least everyone I meet has some hidden agenda 

that they want to convert us Jews using their Jewish half. IDK. Christianity is proven to me in its own writings to be an oxymoronic religion at least 

what is taught by Paul. Add on the fact that most empires of the world have killed others who are not of the main stream religion and that if you 

pay attention that every Christian Republican who ran for the GOP primary wanted to make an amendment to the constitution to instil religion 

domination into America. Crazy. I dont like talking religion but my point is that it is used by these people as a pitty party type of thing. YOUR ON US 

JEWS. type of thing. 

668 8/31/13 9/2/13 15:32 Prisoner of Rage 
woman 

filmed for 

the movie

here is what I am talking about https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=478696078887316&set=pb.214682765288650.-

2207520000.1378153575.&type=3&theater Seriously, she is using it to say the judge is like hitler and she is this poor woman. Common. and I am 

bashing her? She is like an advocate and also putting this out into the public for all to see. Make your own decision. Jews just don't make hitler 

jokes or WW2 jokes. But they do I had this tweet to me that Melinns mother who is supposedly 1/2 jewish was enough for her to be killed at the 

death camps. But, The issue remains that there is a huge difference between a Hebrew and a Jewish person even back in ww2. Many Jews hid and 

changed to get out alive. But if your messianic you really care sometimes about Jewish History like the holocaust. 

669 8/31/13 9/2/13 15:35 Prisoner of Rage 

woman 

filmed for 

the movie

I think some homeschoolers do segregate the children from society for reasons. I don't see anything wrong with restrictions on tv I did it too. So, 

IDK. I like freedom of religion choice. what I dislike is abusing your choice and making it a hinderance on others. 

670 8/31/13 9/2/13 15:39 Prisoner of Rage 

woman 

filmed for 

the movie

ok well I am going to eat in the meanwhile I want to know what makes me a Cyberstalking, Cyberterroist. BTW I will take your donations and I am 

not a 501c3. LOL

671 8/31/13 9/1/13 22:27 Prisoner of Rage 

woman 

filmed for 

the movie

I cant figure out what marty has to do with the story he posted. A guy in wyoming who tried to kill his wife and... Marty and the FBI are tied to this 

how?

672 8/31/13 9/1/13 22:56 Prisoner of Rage 

woman 

filmed for 

the movie

I cant figure out what marty has to do with the story he posted. A guy in wyoming who tried to kill his wife and... Marty and the FBI are tied to this 

how?
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673 8/31/13 9/1/13 23:56 Prisoner of Rage 

woman 

filmed for 

the movie

So it appears that Maria Melinn and Friends have made a large post calling myself a cyber stalker and terrorist. Must be the new thing to call 

people who can not deal with others who dislike what they post about themselves on a public forum. But that is ok. The facts are that the FCC has 

no jurisdiction over youtube. I have never impersonated a judge. Here is her post here http://tinypic.com/view.php?pic=10mll08&s=5 . In the time 

I used this alias I had many people think she was someone else. Why because they did not know who she was. They thought she was a agent of the 

government, a Judge, someones family member. They thought all sorts of crazy ideas about Ms. Crocker. It was all really a test to show that these 

people who are on these pages are paranoid and start any crazy rumor and think they know it all. Maria and others who post their stories on FB 

pages, and blogs on the internet should be aware that others will comment all we want about your personal life. It is not stalking, you invited it. 

Your asking for the entire world to come check you out twittering the world about your case. A far cry from terrorism or stalking.  In light of this I 

am worn out arguing over non-sense that is meaningless. Because bill is right. these people are nobodies well at least to the rest of the world. If 

you disagree with them about what they advertised and news flashed all over and whatnot your wrong. It is like someone telling your going to hell 

for not believing in Jesus or a traitor for liking the government or whatever.  I have decided to spend the rest of my time of my life without the 

drama addicts of Facebook and the internet. While I don't mind talking about news and other hollywood gossip nobody cares to talk about the 

cases of others. And personally I don't think they care.  So, like they say in shark tank the show, IM out. Good luck peeps. You can watch the 

youtube vids. Final thoughts is that it was interesting to see Bills org dissolve. To find people who spread untruths about things and people who 

bash each other 24x7 a day. 

674 8/31/13 9/1/13 19:14 Prisoner of Rage 
woman 

filmed for 

the movie

MArty and company are also upset with the city neighboring mine. I live 3 miles away from the border of Troy, MI.  One commenter writes...  

"Almost everyone in to any Office in TROY MICHIGAN elected or Non-elected..is a LIBERAL COMPUTER TROLL protected by the City of TROY's l;aw 

deptment. TROY POLICE" Furthermore you can read this...  http://www.eclectablog.com/2013/08/disgraced-and-recalled-tea-party-troy-mayor-

janice-daniels-is-running-for-troy-city-council.html  The point is Marty is a bleeding tea party member. Make your own conclusions. Last time 

Sluggo did not like what I said. But the actions of the tea party members I have seem to be overboard and gray line revolutionists.  and this guy 

who supports those people.  http://youtu.be/-zwEJpDGlHY 

675 9/4/13 9/6/13 12:42
TIMOTHY BEDWELL 

GUILTY!!!!!
father of a 

woman 

filmed for 

the movie 

who was 

convicted 

of crimes 

in Alaska

In the case of Maria Melinn who has probably 6 or more fb pages of sorts like a cause or community page that she manages or co-manages she 

uses them all along with twitter to post her rants and complaints about her ex on a constant basis. Just the same as saving mila and the claudine 

dombrowski. What gets me with these people is truly they post the facebook pages, tweets, and make website advertising looking for people to 

land or read about thier issues and when you read all the information they post and you dont agree and post your own opinion they lash out at you 

and make you appear as you have an issue with understanding what they put out or that your supporting bad people. In this case their ex spouses 

the supposed abusers. The crocker expiriment worked well. It proved that they believe not only maria but most of these people that anyone who is 

new to comment who is an unbeliever is well a government official from cps or a abuser lover or sorts. They even said they had proof my fake 

person was her judge and she was going to present that in court. I actually believe she did. I could not stop laughing of how really they honestly 

believe people are someone else. They want to say you have libled them when infact its your opinion on what they put out to the world as if i cant 

have an opinion. I also cant repeat or quote what they wrote? Melinn and her team of friend have wrote and conjured up and posted conspiracies 

and information about people that she does not like just as bill did with overstreet and others. This is what these people do they want to have it 

there way and they are right no matter what. One true fact is that melinn likes to use her hebrew though non jewish faith to her advantage. Just as 

she abuses her disability for convience and sits 8hours to a trip to dc when she says she cant sit down for no longer than 15-30mins at a time. The 

fact is she what she can do is much different than her out dated posted public information.

676 9/4/13 9/6/13 12:51
TIMOTHY BEDWELL 

GUILTY!!!!!

father of a 

woman 

filmed for 

the movie 

who was 

convicted 

of crimes 

in Alaska

She continues to strung out the drama on a daily basis so her son living now can live it until he is 18. Why im not sure. She even has him doing an 

interview about it all. Thats not cool

677 9/6/13 9/6/13 14:50
Bill Takes To the Streets to 

Beg For Money

claiming 

Windsor's 

movie was 

a scam

Marty has narrowed it down between ed the talking horse and richard nixon
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678 9/6/13 9/6/13 17:29
Bill Takes To the Streets to 

Beg For Money

claiming 

Windsor's 

movie was 

a scam

Spoke to the fcc and they are aware of prehn. We had some good laughs.

679 9/6/13 9/7/13 7:47
Bill Takes To the Streets to 

Beg For Money

claiming 

Windsor's 

movie was 

a scam

I have decided because Ms. Melinn has named me as a conspirator to help her ex spouse violate his PPO that he has I have decided to send a letter 

to the judge. This letter entails me talking about her continual bashing of her her spouse. I know that in the past he was charged with Domestic 

abuse just as Ms. Melinn was also. Both of them have equally assaulted each other. I do not though believe he "Broke her Back" and if her back was 

injured in their fall together after a pushing match then I believe it was nothing he did on purpose. It wasn't as if he suflexed here in some WWF 

move.All of this does not make up for the continued allegations that he is beating the children. When he has never been charged with child abuse 

by CPS or the Police. The Judge will know that she builds facebook pages and Websites against those who disagree or disbelieve allegations against 

her spouse and everything else she comments about. I hope that my letter to the judge will bring light to the fact that she has been Roasting her 

family court Judge daily and what not. For the last weeks she has been deleting her more awful remarks on the judges page so that she can play to 

be Ms. innocent. While people who go there on a daily basis to read her rants know what we have read already. That is where we stand with Ms. 

Melinn. She has brought this onto herself naming people in a PPO that are just ordinary people with an opinion.

680 9/6/13 9/7/13 15;13
Bill Takes To the Streets to 

Beg For Money

claiming 

Windsor's 

movie was 

a scam

Lets get this straight anon @ 9:42 am, Maria is on SSI. She does volunteer work which is non paid. I can not understand how you can do Volunteer 

Work all day long making phone calls and posting stuff onto the internet. When I go to work at a building and get paid and do a desk job and all. 

Maria states she can not sit at a desk for so long. She has to sit then stand then sit then stand. Well, at my work they have a woman who has issues 

and they accommodate her. I am saying my opinion is that Maria can work but she does not opt to do so. She clearly can sit in a seat of a vehicle to 

go to Washington DC for a long time. She But then she complains about siting for 5 hours at court or having a 30 minute car ride to pick up her 

child. She is Very contradicting. This is the same with being Jewish to her. She loves the fact that she can state that she is a "hebrew" but when its 

convenient. But she has a complete Jewish Bible and Believes in Jesus. She can not have it both ways.The reason she is in contempt for a small 

cigarette is because she claimed she was so broke yet affords maybe $10a day for cigarettes alone. That is $300.00 alone in Cigarettes. Someone 

wrote recently that she should be able to pick up her wheel Chair and put it into her car. I say if your at the jail and not a person can lift it. Why 

then are you not getting help from one other person that is able to lift your chair?

681 9/6/13 9/7/13 19:33
Bill Takes To the Streets to 

Beg For Money

claiming 

Windsor's 

movie was 

a scam

I am talking about her use of the religion that she isn't

682 9/6/13 9/7/13 19:46
Bill Takes To the Streets to 

Beg For Money

claiming 

Windsor's 

movie was 

a scam

NBTDT She can be hebrew all she wants that does not mean she is Jewish. Anti- Semitism is not against Hebrews it is against people of the Jewish 

Faith. There are other religions that are Hebrews if you use the meaning of a Hebrew meaning those who speak the language. It all matters of what 

your definition of Hebrew is. In the case of Maria she is a Messianic Jew who believes in Jesus. That is not what Jews Believe and for the most part 

it is my opinion that these on the fence types of two ideologies use it as to get the best of both worlds. That is my experience. It is contradicting to 

me to believe in both. I do not think it is a stable belief area. It comes close to those who are Agnostic. I want to believe in a higher spiritual being 

but I am not sure what it is. It is a point where your not really sure but you believe in a somethings.Not bad but your not making a stance of one 

side or another. In Maria's use she uses it for herself in the means that the courts and the Sheriff department are not giving her religious freedoms 

to her. She posted she got the Chaplain to give her a Jewish Bible in the Jail. IDK you can have your own opinion about it all but that is mine. I also 

agree that some of these parents tied up in an ongoing battle, some are the mothers who are dragging it out more than the men and some are 

both equal. In the Case of Mila and Lori H. I say send the child to a foster home. These parents are both what I call at each other constantly. 

Nobody will ever win. You can't believe Lori H who goes to the Canadian News and states the IRS and US Government is covering up some 

elaborate scheme about Child Trafficking and pornography. WTH.
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683 9/9/13 9/10/13 23:57
Windsor Goes Back to the 

Drawing Board

claiming 

Windsor is 

spending 

his time 

coming up 

with a new 

scam to 

get money 

from 

people

I really want the fairy godmother to say Bibbidi Bobbidi Boo and rid these muslim haters such as Prehn and Maria Melinn out of here. I really do not 

understand how it is American or makes you a Patriot to cleanse America of all Muslims. Maria Melinn has been promoting other FB judge website 

that the Bikers going to DC are the 2013 crusades going to intervene with the “Muzzies” which is slang for muslims and a racial word. Interesting 

thing is the crusades killed Jews. Goes to show how Jewish she really is. Oh wait she is Hebrew not Jewish. That must mean she only has a heritage 

and really is not Jewish. This is why the crusades match her up.

684 9/9/13 9/11/13 6:44
Windsor Goes Back to the 

Drawing Board

claiming 

Windsor is 

spending 

his time 

coming up 

with a new 

scam to 

get money 

from 

people

Brandon, There is a distinct difference between “hebrew heritage” and “Jewish Faith”. Also It is very contradicting to believe in Jesus and also 

believe in the theology of the jewish religion at the same time. You can’t have both. You really have to make a decision of which way you want you 

want to get rid of sin and or follow the law or not. Christianity in its form now is based upon pails ideas of how Jesus is the answer for not having to 

follow and or be under the original covenant that jews were. Furthermore, those people could had joined with Jews at the time and become part 

of the covenant in place and accepted Judaism for what it was but instead Paul made himself a new covenant that was not made by god himself 

and he created Jesus’s mission as part of it. I am a very well read Jewish person who is knowledgeable about the New Testament also. This is not 

my opinion or interpretation of the scriptures but what is written in black and white. If you don’t believe me I suggest tuning some lazy sunday to 

one of those documentaries on PBS or somewhere where others who have large degrees talk about it all. My standing here is that having a 

“hebrew Heritage” is great but it does not make you “Jewish” and all it means is that you are a person who has a lineage from the 12 tribes at the 

most. You could be a Muslim with Hebrew Heritage. I do support Bikers. BUt I don not support racist ones if they think bothering muslims is 

patriotic.

685 9/12/13 9/14/13 10:26 Presley Dauben-Tuma

woman 

who was 

filmed for 

the movie

NBTDT the ossmann order is signed you can not see the case online because they do not put PPO cases online. It's verified he has an order against 

her and they are going to server her the sheriff has it. I find this entire lawsuit between lawless and AMPP funny. It is like Democrats verse 

Republicans.

686 9/12/13 9/14/13 13:45 Presley Dauben-Tuma

woman 

who was 

filmed for 

the movie

Bob your right that is what has occurred a TPO and a Lawsuit. It really is funny groups of people on facebook who have nothing to do in life but 

scour the internet all day long for facebook postings and more and cut and post/screenshot them into their cause and 20 other blogs and fb pages. 

Seriously this is a battle of dumb vs. dumber. Its a battle of Egos. That is why lawless fell apart. Too many Chief of their own publicity and not 

enough volunteer and doers.

687 9/12/13 9/14/13 13:47 Presley Dauben-Tuma

woman 

who was 

filmed for 

the movie

BTW this is the from the default one that she never went to defend herself for whatever reasons. Bob remember that?

688 9/14/13 9/14/13 21:40 Comment Overflow

woman 

who was 

filmed for 

the movie

I remember my grand father and my dad telling great stories on the porch. How would his grandkids be told stories. What would Ryan and Bill 

have to talk about that would be fun for the grandkids to hear?

689 9/16/13 9/16/13 14:47
Terrorist Bill Windsor Rides 

Again

Windsor's 

planned 

legal 

action 

against the 

defendant

s in this 

case

In other news overstreets ideas have all failed them. It will probably have to go to a trial. It is being sent back to the county in lafayette.
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690 9/16/13 9/17/13 0:09
Terrorist Bill Windsor Rides 

Again

Windsor's 

planned 

legal 

action 

against the 

defendant

s in this 

case

When you all get board of Bill Windsor here is another weird channel I found years ago on 

youtube.https://www.youtube.com/user/ArrestAJudgeKit

691 9/17/13 9/17/13 15:04
Windsor Admits to Cyber 

Terrorism

Windsor's 

planned 

legal 

action 

against the 

defendant

s in this 

case

Does anyone have a screenshot of this post?

692 9/17/13 9/17/13 18:28
Windsor Admits to Cyber 

Terrorism

Windsor's 

planned 

legal 

action 

against the 

defendant

s in this 

case

You must remember the Director of Lawless America was Barbara Windsor

693 9/17/13 9/17/13 20:45
Windsor Admits to Cyber 

Terrorism

Windsor's 

planned 

legal 

action 

against the 

defendant

s in this 

case

This is completely come of lawless america followers. Listen to the part about the microwave 

signalshttp://www.cnn.com/video/data/2.0/video/us/2013/09/17/tsr-navy-yard-lavandera-aleixs-mental-background.cnn.html

694 9/18/13 9/18/13 11:48 Windsor Resorts to Blackmail

Windsor's 

planned 

legal 

action 

against the 

defendant

s in this 

case

Is there a screenshot?
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695 9/18/13 9/18/13 12:03 Windsor Resorts to Blackmail

Windsor's 

planned 

legal 

action 

against the 

defendant

s in this 

case

Petunia i wont let you down it will be used in a great way to help all and not for a website or a video

696 9/18/13 9/18/13 16:52 Windsor Resorts to Blackmail

Windsor's 

planned 

legal 

action 

against the 

defendant

s in this 

case

Something i found http://www.vanityfair.com/online/daily/2013/09/court-rules-liking-facebook-protected-first-amendment?mbid=social_twitter

697 9/19/13 9/19/13 18:53
No Time To Post . . . Busy 

Packin'

article with 

nothing 

but a title 

"No Time 

To Post, 

Busy 

Packin 

Count me in on this reunion.

698 9/19/13 9/19/13 19:12
No Time To Post . . . Busy 

Packin' article with 

nothing 

but a title 

"No Time 

To Post, 

Busy 

Packin 

See the Cobb County District Attorney has been sent a nice package including the divorce decree, the charter, and they are going to investigate 

for if Lawless America Association was formed fraudulently by Bill Blindly naming his wife as the Director. She states she had nothing to do 

with it. Once Cobb County gets some facts then it will be forwarded to the Delaware attorney General where there is an open case. 

Furthermore, I have in my hand from the United States Trademark Office A letter stating what is showing up as status on the trademark site is 

true and the official record which means that Lawless America is not protected by Service Mark laws. It also is true that they are operating as a 

Political Action Committee in Delaware and I will be notifying them that Lawless America Association has raised over 30,000$ in operational 

Expenses for a political movie used to further the education of the "revolutionary" movement. I also note that I have the results printed from 

the Election in Georgia where several people voted for Bill Windsor a Write in Candidate for office. This makes him a political figure who is 

touting change with Lawless America. I have also informed the United States Postal Inspectors that the Mail forward is being used for 

donations for the so called 501c3 that does not exist. Finally I have filed a report at the FBI Ic3 website about Bills supposed gain of my google 

password. I am monitoring my password on google for any breach and if anything is used I will assume it is from Bill Windsor. I would at this 

time call Bill a person who has said he has committed a Data Breach to the Google Blogger website per his own writings. I will be notifying 

several places including the FTC in the next day to make a complaint that there was a breach of Data mined by Mr. Windsor. I believe that 

there might even be an AP news notice written about it if I talk to the right person. That is all I have for now.

699 9/19/13 9/21/13 13:13
No Time To Post . . . Busy 

Packin'

article with 

nothing 

but a title 

"No Time 

To Post, 

Busy 

Packin 

Because he thinks that he can do it and get away with it. Bill will never amount to anything. If he ever names me in a lawsuit, He will have to use 

a bicycle because I will sue him, his ex wife, and possibly his son Ryan. They have millions. I also want to put this out there. If your interested in 

a class action against bill let me know.
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700 9/19/13 9/21/13 18:31
No Time To Post . . . Busy 

Packin'

article with 

nothing 

but a title 

"No Time 

To Post, 

Busy 

Packin 

I want to know since bill is suing all of the people who like the America Mothers Political Party when I did a facebook search and looked at the 

people who liked it I found Gloria Lawrence wife of Dennis Lawrence the Michigan guy who runs Michigan for Parental Rights. Will he sue her also? 

We will find out.

701 9/23/13 9/23/13 16:03 Bill Thinks He Scared Us

Windsor's 

planned 

legal 

action 

against the 

defendant

s in this 

case

Bill is about to have legal issues video coming out soon

702 9/23/13 9/23/13 22:36 Bill Thinks He Scared Us

Windsor's 

planned 

legal 

action 

against the 

defendant

s in this 

case

So Billy Boy messed up. Back on August the 15th when he called the court reporter office and gave them some sad story why he could not 

make it to the deposition. This is what I was told by the court reporting office in Montana Jefferies Processing. He never went to the 

Deposition. It was canceled by him. Mrs. Boushie never had to go. But this is not all. Bill who has submitted his truthful contempt of court 

paperwork has stated that Mrs. Boushie never went to the Deposition that he subpoenaed her for even though he did not appear himself. He 

is asking for $3,500 for his hotel, the gas, and the court reporter fees. Interesting enough to an event that he never went to. Furthermore he 

was working as an agent of Lawless America because that is who he is filming the movie for.

703 9/23/13 9/24/13 10:49 Bill Thinks He Scared Us

Windsor's 

planned 

legal 

action 

against the 

defendant

s in this 

case

Good luck proving damages, here is my retraction. He will have to explain in court in front of the judge all about how he want to gather 50,000 

followers for the revolution and put on trial people in his own lawless courts and then execute them from treason. That to me I disagree with. 

If he doesn't like it. He should not be say it publicly. I have a video of it and I have an email from him saying it is all true. All windsor is is a bully. 

Someone who can not handle having an opposing opinion of what his grand plan to kill politicians and assume their positions then make it 

legal for what they did. That were his words. They even went to a local politician in my district area to want to have the law changed. That is 

how it hits home here. But, Bill if your reading, you have breached google and have my old Google password. I have submitted an IC3 FBI 

report and also made a report to the FTC. I also believe he might be capturing IP addresses also on his website for getting locations of people 

and or to make an online attack as he did on Blogger here as he has already admitted to compromising the infrastructure of Google. I have 

notified Google Security also. I say everyone here should email security@google.com and file an IC3 report on him also. I will not stand to be 

bullied by some politician which is what bill is. Once bill stated on lawless america.com that he did not believe there was a non violent way to 

get change. Then he said there was, executing politicians under his own law. I would say that cowboy on bills profile he is a cowboy who thinks 

he is the new sheriff.Guess what youve never been elected.

704 9/23/13 9/24/13 11:15 Bill Thinks He Scared Us

Windsor's 

planned 

legal 

action 

against the 

defendant

s in this 

case

Bill Windsor would make a lousy politician. He would be upset at all the people who dislike him all the time. Could you imagine if he won his 

Georgia Write-in campaign. He would be dishing out Cease and Desists and asking for Retractions from all sorts of Georgia residents.
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705 9/24/13 9/24/13 16:34
What Does Windsor Think of 

ALL Judges?
suing 

judges 

I have just read this.. http://www.theguardian.com/social-care-network/2013/sep/24/social-workers-targeted-online-justice-munbyA great Article 

on people who want to bash social workers now. Noteverything is some huge conspiracy. Most of the time it is the worker.Also I have heard from 

family advocates that they want even more programsfrom the feds to help them out verse taking children. So for instance your onwelfare, they 

should give you even more money instead of taking children who arenot being taken care of after the family is given assistance. Seriously should 

the government start paying families to live?

706 9/24/13 9/24/13 16:43
What Does Windsor Think of 

ALL Judges?

suing 

judges 
Finish this line. A old man with a white beard walks into a police station. He says, "_________" The police desk sgt says, "____________".

707 9/24/13 9/24/13 18:09
What Does Windsor Think of 

ALL Judges?

suing 

judges 

Reply by William M. Windsor on November 16, 2010 at 7:05pmBogus, how utterly ridiculous You should be banned from this bulletin board. Here's 

a little background -- http://www.lawlessamerica.com/index.php/about-me I was President of a Goldman Sachs company, and Peter Sachs was the 

chairman of the board. I was CEO of a Bain Capital company, and Mitt Romney was the chairman of the board. I have started over 50 companies in 

my 44-year career. I owned a number of large magazine publishing companies, and between my own and those that I managed for others, I have 

been a senior executive with over 100 trade magazines and a few consumer magazines over 25-years of my career. The judges are not used to 

battling with someone who is as intelligent or more intelligent than them and who has the type of business experience that I have. NOTES: I will be 

checking on Bill's Employment at Bain and Goldman Sachs.

708 9/24/13 9/24/13 18:46
What Does Windsor Think of 

ALL Judges?

suing 

judges 

Ninja it was a Bain Company that Romney got rid of. Windsor had run it to the ground and Romney bought it and then ditched it. Wonder what 

one it was. Then we would know the truth.

709 9/24/13 9/25/13 10:36
What Does Windsor Think of 

ALL Judges?

suing 

judges 
Anon i can help u probably if your being hunted by him email me

710 9/24/13 9/25/13 15:23
What Does Windsor Think of 

ALL Judges? suing 

judges 

it appears billy appealed the Boushie TPO started by Sean Boushie. He won in District court but now Boushie has them in appealed in Montana 

supreme court. We will see who wins. Also strange is that 1st-communications website is ran buy russians. It appears that Windsor went into 

business with them. then finally today as suspected this infowars video. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NzNBPxP-bl4

711 9/24/13 9/26/13 16:30
What Does Windsor Think of 

ALL Judges?
suing 

judges 

http://therapidian.org/children-gone-judicial-signatureI believe we should cut all social welfare programs to includeCps and family court to these 

people as they want and if thingBad happens to them it will be on them. Maybe i am being a devils advocate hereBut i know that cps is not perfect, 

but i do know that they are wrong about alot of what they put out. The woman sally borghese was protesting on the foster homes yards against 

the parents and recently the group for michigan for parental rights has been harassing foster parents and families. 

http://statecasefiles.justia.com/documents/michigan/court-of-appeals-unpublished/20070726_C274337_46_274337.OPN.PDF

712 9/27/13 9/27/13 16:17 Windsor Needs Tech Support

computer 

and 

website 

problems

I think its amusing that ampp and pma are at odds with each other to the point that it has led to a law suit. Why dont all the protective mothers 

just get out their pillows and have a pillow fight in central park.

713 9/30/13 10/1/13 8:11 Windsor Goes MIA!!

nothing 

heard 

from 

Windsor in 

a week

In recent news. After B.W. tells supporters he has defeated the Boushie TPO sources have said that no this is not true. The TPO still stands until the 

MT supreme court makes a Decision. I stand corrected from previous comment the facts are Windsor challenged the TPO in an appeal but it was 

upheld so he appealed that decision to the MTSC. It could be months for this to be heard now. In the Interim it stands.

714 9/30/13 10/2/13 9:02 Windsor Goes MIA!!

nothing 

heard 

from 

Windsor in 

a week

Email mail exchange will B.W. Last night summary is after confronting him about the google passwords he says he didnt get them and admits to 

being a liar. He also has some facination with the term "boy".

715 10/2/13 10/2/13 15:10
Not So Happy Birthday To 

Windsor

Windsor's 

birthday
What time was the robbery done when

716 10/3/13 10/4/13 2:38 A New Bill Windsor Movie

filming of 

document

ary movie

That falls in line with those Infowar peeps. Oy Veh. BTW don't innoculate your kids either. Does the same thing. That way when they get whooping 

cough and the entire family gets it they can all suffer. I love paranoid people.

717 10/4/13 10/5/13 13:12
Eating Pie Can Lead to Bad 

Health?
Windsor's 

health 

Problem is that Glover supports UNICEF which is the globalist UN. So then what Prehn has done is furthered the globalists that infowar pukes are 

against because the UN has all of these conventions and treaties that the US subscribes to. I see this as an act against bills own agenda. (smirk)
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718 10/9/13 10/10/13 0:17

Joeycon Cancelled Thanks to 

Bill's new conveniently made 

up illness,

Windsor's 

health 

It appears that Schied has been getting PPOs against all the other men who have been involved in her life. I don't know what the deal is but it looks 

somewhat fishy to me.

719 10/11/13 10/11/13 20:53 Coming Soon! - C&D TV

nothing 

but a title 

"Coming 

Soon C&D 

TV"

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5jPMILTODWs

720 10/11/13 10/12/13 0:46 Coming Soon! - C&D TV

nothing 

but a title 

"Coming 

Soon C&D 

TV"

The last time there was a serious conspiracy tv show was when Jessie the Body Ventura did it. That fizzled out. I am sure he will not get too far. 

Not even A&E would put this onto their network at all. Especially if he is suing all of the people he is making the TV show on. Now on the other 

hand I could see 60 minutes doing a story on Bill Windsor and all of his crazy court filings and harassment against others he has done.

721 10/11/13 10/13/13 12:35 Coming Soon! - C&D TV

nothing 

but a title 

"Coming 

Soon C&D 

TV"

This comment has been removed by the author.

722 10/11/13 10/13/13 12:37 Coming Soon! - C&D TV

nothing 

but a title 

"Coming 

Soon C&D 

TV"

Recent exchange on Maria Melinn Judge Page. She's been posting about the weekends truckers, vets, malitia, and bikers in DCLaurie A Eagan ok, so 

I friended this page because I was a victim of unfortunate circumstances regarding my separation and divorce, (court and a dishonest attorney) I 

live in the DC area. I do not recognize this pictures location, and it looks more like a traffic jam at a weigh station or tolls booth or at a bridge. There 

are no areas around here that look like this picture. When I drove to work yesterday, on the beltway, there were no trucker protestors to be seen. 

At least post pictures that are FROM here. It has been raining non stop for the last three days, including today. Next, I am also disappointed to see 

the words "liberal media" on this page, this is an opinion, and I am also so very tired of the divisive nature of anyone using "liberal" or ANY OTHER 

political reference on a FB page that I thought was not political or judgmental in any nature or form. Sorry, but I am just tired of Americans blaming 

EACH OTHER instead of finding solutions to our country's problems. That said, please remove me from your FB site. I guess it's an "unfriend" 

request. There are other moreconstructive ways to change domestic laws regarding abusive spouses and custody issues. I'm just disappointed, not 

angry. Kevin Cronin, A Judge Abusing Power This was a repost from another page, we support Americans fighting for change in many corrupt 

areas... If you do not wish to see the posts from this page simply unlike at the top of this page and the feed will not show up on your homepage, 

this is not a friend page that we can unfriend you... Wish you the best, God bless you Laurie....Like · 19 hours agoLaurie A Eagan Thank you. God 

Bless And I wish you the best also, I am just disappointed as I said because I thought this page had another purpose. Being supportive of Americans 

fighting for change is admirable, but when you misrepresent the truth, it takes on another context. My point was that the post was inaccurate and 

misleading. At least make sure your posts are truthful. I have hit the Unlike. thanks.Like · 19 hours ago · EditedDonald Heldenberg right on Laurie A 

EaganLike · 1 · 19 hours ago

723 10/11/13 10/13/13 20:28 Coming Soon! - C&D TV

nothing 

but a title 

"Coming 

Soon C&D 

TV"

I am wondering how Marty Prehn is all about civil rights when he supports protesting against Muslims and Arabs.

724 10/11/13 10/14/13 0:28 Coming Soon! - C&D TV

nothing 

but a title 

"Coming 

Soon C&D 

TV"

The interesting part was when scheid was talking and said there are only two ways to deal with the issue common law grand juries, but the 

question still is unanswered to who will do the executing for treason. Then he mentioned the Armed revolution. Interesting.
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725 10/11/13 10/14/13 13:57 Coming Soon! - C&D TV

nothing 

but a title 

"Coming 

Soon C&D 

TV"

Bill W. Has files for a default judgement against american mothers political party. But who will he collect from? The answer... Himself since his 

name reservation of the ampp in kansas he files an affidaivit that he plans to incorporate the name. So he has sued himself legal speaking per legal 

records. The only legal entity of ampp is bill windsor. Lmao.

726 10/11/13 10/14/13 20:20 Coming Soon! - C&D TV

nothing 

but a title 

"Coming 

Soon C&D 

TV"

So I am posting this link below. I remember Cronin telling people in this video that they should use a jury trial. He also discusses them combining 

the criminal and family courts.http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uURy4WGrafY Now in the video below you can watch the video that these 

parents opted for a Jury Trial. So, it can be done. Why aren't these people complaining appealing and asking for Jury 

Trials?http://www.wxyz.com/dpp/news/national/couple-fights-to-regain-their-daughter-after-officials-remove-her-from-home-over-medical-

marijuana

727 10/15/13 10/15/13 10:27

Windsor vs. the Cookie 

(coming to theatres this 

Christmas)

declaring 

Windsor's 

fake movie 

to be dea

Political theater at rallyhttp://www.cnn.com/video/data/2.0/video/bestoftv/2013/10/15/ac-veterans-rally-politics.cnn.htmlOver the weekend i 

watched several people post about truckers andVeterans and taking back america but as you see all of those political extemists like bill are not 

liked watched the video above.

728 10/15/13 10/15/13 11:39

Windsor vs. the Cookie 

(coming to theatres this 

Christmas)

declaring 

Windsor's 

fake movie 

to be dea

Watch the video they are like bill listen to the klayman guy and go read citizenwatch.org

729 10/15/13 10/17/13 1:15

Windsor vs. the Cookie 

(coming to theatres this 

Christmas)

declaring 

Windsor's 

fake movie 

to be dea

"Myself with the Chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee Senator Carl Levin who also sits on the Senate Judiciary Committee that is 

investigating Elder and Guardianship Abuse across America." -Marty PrehnTHE TRUTH... http://youtu.be/fO96LfXg834

730 10/15/13 10/17/13 2:05

Windsor vs. the Cookie 

(coming to theatres this 

Christmas)

declaring 

Windsor's 

fake movie 

to be dead

I want to testify at a hearing at the http://www.judiciary.senate.gov/about/subcommittees/crime.cfmI can tell them about Willy and Pharty, 

and Shirly.

731 10/18/13 10/20/13 22:26 Windsor Stays in Hiding

claiming 

Windsor 

was hiding 

out in the 

Dallas area

This video is how probably the mothers groups would act at a protest if questioned about their cases. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7gHNSxe7TK0&feature=share&list=UUvsye7V9psc-APX6wV1twLg

732 10/18/13 10/21/13 16:40 Windsor Stays in Hiding

claiming 

Windsor 

was hiding 

out in the 

Dallas area

Later new video on billy
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733 10/18/13 10/23/13 0:12 Windsor Stays in Hiding
claiming 

Windsor 

was hiding 

out in the 

Dallas area

So I was reading this story here;http://www.cbsatlanta.com/story/22786860/protestors-judges-are-putting-children-back-with-abusersWhen I 

read this, I would never want a child to go to some abusive person. I wonder though after 5 forensic investigators who say that there is evidence to 

support abuse (per the mothers story) then why was he not arrested and the charges were dropped? It appears to me and I have seen in the past 

where a child is taken somewhere to be assessed that is not part of the law enforcements route used in cases. These outside assessments are paid 

for and or a biased to the parent going there sometimes. I also read the comments and I see the normal "Melody, apparently you work for the 

Fulton County court system or an affiliated organization. Apparently you know nothing about the case to make such a broad assumption. " 

comment. Which is what I see from others who want to bash people who question the case. Interesting. As we see the usual comments about child 

trafficking and even comments that the allegations came after a custody case lost. Not good.

734 10/18/13 10/23/13 1:09 Windsor Stays in Hiding

claiming 

Windsor 

was hiding 

out in the 

Dallas area

I also found this woman here who is part of Safe Kids international. Who was put in jail. Read the case where there was an actual Jury who did not 

see her side then again in the 2nd pdf file show an appeal to the state of NY supreme court she loses that then kidnaps the children. I even found a 

blog tracking some people like this here 

http://underwatch.wordpress.com/http://www.buffalonews.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20130118/CITYANDREGION/130119156/1174http:/

/www.nycourts.gov/courts/ad4/Clerk/Decisions/2011/04-01-11/PDF/0268.pdf

735 10/18/13 10/24/13 11:39 Windsor Stays in Hiding

claiming 

Windsor 

was hiding 

out in the 

Dallas area

Why has boushie not taken over that the judge ordered it returned to him

736 10/18/13 10/25/13 19:19 Windsor Stays in Hiding

claiming 

Windsor 

was hiding 

out in the 

Dallas area

Bill windsor did not con them. He used them for his gain just as much as the used him for thier gains

737 10/25/13 10/25/13 22:49
Marty Prehn: Man, Myth, or 

Monster?

libel of 

Marty 

Prehn, a 

man 

Windsor 

filmed for 

the movie

Holy cow! I have seen issues with family members like that before. One child only making it by because of the support and inheritance of the 

family. It is rather disturbing that some people can not make it out from under the wings of the parents. We see this in Marty's son also. He 

believes he is the Shiznit King who can do what ever and sells a bridge card in a time of other peoples needs. Marty could not take care of his Son 

and give him a good set of law abiding morals so what should we expect abut the mother. Nothing more. I actually feel bad for Junior not having a 

better father who he can look up to.

738 10/30/13 10/30/13 15:46
Marty Prehn: Man, Myth, or 

Monster? Part two

libel of 

Marty 

Prehn, a 

man 

Windsor 

filmed for 

the movie

In non-Marty news it has been found that Safe Kids International which is supported by many is asking for donations touting a 501(c)3 and is not 

tax exempt. If you have given to this organization you are not able to claim this donation off your taxes per the IRS.
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739 10/30/13 10/30/13 23:13
Marty Prehn: Man, Myth, or 

Monster? Part two

libel of 

Marty 

Prehn, a 

man 

Windsor 

filmed for 

the movie

What was that spam?

740 10/30/13 10/31/13 0:00
Marty Prehn: Man, Myth, or 

Monster? Part two

libel of 

Marty 

Prehn, a 

man 

Windsor 

filmed for 

the movie

What organization was it? I dont know

741 10/30/13 11/1/13 15:15
Marty Prehn: Man, Myth, or 

Monster? Part two

libel of 

Marty 

Prehn, a 

man 

Windsor 

filmed for 

the movie

So here is a link about the FCC http://www.fcc.gov/guides/open-internetNo, the FCC does not regulate Internet content or applications. To the 

contrary, the purpose of Open Internet rules is to clarify high-level, flexible rules of the road for broadband to ensure that no one- not the 

government and not the companies that provide broadband service- can restrict innovation on the Internet.

742 10/30/13 11/2/13 11:34
Marty Prehn: Man, Myth, or 

Monster? Part two

libel of 

Marty 

Prehn, a 

man 

Windsor 

filmed for 

the movie

This is mostly due to Alex Jones who Bill, Many of the Advocates even I have read the AMPPers and PMA ladies write it that they believe that 

the Children who the government are child trafficking are going to some NWO army. Seriously, I have read this and wondered how do you win a 

custody case and come up with such elaborate schemes. In reality I know there is a real investigation going on with some people to where as one 

infamous advocate with her own child is saying the other attorney is in on some elaborate government child trafficking ring and told the police this. 

The believe the NWO is taking over the world. Now that inforwars is on XM/Sirus radio they get more people listening to them. I do question do 

give guns to those who want to rise up against the government in place? Is it their constitutional right to have a gun when what they want to really 

have it for is wait for the call of the Malitia to take over?

743 10/30/13 11/2/13 13:47
Marty Prehn: Man, Myth, or 

Monster? Part two

libel of 

Marty 

Prehn, a 

man 

Windsor 

filmed for 

the movie

NDTDT I did not want to do some name dropping but Lori Handrahn believe in the NWO and Alex Jones and conspiracies. I can not tell you how 

many AMPP or PMA members support her. There might be some cross pollination. I LMAO at the "ladies" NBTDT also. yeah they are not like ladies 

they are brutal. Sure I admit I have had some alias names over the last summer and these same ladies called my alias a Pedophile Lover and more. 

Here is a recent tweet from a supporter saying such Lori H. Believes in some elaborate Trafficking ring. Go listen to it all on youtube. Anon who 

answered, do you believe it is in the best interest of the US government to give guns to those who want to start an armed revolution over 

something as stupid as Obamacare? While we could be having congress represent people better and we could vote and change things verse a 

armed revolution. As we talk about credibility also, I only talk about what these people post themselves. I am not a news media outlet just 

someone with a vocal opinion about someone who has put their dirty laundry out in the front yard.

744 10/30/13 11/2/13 13:51
Marty Prehn: Man, Myth, or 

Monster? Part two

libel of 

Marty 

Prehn, a 

man 

Windsor 

filmed for 

the movie

Here is something interesting to mess with tonighthttp://youtu.be/7eGsVKTrI_c
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745 10/30/13 11/2/13 22:00
Marty Prehn: Man, Myth, or 

Monster? Part two

libel of 

Marty 

Prehn, a 

man 

Windsor 

filmed for 

the movie

Brannon, I listen to what Jones says. On top it sounds like it makes some sense but alot times I think it is reaching just my opinion.

746 10/30/13 11/2/13 22:01
Marty Prehn: Man, Myth, or 

Monster? Part two

libel of 

Marty 

Prehn, a 

man 

Windsor 

filmed for 

the movie

Speaking of Kokesh, our favorite Melinn just promoted him on her feed interesting. LOL.

747 10/30/13 11/2/13 14:39
Marty Prehn: Man, Myth, or 

Monster? Part two

libel of 

Marty 

Prehn, a 

man 

Windsor 

filmed for 

the movie

Whose your Daddy?http://youtu.be/IUGUbeIzaPE

748 12/1/13 12/3/13 11:24
Those who can, do. Those 

who can’t, bully.
PMZH I hope that your latest Kansas filing made sense and was not some loosely put together random thoughts.

749 12/1/13 12/2/13 11:43
Those who can, do. Those 

who can’t, bully.

Pmzh my spelling and punctuation is not always the best. You though have wrote here and to the court motions that will be dismissed because 

they are as if someone jotted down a bunch of thoughts randomly onto a paper and sent them in. You have to start making sense if you expect not 

just is here but more importantly anyone in any court to understand and make sense to what it is your trying to explain to them in writing. I 

suspect some of your issues have been caused by this same issue. I am not here to be mean but I keep reading yours and other supposed 

advocates pages and many of you can't form anything into any understandable material that doesn't appear to be a strange rant of weird nonsense

750 12/1/13 12/2/13 11:44
Those who can, do. Those 

who can’t, bully.
I'm writing in a cell phone pardon my writing

751 12/1/13 12/2/13 11:47
Those who can, do. Those 

who can’t, bully.

Pmzh is a liar I have never said anything about your case at all nor do I know about it at all. I do know you support others that have cases that are 

very questionable. Furthermore NBTDT and I are not swapping pmzh stories. Lol what a joke. I say you come up with a new jig or conspiracy it does 

not exist.

752 12/1/13 12/2/13 12:26
Those who can, do. Those 

who can’t, bully.

Ollie she's doesn't like me and keeps on trying to make something of me because I disagree with her friend Lori handrahans case but also that 

pmzh also support other very questionable women who have cases I which have put their children's photos on the internet for others to examine 

and make opinion on the case about the alleged abuse by the men. I don't think it is right to put the kids photos up there Sarah Tyrrell was posting 

on twitter that Lori put it out a photo of the child's private parts. I suggest that if your child is abused keep the photos off the damn internet why 

make a infomercial campaign using the photos you took to make a case. I also know that pmzh supports this bullcrap that 70% of men who have 

custody are pedophiles and a users this is what I have seen melinn and handrahan put out. I also watch videos of mother of lost children on 

YouTube and they are really what I call man haters. They dislike men. Melinn and company to include pmzh campaign against the Obama 

fatherhood initiative that is suppose to help urban fathers carry on as fathers. Though pmzh and her people are against it. I suggest google that all 

up and read it because you will see support on other pages where wigglesworth aka pmzh supports these other mothers groups.I myself and 

advocating for nobody just against people who want to be hateful

753 12/1/13 12/2/13 12:28
Those who can, do. Those 

who can’t, bully.

I will no longer respond to pmzh jibberish. She is clearly in my opinion just as stupid as bill and my opinion here is that the ampp vs bill lawsuit is 

like dumb verse dumber suing each other.

754 12/1/13 12/4/13 18:17
Those who can, do. Those 

who can’t, bully.
Why doesn't PMZH Kim W. get some subpoenas and send them to the Windsor Family members for Depositions?
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755 12/1/13 12/4/13 19:43
Those who can, do. Those 

who can’t, bully.

In other news off topic sorry Deanna kloostra posts.. "Can't wait to hear what my internet stalkers have to say. Sean Flemming, Robin Renee, 

Hanny Melinn, Sarah Tyrell AKA Sean Flemming, I know there are more, but I can't remember them all." This woman ran for public office. I have 

told her as long as you post your information in public and run for public office I will comment anywhere.

756 12/1/13 12/4/13 21:49
Those who can, do. Those 

who can’t, bully.

Petunia, I once had a Alias of Sarah Crocker. The reason was to prove that these advocates when you go as a new person into the group with a 

different person then disagree they all pounce on your and say things like your an agent of the government and or on the other side. They even 

said my alias was Sarah tyrrell and also said that she was the Judges of their cases. Weird paranoid people. It was fun having an alias in which they 

roasted for not believing in their conspiracies. I remember those like Maria Melinn, Deanna Kllostra, and Kim Wigglesworth and others like Loryn 

Ryder and the others in these groups thought Satah Crocker my alias was Judge Cronin. They thought she was Tyrell also. It was hilarious. these 

women are clearly Delusional.

757 12/1/13 12/4/13 21:51
Those who can, do. Those 

who can’t, bully.

If tell you they knew who I was before I came out and let them know they were duped with my alias that is all BS They had no idea. They called my 

alias a woman a pedophile and a host of things. Just like they did Bill

758 12/1/13 12/4/13 22:12
Those who can, do. Those 

who can’t, bully.
One of the best interest of the child clauses is how they are mentally and secondly if they have good morals and a fit mind.

759 12/9/13 12/10/13 8:09 Bill Windsor Takes a Dive ANON don't you know CPS is not family court? maybe that is why you have an issue in the beginning.

760 12/9/13 12/10/13 8:12 Bill Windsor Takes a Dive

I don't mean to be mean but, after all this time. If you still think that CPS/DHS termination and neglect charges are handled in "Family" court you've 

not been paying attention. They are always in the Juvenile court. It might seem like it because the judges assigned probably also work family court 

issues or might be magistrates who are referees in family court. A huge problem for most people is that they don't even know what court your 

going to. That is a good start.

761 12/9/13 12/9/13 18:18 Bill Windsor Takes a Dive

There is a very important Michigan Supreme court case tomorrow being heard Oral Arguments Tomorrow. I have a feeling that it will not be in 

favor of this grandmother after reading the brief from the state and other others here..THE 

CASEhttp://courts.mi.gov/Courts/MichiganSupremeCourt/oral-arguments/2013-2014/Pages/147515.aspxTHE STREAM AT 9AM 

ESTERNhttp://courts.mi.gov/Courts/MichiganSupremeCourt/oral-arguments/live-streaming/Pages/live-streaming.aspxalso go back and watch this 

stream... http://www.michbar.org/courts/virtualcourt.cfmWatch Sanders, MInorsThe Sanders case is important to many cases involving parental 

rights. If this is your beef with DHS/CPS/family rights I don't want to hear that nobody knows about the issues and they are not going to court 

because they are. As I said before instead of protesting looking dumb file an appeal and use your right to do so using the court appointed appellate 

attorney at a low cost if not free.

762 12/9/13 12/9/13 18:41 Bill Windsor Takes a Dive Paul is being "Billified" ©©

763 12/13/13 12/14/13 13:01
Bill Windsor's Tall Tale Gets 

Him A Stay of Execution
NBTDT you know this is how they all start out. Schied was the same way. A speeding ticket. I think there is some Rage factors going on here.

764 12/13/13 12/13/13 23:29
Bill Windsor's Tall Tale Gets 

Him A Stay of Execution

.tried to watch this conspiracy theory video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3bkZ-c2bz5U . They wont get a licenses why? She is not 

understanding why you pay for a license

765 1/4/14 1/6/14 0:25 Bill Windsor Drops the Cookie

Bill is making the only documentary and TV show about people who oppose a extreme political movement that has proclaimed on Dec 30th on 

2012 that all Attorneys, Judges, and politicians he will write them all a letter and put them on notice that if they don’t do as he is wanting he 

will charge them with Treason. I will make sure that the attorneys in my case that I get know that he has already said in 2012 they have an 

ultimatum. These are the types of things that make bill rather unreasonable, wild ideology. I would like to know how he is going to punish these 

people he finds guilty with reason. Will he Capture them in a giant white van? What is the plan?

766 1/4/14 1/5/14 2:02 Bill Windsor Drops the Cookie

Well, there is a difference between having freedom of speech such as informing others about Bills crazy political platform and ideology and then 

there are those who call him defamatory names. Why IDK. It is a scam to take money in the pretense your a 501(c)3 like he has. That is a huge 

issue.

767 1/4/14 1/5/14 12:51 Bill Windsor Drops the Cookie

well i doubt that calling him a pedophile is justified. that is what the ampps and other advocates call unbelievers of their stories. Pedophiles, etc. i 

actually find it somewhat funny. The word terrorist gets thrown around as if it a term that is used in a third grade classroom with out any real 

substance. Bill is actually the closest to what the splc and other law calls a paper terrorist. He also could be a legit enemy of the US government 

due to his extreme agenda declaring politicians enemies via treason. I think that the relentless assault on bill from ampp and pma and whomever 

over the fact that he supported criminals they should have check out who they were joining forces with or getting interviewed by before they 

jumped on the movie train. I did watch a video where Allie Overstreeet was applauding bills plan where he talked about it in DC. So now all of a 

sudden she dislikes bill when he determines that David Schied is number 2 and not her. Hmmmm.
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768 1/4/14 1/5/14 13:59 Bill Windsor Drops the Cookie So enlighten me here. Who actually called him a pedophile and why.

769 1/4/14 1/5/14 14:07 Bill Windsor Drops the Cookie
Well Schied was appointed #2 before DC. Get it right. Lawless America Association was formed Jan 18th. In theConference calls they both together 

spoke of the new company.

770 1/4/14 1/5/14 14:10 Bill Windsor Drops the Cookie

I have never said anyone of the original people here called him a Pedophile. But, your going to say that those people who have flocked over here 

after the implosion or the falling out of Bill ditching them after such that they are innocent and have not sprouted some hate towards bill 

elsewhere. I doubt that. I can say that yes, Kim and Claudine have made lots of remarks about him. It is very apparent that bill and lawless America 

is at what I call a war of words and now legally with AMPP at least.

771 1/4/14 1/5/14 17:21 Bill Windsor Drops the Cookie

AT 2:13 he would never said anyone called him a pedophile unless they said it. Melinn and Ryder from what I thought I observed, they bounce 

from PMA to AMPP and back and forth. I Have seen some cross support for the same issues. My opinion is that both PMA and AMPP for the most 

part have the same people in them that bounce from one of the other like the flavor of the month. I will find the talkshoe recoding where he stated 

that shied was the vp of the company.

772 1/4/14 1/5/14 21:45 Bill Windsor Drops the Cookie I have decided to produce a story on the Lawless America Association Revolution movement.

773 2/19/14 2/28/13 19:36 The Windsor Report

Your're damn right i'm against The "Lawless America" "Revolutionary Party" campaign. If you can't handle that fact go complain to someone that 

cares. It is my constitutional right to speak out about against it and tell my opinion to people that I disagree with and don't agree with it. For It is 

part of the public discussion.

774 2/19/14 2/19/13 21:31 The Windsor Report This comment has been removed by the author.

775 2/19/14 2/19/13 21:34 The Windsor Report
What i want to know is if Bill says Barbara is not the owner of the Lawless America Association then why the heck is her name there as the 

Director when I received my copy of the charter.

776 2/19/14 2/19/13 22:21 The Windsor Report

Clearly Bill does not know anything about Non-Profits. They don’t have Owners but they are Boards of Directors. This is is not a defamatory 

statement but just based on his own comments and titles he has given out. He is truly not an LLC. I hope he also realizes sometime The Restriction 

of Political Campaign Intervention by Section 501(c)(3) Tax-Exempt OrganizationsUnder the Internal Revenue Code, all section 501(c)(3) 

organizations are absolutely prohibited from directly or indirectly participating in, or intervening in, any political campaign on behalf of (or in 

opposition to) any candidate for elective public office. Contributions to political campaign funds or public statements of position (verbal or written) 

made on behalf of the organization in favor of or in opposition to any candidate for public office clearly violate the prohibition against political 

campaign activity. Violating this prohibition may result in denial or revocation of tax-exempt status and the imposition of certain excise taxes. 

Certain activities or expenditures may not be prohibited depending on the facts and circumstances. For example, certain voter education activities 

(including presenting public forums and publishing voter education guides) conducted in a non-partisan manner do not constitute prohibited 

political campaign activity. In addition, other activities intended to encourage people to participate in the electoral process, such as voter 

registration and get-out-the-vote drives, would not be prohibited political campaign activity if conducted in a non-partisan manner.On the other 

hand, voter education or registration activities with evidence of bias that (a) would favor one candidate over another; (b) oppose a candidate in 

some manner; or (c) have the effect of favoring a candidate or group of candidates, will constitute prohibited participation or intervention.that 

501c3’s can not participate in political anything.

777 3/3/14 3/3/14 23:09
Windsor Can't Read During 

Tax Season

Save your money Bill your damn right I called the FBI. Watch what you said herehttp://youtu.be/QX7fcVe2wy4You don't need a freedom of 

information act. I just told you. I think you forgot that you said to me that it was all 100% true all of it. Are you making yourself a Liar? Executing a 

Politician for Treason is murder and calling them traitors is announcing they are a enemy in my book. BTW who started that company Lawless 

America Association with Barbara's name on it. She said that you she had nothing to do with it in your divorce, but her name is on the Bylaws 

of incorporation. Interesting someone is lying here. My opinion fraudulent corporation in her name to hide assets from Maid of the Mist.

778 3/3/14 3/3/14 23:12
Windsor Can't Read During 

Tax Season

Bill when you show up to film me I will be filming you for my Sockumentary and we can go Live on my YouTube account how is that? We can even 

stream live at the police station where I charge you for harassment and loitering.

779 3/3/14 3/3/14 23:18
Windsor Can't Read During 

Tax Season

I am assuming that since my email was not answered by Barbara Windsor the Director of Lawless America Association to make a statement 

that she is not the owner that per the document I have she is the owner. Interesting eh.

780 3/5/14 3/8/14 11:56
For Windsor, Its Always 

Someone Else's Fault
All about the Lawless America Copyright http://youtu.be/qd5ay2vXiVs the latest in the Sockumnetary

781 3/5/14 3/8/14 12:03
For Windsor, Its Always 

Someone Else's Fault
You should make a full report for Bill.. http://youtu.be/qd5ay2vXiVs
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782 3/5/14 3/8/14 12:13
For Windsor, Its Always 

Someone Else's Fault

So Bill has said…“I have a subpoena request submitted, and the clerk of the court should issue it….but if any of you have downloads, I would 

appreciate copies.” This is for blogtalk radio. I wonder though, if there is a presentment of all of the Talkshoe conference calls where Bill spoke 

about taking having Grand Juries and then also planing to execute those politicians for the crime of Treason and take their positions then 

change the laws back. Which audio files would have more of an effect on a Jury?

783 3/5/14 3/8/14 12:19
For Windsor, Its Always 

Someone Else's Fault

Should we forget the comments here http://youtu.be/rrOkSJPmiCs Bill Sued PATRICK LEAHEY before and now he wants to put him on top of the 

list for treason. The Death Penalty is reserved for this charge. Then they can take over his office. He goes on to say they know who they are 

and they are not going away. Is that a Threat to a politician? Make your own opinion.

784 3/5/14 3/8/14 13:41
For Windsor, Its Always 

Someone Else's Fault

Bill tried to get his “Conspockumentary” Propoganda film put on Blaze Network show. I laugh because that is the network that Glenn Beck owns. 

Then again most of his followers believe in a conspiracies. Anyhow, Here is short informational video http://youtu.be/f3n-LRc0vBo

785 3/5/14 3/6/14 14:55
For Windsor, Its Always 

Someone Else's Fault

If bill knew how to edit a film put it together and have something people wanted to watch he would have an audience. With his lawsuits who 

wants to watch a propoganda film and be opposed to it then get sued. Not many people. Here is something interesting 

http://techcrunch.com/2014/03/06/vimeo-10-million-fund/

786 3/5/14 3/6/14 14:59
For Windsor, Its Always 

Someone Else's Fault

Then again it's a propoganda film to get people to join a movement to get a million people to raise up against corruption and put on trial 

politicians find them guilty of treason and give them the death penalty execute them and then take over their positions. It is a controversial 

subject as Lori scribner wrote on his page.

787 3/5/14 3/7/14 18:16
For Windsor, Its Always 

Someone Else's Fault

"772. On August 15, 2013, Boushie and his wife, Wynette Boushie, failed to appear in response to a court-ordered subpoena to give depositions 

and produce documents"Actually, I Windsor never appeared. I spoke to the court reporter he hired who was upset with Windsor. He said he got 

lost and could not find the place to her. He then filed sanctions against them both asking for a sum of about $4,000 a piece. While he stated to the 

court in Missouri that this was for his travel and lodging. Then he says that his entire trip there was for a TV series. What one was it?

788 3/5/14 3/7/14 18:36
For Windsor, Its Always 

Someone Else's Fault

"36. In December 2012, I was told that a television production company was looking for documentary filmmakers to apply to be on a reality series 

that would have filmmakers competing for “the next great documentary filmmaker.” I applied, and I made it to what I guess was the semifinals. I 

was asked to prepare and submit a 60-second video, which I did. I subsequently learned that I was not chosen as a finalist, but I was recognized as 

a documentary filmmaker by making it to the semifinals. [A true and correct copy of the news release announcing the competition, my application, 

and an email asking me to produce a video for submission are provided on the Flash Drive marked as Exhibit A hereto, Exhibits = 2012-12-05-09-00-

00-AM-New-Reality-TV-Show-Launched-to-find-Next-Great- News-Documentary -- Pursuit-of-the-Truth-Application -- 2013-02-01-00-00-00-PM-

Email-from-Pursuit-of-the-Truth-Filmmaker-Competition.] My video submission is provided on the Flash Drive marked as Exhibit A hereto, Exhibits 

= William M. Windsor Video forwww.pursuitofthetruth.com Filmmaker Competition.]"Let Just say you made it on the show and people thought 

that the show sucked and your idea sucked and well for the most part told other people you sucked and that your documentary stunk. Then what? 

There are mega million dollar films that come out and thousands of people dislike them. I don't see them suing everyone who told everyone they 

know and commented all over that the movie was not good. This film is not even a film it's people's testimonies to congress that never occurred 

in a real congressional hearing and it is a propaganda film for people to join your movement.

789 3/5/14 3/7/14 18:42
For Windsor, Its Always 

Someone Else's Fault

"Joeyisalittlekid.blogspot.com: john smith - January 14, 2013 at 6:59 PM:“From la fb."LAWLESS AMERICA TALKSHOE SHOW TONIGHT AT 10 PM 

EASTERN TIME: If you are a Nobody or a Lawless America Revolutionary, please tune in. If you are associated in any manner with the American 

Mothers Political Party, WTP FPR, Sean Boushie, the University of Montana, or Govabuse.org, or a hate group of any type, you are not invited, and 

your presence may be considered cyberstalking."If he did not want anyone listening he would not have them all there for everyone to download 

and listen to. I have a copy of all the Talkshoes, they make great bedtime stories.

790 3/5/14 3/7/14 18:47
For Windsor, Its Always 

Someone Else's Fault

"From January 15, 2012 to April 22, 2013, I produced and hosted approximately 106 episodes on an online radio talk show on TalkShoe.com. 

Theseprograms discussed my work in great detail, had many episodes that were focused on the production of the documentary film, and reported 

a lot of news. Prior to this, I produced and hosted a number of shows on an online televion show on shovio.com. In 2012, I also produced and 

hosted online shows on livestream.com. [A true and correct copy of the 106 TalkShoe episodes are attached on Exhibit A hereto, in a folder titled 

“TalkShoe Shows.]"You Produced shows? These were conference calls that discussed GRIP and the Revolutionary Party. Most Recently you 

talked on them about the plans to execute politicians after they are found guilty of Treason by your grand Jury. Great Work your doing for 

society, but exception of politicians is called Murder unless your at war with America.
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791 3/5/14 3/7/14 18:57
For Windsor, Its Always 

Someone Else's Fault

145."On January 29, 2013 at 1:14 PM, Sean Boushie falsely accused me of being a sovereign I have never been a sovereign. Since this was posted, 

false reports have been filed with the FBI claiming I am a sovereign. I have never filed a crazy lawsuit, and I have never held a grand jury."If it 

wasn't for you stopping in April on your path for Grand Jurys you would be right there with your own Seal serving papers just like the National 

Lliberty Alliance. Another group who believe forcing change onto people is the right thing to do. I once heard David Schied say if they can not have 

Grand Juries he would resort to his second Amendment rights. Well.. I hope he does not make that mistake. Maybe he will gain the fact that you 

can not have the Grand Juries as he wants. Along with Bill who has this predetermination to Harass those with Political Thought in life that are 

opposed to him.

792 3/5/14 3/7/14 19:00
For Windsor, Its Always 

Someone Else's Fault

I usually don't promote crime but in this case, It's too bad those criminals did not steal his entire Jeep contents and all. Maybe we'd be in a 

difference place now. Then Again If he did not have a Drivers License for instance he would call them Void. Remember he's not Sovereign he's 

Just Bill.

793 3/5/14 3/5/13 19:20
For Windsor, Its Always 

Someone Else's Fault

I think it is hallarious this latest post by the national Liberty 

Alliancehttp://www.nationallibertyalliance.org/sites/default/files/Franklin%20Sheriff%20letter%20and%20response.pdf looks like something Bill 

Might do

794 3/5/14 3/7/14 19:24
For Windsor, Its Always 

Someone Else's Fault

With all of those emails between Overstreet and Windsor with information it's hard to believe she did not know that lawless America was put into 

Barbara's name on purpose. I believe Allie Gate has more to hide to whereas she could someone who was involved in some dirty work and she 

is being still manipulated by Bill, this could mean he is possibly extorting her. Just a hunch

795 3/5/14 3/5/13 19:41
For Windsor, Its Always 

Someone Else's Fault

Here is a link to another National Liberty Alliance in Montana t 

http://www.kbzk.com/videoplayer/?video_id=21360&categories=9,10,213,244,245,246,394,400Interesting

796 3/5/14 3/7/14 19:45
For Windsor, Its Always 

Someone Else's Fault

Actually the filing for the Service Mark for the "Lawless America" logo or name is botched. Bill continued to let the USPTO file it as Lawless America 

Association LLC which is not an entity at all. The filing is false and not correct. It states that it is working as a PAC. Non-Profits can not be PACS nor 

can they work in the political realm. That is what Bill is working in. Basically I do not see this copyright ever going thru.

797 3/5/14 3/8/14 22:45
For Windsor, Its Always 

Someone Else's Fault

The problem is that Bill believes the process should work out the way he believes it should. This is how thinks all the time of course. First he 

emails the judge. Of course we all know they will never answer emails. Then he sends regular mail which reaches the clerk but that is not the 

process either. They put it into the trash can because asking permission is not like getting a signature from epstiens mom. He just doesn’t get 

it. I hope he never figures it out. If he was really interested in playing by the rules set up currently and the processes instead of making threats 

of lawsuits and using force via grand juries to execute them then change laws to make things his way verse using the political process we have 

now then things would be different for him. Bill seems to threaten anyone who does not make things work out for him the way he wants it. I 

don’t understand it.

798 3/8/14 3/10/13 2:21
Lawless America a Non-

Prophet?
I have a program that is working right now transcribing all 106 talkshoes. This is awesome.

799 3/8/14 3/9/14 13:42
Lawless America a Non-

Prophet?

Unfortunately to this Anon poster, I know previously some people of this blog don't understand this entire movement of people like Bill and his 

supports are Political. Actually 100% political. That is why I will continue to talk about it. If you don't want to accept the fact that 

Constitutionalism and libertarian are political stances. Bill is a mix of both. So is the National Liberty Alliance. They call other people Progressives 

the term for Democrats. The Tea Party has it's name from the original Tea Party in 1776. Hence the CC2009 or otherwise known as the Continental 

Congress of 2009 (you know from 1776). Alex Jones references 1776 all the time. This all goes together along with keywords "Revolution" used by 

Ron Paul and Bill Windsor. The fact here is all about the Constitution. What I find Hilarious is that Bill, Tea Party, Libertarians and the 

Constitutionalists who want to claim it is all about 1776 redux and that they need to have "Sovereignty" against a tyrant government is a really 

an oxymoron. They want to install Common law used by Britain along with this Magna Carta. The NLA talks about kings and in reality treason 

started out back from Britain also. We need to know that what England had once was a counrty ran by a church. The Tea Party is full more than 

Evangelical Christians but Christians who want to eradicate Muslims and Jews from America and turn it into a Christian State making all laws that 

would mandate a Christian Life. This is what all the Candidates of this party are for. They want to amend the constitution to support not freedom of 

religion but to support their beliefs. While Bill supports all of these changes to Law and claims all unjust to him. He supports the Roger Sherman 

Institute and more. Christianity and Sovereign Citizens really act the same. Christians believe that they don't have to follow the law of the Jews, 

then some don't want to follow the laws of the state etc. It all is the same moral concepts.

800 3/8/14 3/9/14 14:08
Lawless America a Non-

Prophet?

Ginger, When you want to Change the Government it is Political. Bills want to change government AKA GRIP is political. Political:of or relating 

to the government or the public affairs of a country.Yes people have goals to change government and public affairs of the country etc for their 

own selves all the time. Hence what Bill wants. Its all Politics.
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801 3/8/14 3/9/14 15:36
Lawless America a Non-

Prophet?

Spam I resent that funny hats joke… JK. You can wear my yamahhopper cap and huge topper. HEHE. Anyhow, I do like what you said though about 

being selfish. What I have seen is that the republican/Tea Party anyone of that sense seems to be selfish. They say it is all for capitalism and 

individualism yet America was built on being individualist but not forgetting the greater sense of humanity and that is where the religious part of 

the founders comes in. Christanity and its real objective with the teachings of jesus is truly all about being a humanistic person verse someone who 

is competitive and wants to get ahead. It appears that there are many oxymoronic statements in the the republican way. They seem to always use 

a cliche statement that we or those opposed don’t know what were talking about, we don’t understand nor do have the capability to do so or were 

mentally ill. Seems to be the same thing Christians have told me about when I disagree with their Belief of what a black and white written book 

says. There needs to be no “belief” there only knowing that it says something or it doesn’t.Law and judges and the decisions of America are also 

very opinionated. There are debates about the laws in senate and congress. Judges are voted upon mostly and they have biased opinions on things. 

That is why we have courts of appeals and so on. So that judges of varying opinions can argue over things and there can be a majority ruling. Like a 

jurysomewhat. But Common law does not give you that leway. it was setup to me a law of the king. I doubt it would be a law of the people. The 

people having a consensus is much like we have now verse an imposed law.

802 3/8/14 3/9/14 15:49
Lawless America a Non-

Prophet?

Allie, I have watched people talk for instance about being patriotic over getting Muslims eradicated out of America over their sharia laws and 

personal views. I have watched how people believe it is patriotic to employ amendments to the constitution to support and force one to practice 

their own faith. Politics is all about ones own agenda. that is how you choose a candidate. Most people are for themselves first for survival. It is a 

human thing. But compassion for others is important. Allie why hasn’t your attorney written up a dismissal based on the fact that Lawless 

America is not a true company? Could it be that you know it is not but you looked the other way while it was formed because they helped you 

out on your custody case from December 2012 to march 2013? Interesting how that works eh? Caught up in Bills web as an accomplice to a 

fraudulent corporation eh?

803 3/8/14 3/9/14 15:51
Lawless America a Non-

Prophet?

The funny thing here is Allie is that you are in a lawsuit for money he wants from you, yet your protecting your a mistake you made in believing in 

him still as if your going to get some cookie in the end and you will be dismissed. He must be giving you something in order not to bring out the 

fact that he formed fraudulently a company that is suing you.

804 3/8/14 3/9/14 15:54
Lawless America a Non-

Prophet?

I even heard from the grapevine that you offered yourself to be the owner of lawless America at one time. Hmmm… too bad he put it in his wives 

name eh. Then you got mad because shied was really always the number 2 guy from GRIP days and then you were just being used and was getting 

nothing. Interesting how that worked out for you

805 3/8/14 3/9/14 17:19
Lawless America a Non-

Prophet?

Actually the issues in Detroit are not about democrats it's about black people being so proud about being black that when they have people who 

are black in office who are seriously not doing good they kept them there

806 3/8/14 3/9/14 19:43
Lawless America a Non-

Prophet?

It's ok. It does not matter if they even meet the 501c3 status. There is a fraud going on. Bill says Barbara is not the Director. So does she. How is 

it she is listed as the Director? We know the answer to this question and so do other people. Bill was in the Middle of a Lawsuit with MOM and 

he deliberately put the company in his Wife's name with or without her consent. If Bill Windsor was in charge he would be on the charter. 

Furthermore they will never fill out the paperwork to become a 501c3 that would divulge too much information then to people.

807 3/8/14 3/9/14 21:22
Lawless America a Non-

Prophet?
Yep

808 3/8/14 3/8/14 22:32
Lawless America a Non-

Prophet?

Bill should watch the Sarah Palin CPAC Keynote, Sounds just likeBill. http://video.foxnews.com/v/3315005830001/030814palin624/There was 

reference to duck dynasty and his freedom to express his opinion about the bible. While she complained that they are being suppressed to express 

their opinion. She talked about Sovereign stuff, and called the democrats having a statest agenda. She called helping the needy and those who are 

poor is breaking America. She shouted out to libertarians and constitutionalists. She called people sock puppets (the word for 2014). Overall, Sarah 

Palin was a joke.

809 3/10/14 3/11/13 1:39
Bill Windsor Tries to Scrub His 

Past
It appears that there is going to be a Talkshoe Hosted By Bill on March 16th a Sunday at 7pm. I will be listening as long as it is public.

810 3/10/14 3/12/13 8:44
Bill Windsor Tries to Scrub His 

Past
David what are your thoughts on bills efforts to have grand juries and then execute politicians for treason?

811 3/10/14 3/11/13 22:02
Bill Windsor Tries to Scrub His 

Past
I am proud to have served during the 1st Gulf War and in Bosia supporting the Special Forces.
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812 3/10/14 3/13/13 22:54
Bill Windsor Tries to Scrub His 

Past

because of the IP tracking that Bill is doing on all of his websites. I have a campaign going to get him blacklisted on google along with letting 

everyone I know what harassment he is doing. Diving to homes of those who has eith mailed him after he asked for affidaivits from them in 

the email and from electronic filing, I feel that this is a concern that he is abusing the court electronic filing and also maliciously using his own 

website to hunt down and stalk visitors from opposed people. Let people know about this. It is a danger to society. I am. they laugh alot about 

his ideas anyhow but its a serious matter. He does have a handgun somewhere.

813 3/10/14 3/13/13 23:56
Bill Windsor Tries to Scrub His 

Past

One Commentor made this comment, "Sovereign citizen movement? The Ioonies who think that since flags in the courtroom have yellow fringe on 

the them, and because their names are written in capital letters on legal documents, they don't have to follow the law?"I remember reading 

Deanna Klosotra and Maria Melinn visiting the Grand Rapids Police station or maybe it was the Sheriffs office and there were flags like that. These 

conspiracy ding dongs believe that means Martial Law. I was in the Army and those flags are decorative ones with the nice gold fringes on them. 

They are for Display only. They call them Ceremonial. Anyhow I laugh at this. Bill Windsor could not put up with such comments calling his group 

of people of Lawless America the Revolutionary Party complete conspiracy weirdos. I already heard schied say if he does not get his way he will 

use the 2nd amendment rights. That means force with armed weapons. I worry about this really. With as many people who are given the ideas 

that the "progressives" democrats are bad and destroying America and are Tyrants and are evil etc. there are many people who will do almost 

anything thinking they are defending the country. I believe if we wanted common law we would have it. Forcing it is not the way to do. I suggest 

maybe they could all move to an unoccupied pacific island and start there. Definitely this has become a debate in the lime light now. I will continue 

to voice my opinion against a movie to promote such things and to gain supporters for a take over of the us government.

814 3/10/14 3/13/13 23:59
Bill Windsor Tries to Scrub His 

Past
Spamanon, I think he even has been working on getting retna scans from his posts being read

815 3/18/14 3/22/14 12:12
Bill Puts Barbara Windsor 

Front and Center
It also says it's a declaration of war

816 3/18/14 3/21/14 15:10
Bill Puts Barbara Windsor 

Front and Center
Actually any company that Bill Created on his own is fifty percent hers by marriage.

817 3/18/14 3/22/14 15:17
Bill Puts Barbara Windsor 

Front and Center

You know since you know that Windsor formed his corporation in his wife's name while you were the supposed #2 person organizing bus 

transportation and being on a top 10 list. Why not make an affidavit about it? Why not let the truth be known about what you know about the 

corporation that is asking for over 16 million dollars.

818 3/18/14 3/21/14 15:31
Bill Puts Barbara Windsor 

Front and Center

Allie Gate, Willing Participated? Is that a question your asking? Seriously? What about those buses that she helped bill get for the DC event using 

Reserve123? That was only 4 days before January 28th the day the corporation was created. Don't you remember? Or did you fall and hit your 

head?

819 3/18/14 3/23/14 15:54
Bill Puts Barbara Windsor 

Front and Center

So everyone can visit the newest site about me. I know I am famous. A famous person who reads comments on newspaper and tv comment 

sections, Facebook news and elsewhere and because of this I am a cyberterrorist. LOL. Deanna Kloostra makes this website. says she is not a 

conspiracy theorist but then goes on to say that I am... "Sean is working for Deanna Kloostra's former spouse. He is being paid to make up lies and 

to try and discredit Deanna and her reputation. Sean is also in a law suit for harassing other people."I am LMAO right now. I want to know how a 

commenting person has become cyberstalker.I have to say This is not the first time someone has called out her conspiracy claims.

820 3/18/14 3/23/14 15:55
Bill Puts Barbara Windsor 

Front and Center
Here is the website http://flamingsean.blogspot.com/

821 3/18/14 3/21/14 16:11
Bill Puts Barbara Windsor 

Front and Center

Shaking your head eh? As I expected your trying to distant that fact that you know more and had much more to do with this Lawless America as #2 

for sometime, yet you don't care to help anyone out. I guess when Bill is holding a lawsuit over the head of the old #2 who knows all the dirt and or 

has all the emails as you said you did in a rant one day last year along with knowing he has all the Social Security numbers, you might want to think 

about what it is that Law Enforcement might be reading if they also read his emails that pertain to you and so on. "The Soup Thickens" one might 

say.

822 3/18/14 3/21/14 16:18
Bill Puts Barbara Windsor 

Front and Center

Really anon, he did not ask for them. He asked his sleuths to get them using access to databases that are not open to the public. they were 

gained by getting them without permission. There is well documented info on this. LOL, I know you like to defend this guy, This could end up 

being a big ID Theft case also.
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823 3/18/14 3/22/14 16:24
Bill Puts Barbara Windsor 

Front and Center

So Allie after the email you received as being one of the trusted ten people he thought he could trust going to asking about what to do to 

incorporate as a 501c3 and saying that he could not have it in his name. Do you find it any surprise that the corporation is in his wife's name or do 

you think that is some made up piece of paper I manufactured? I would figure that you knew the company is not in his name since he told you in an 

email and then you offered to put in your name as the email states. The point here is that you could be defending yourself in along with helping 

others by making it a fact that you are witness to him forming a company that he put in someone else's name so that he did not have maid of the 

mist coming after him. What about those social security numbers he has? Are they secure or did someone steal them from his hard drive? You 

know that he has an obligation that if he took social security numbers from people up front as clients and that information was breached he 

owes them some notification as a business owner.

824 3/18/14 3/21/14 16:35
Bill Puts Barbara Windsor 

Front and Center

As Always she can't handle the truth. I just don't understand why your always protecting Barbara. The company was fraudulent you know it, you 

wanted to have it on your own or have some part in it. It was not placed in your name, and then you have a hissy fit. That is how I see it.

825 3/18/14 3/23/14 16:49
Bill Puts Barbara Windsor 

Front and Center

Actually Ginger no I just like talking about news. I am not investigating nothing. I just like to comment on things I read or hear about. I have no 

time to investigate. My brother said I am more like a news commentator. News commentators are people who just give comment to a news story. 

Interesting enough, news happens and then they comment. Verse a reporter breaking news which is not me at all.

826 3/18/14 3/23/14 17:12
Bill Puts Barbara Windsor 

Front and Center

I have just read the funniest post... "I need an affidavit from someone who has read Joeyisalittlekid.BlogSpot.com. Is there someone out there who 

has read all the defamation who would be willing to sign a simple affidavit that says you have done so?If so, please don't post -- email me at 

nobodies@att.net."-Bill WindsorMaybe we could get all the people who have lawlessAmerica.com and have them sign an affidaivit saying that they 

also believe that there is political group of people who want to have grand Juries there. What would an affidaivit do? Confirm what I just said here? 

I am laughing because Bills revolutionary Party Movement has fizzled and the plan to bring politicians and others to trial for treason has been 

foiled.

827 3/18/14 3/23/14 17:14
Bill Puts Barbara Windsor 

Front and Center

PS Bill that little globe on your post means public. What does "Public" mean? If you're comfortable making something you share open to anyone, 

choose Public from the audience selector before you post.https://www.facebook.com/help/www/203805466323736 Something that is Public can 

be seen by people who are not your friends, people off of Facebook, and people who view content through different media (new and old alike) 

such as print, broadcast (television, etc.) and other sites on the Internet. When you comment on other people’s Public posts, your comment is 

Public as well.

828 3/18/14 3/23/14 18:08
Bill Puts Barbara Windsor 

Front and Center

So how did Sharon go there if there is no direct link from the post to the site here? I have never encountered that message from facebook before. 

Interesting another person who has no clue.

829 3/18/14 3/21/14 18:25
Bill Puts Barbara Windsor 

Front and Center
Where is my little violin, BIll has such an emotional Distress. Pfffft. I am certain that nobody here has caused Bill any emotional Distress.

830 3/18/14 3/18/14 18:58
Bill Puts Barbara Windsor 

Front and Center

I understand it might be a good state to incorporate in but at the the same time because of the laxative rules such as not having to report much 

about your corporation or being able to use a P.O.box address for a year etc. it becomes the place for people who want to file and abuse what 

maybe was derived to be easier for incorporating and doing business in. The huge problem I see in many states is that there is no policing up of 

corporations other than the AG and they don't do much at all.

831 3/18/14 3/21/14 21:45
Bill Puts Barbara Windsor 

Front and Center
Karma you should contact me. Like to know more about what your sitting on over there.

832 3/18/14 3/21/14 22:07
Bill Puts Barbara Windsor 

Front and Center
We will know how it all works out for this group in New York soon. The National Liberty Alliance. That is the group he was talking about.

833 3/18/14 3/23/14 22:25
Bill Puts Barbara Windsor 

Front and Center

It appears to me that Bill has questioned yet another follower if they they are a joey. He is given the link again to the NLA who tomorrow will be 

giving the sheriff arrest warrants to carry out to arrest the judges. I am sure we might see news at noon or 5pm on Fox news about arrests 

maybe or will they be faxing it in? Will Bill join them also?

834 3/24/14 3/24/14 16:57

The National Liberty Alliance 

Stole Bill's Pie As Bill 

continues to scream and 

demand attention,

It appears that the same crazy reverend who liked Schied and prehn is now being followed by Deanna kloostra. The same reverend who does not 

like the NAACP but likes it when prehn talks down about blacks. SMH. I love it how things come to enjoin the same groups of people over and over 

again.

835 3/24/14 3/24/14 22:42

The National Liberty Alliance 

Stole Bill's Pie As Bill 

continues to scream and 

demand attention,

the question is... how many years will bill go before filing taxes?
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836 3/26/14 3/26/14 13:58
Windsor Can't Stop Himself in 

Montana
There is probably a tipping point such as trying to kidnap the judges or saying they will arrest them by themselves

837 3/26/14 3/26/14 17:05
Windsor Can't Stop Himself in 

Montana
He's missing out because his wife gave him the ultimatum lawless america or divorce he chose to be alone in hotel rooms single and alone.

838 3/26/14 3/26/14 17:11
Windsor Can't Stop Himself in 

Montana
Send me the shot be nice to have tnx

839 3/26/14 3/27/14 23:12
Windsor Can't Stop Himself in 

Montana

Bill has possibly committed ID Theft; I believe his search for personal information has led to that here...SUBCHAPTER B. IDENTITY THEFTSec. 

521.051. UNAUTHORIZED USE OR POSSESSION OF PERSONAL IDENTIFYING INFORMATION. (a) A person may not obtain, possess, transfer, or use 

personal identifying information of another person without the other person's consent and with intent to obtain a good, a service, insurance, an 

extension of credit, or any other thing of value in the other person's name.(b) It is a defense to an action brought under this section that an act by a 

person:(1) is covered by the Fair Credit Reporting Act (15 U.S.C. Section 1681 et seq.); and(2) is in compliance with that Act and regulations 

adopted under that Act.(c) This section does not apply to:(1) a financial institution as defined by 15 U.S.C. Section 6809; or(2) a covered entity as 

defined by Section 601.001 or 602.001, Insurance Code.

840 3/26/14 3/27/14 23:13
Windsor Can't Stop Himself in 

Montana
Tomorrow I Will be calling the Texas AG to file a complaint against him and Lawless America Association which includes Barbara Windsor.

841 3/26/14 3/27/14 23:35
Windsor Can't Stop Himself in 

Montana

Spam I sent them the photo of where he was asking them all for Social Security Numbers. I am sure they will be contacting Bill all about his 

Lawless America post on FB back then.

842 3/28/14 3/29/14 0:25 Windsor Tries To Do Math it is illegal to put the company in his wifes name without her consent.

843 3/28/14 3/29/14 0:27 Windsor Tries To Do Math or maybe the company is not fake and barbara is the director if so, then I will expose that she is the mastermind behind it all.

844 3/28/14 3/29/14 10:52 Windsor Tries To Do Math barbara even got the mail for the company. shes a liar

845 3/28/14 3/28/14 15:23 Windsor Tries To Do Math

We must remember BW was in business with mitt Romney which makes him a questionable business man doingacquisitions. Remember in 

2012 elections when they looked at Romney and Bain Capitol the company that was in a joint venture with Bill. To think what ever happened to 

1st communications? Why did it fail?

846 3/28/14 3/28/14 16:33 Windsor Tries To Do Math This is probably the same math that made all of his companies that he acquisitioned went poof again

847 3/28/14 3/28/14 22:28 Windsor Tries To Do Math
Allie he is implying about the email that you got from him about the highly confidential one that said he can not have the company in his name. 

You should make a copy of it and share so it will prove he is wrong.
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